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ABSTRACT 

The rapid developnent of mechanized farm technologies in the 

twentieth century profoundly inpacted the South Plains of Texas. 

Manufacturers, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station researchers, and 

farmers regularly had the opportunity to consider new methods or 

machines for performing the traditional tasks of preparing, planting, 

cultivating, and harvesting cotton. 

The work begins with a review of horse-drawn implements used on the 

South Plains in 1910. The introduction of the row-crop tractor to the 

area in the 1930s brought many changes. This section concludes with 

develcpnents in preparation, planting, and cultivation up to 1990. 

The second section describes the evolution of mechanized harvesting 

from the crude homemade sleds of the 1920s to modem four-row, self-

propelled cotton strijpers. The introduction of the cotton module 

system to replace tenporary trailer storage for harvested cotton 

ccnpleted the mechanization of cotton farming on the South Plains. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 

The rapid development of mechanized farm technologies in the early 

twentieth century profoundly affected South Plains agriculture. Farmers 

regularly had the opportunity to consider new methods and machines for 

performing traditional tasks of plowing, planting, cultivating, and 

harvesting cotton. 

When cotton farmers first came to the South Plains, they 

predominantly used one-row, horse-drawn equipment and harvested by hand. 

After eighty years of mechanization, farmers used gasoline or diesel 

tractors, six or eight-row plows, planters, and cultivators, and 

mechanical cotton-stripper harvesters. In between came a wide array of 

inplements that illustrate the evolution of mechanization. This thesis 

will examine the mechanization of cotton production and discuss their 

inpact on life on the South Plains region. 

Parameters of the Study 

A large cotton-growing region in northwest Texas is the focal point 

of this study. In the center of the area is Lubbock, home of Texas Tech 

University. The author is a twenty-four year resident of the city, and 

both his grandfathers farmed near Lubbock for almost forty years. 

The region included in this study is within an area east of the 

Texas and New Mexico state line (103° 05' W longitude); south of an 

imaginary line between Clovis, New Mexico, and Turkey (Hall County), 

Texas (34° 25' N latitude); west of a line between Turkey and Spur 

(Dickens County), Texas (about 100° 45' W); and north of a curved line 

from Spur through Lamesa (Dawson County) to the state line near Hobbs, 

New Mexico. The boundaries of the study region include parts of the 

counties of: Bailey, Briscoe, Castro, Cochran, Crosby, Dawson, Dickens, 

Floyd, Gaines, Garza, Hale, Hockley, Lamb, Lubbock, Lynn, Motley, 

Parmer, Swisher, Terry, and Yoakum (Figure 1.1). This area will be 

referred to in this text as the South Plains, a term used locally to 

describe most of this defined region. Beginning in 1924 several of 

these counties appear each year (except in bad drought years) among the 
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top fifty cotton producing counties in Texas. After World War II the 

central South Plains counties ranked among the world leaders in cotton 

production.^ 

The territory in this stucfy includes some of the cotton farming 

areas below (south and east) the Caprock Escarpment, v^ch most 

geographers do not include as being on the plains. This region, notably 

Dickens County and the town of Spur, are included because they have 

similar growing seasons, soils, and annual rainfall as their plains 

counterparts.^ Furthermore, the Spur Substation of the Texas 

Agricultural Ebqjeriment Station (TABS) was at least as important as its 

Lubbock Substation counterpart in influencing cotton farming methods and 

machinery in the area. 

The South Plains region is an area of subhumid or semi-arid 

climate. Average rainfall is about twenty inches a year along the 

eastern edge, decreasing to about sixteen inches annually on average 

along tJie Texas-New Mexico state line. Average precipitation at the 

relatively centralized Lubbock Substation is eighteen to eighteen and 

one-half inches. Much of the rainfall comes in the spring and early 

sunnier months, mostly as heavy rain from thunderstorms v^ch is often 

accompanied by hail. The region suffers strong winds throughout the 

spring. The growing season between killing frosts each year is about 

two-hundred days at Lubbock. The season is shorter in the northern 

South Plains and cotton is difficult to grow in sane years.-̂  

^ Pinkey Lowrey, "Some Facts on Cotton Production for Lubbock 
County and the South Plains," 1957 (South Plains—Agriculture Reference 
File, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University). According to the 
U.S. Census of Agriculture, Ranking Agricultural Counties, the South 
Plains appeared over forty times in the top ten cotton-producing 
counties, including consecutive number one rankings between 1949 and 
1969 and inclusion of five or more counties in the top ten between 1949 
and 1974. 

2 w.T. Carter, The Soils of Texas, TABS Bulletin No. 431 (College 
Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1931), 135-
142. 

3 Carter, The Soils of Texas, 144; B.H. Thibodeaux, C.A. Bonnen, 
and A.C. Magee, An Economic Study of Farm Organization and Operation in 
the High Plains Cotton Area of Texas, TAES Bulletin No. 568 (College 



Most rainfall in the region is absorbed by the soil or drains into 

small, shallow depressions called playa lakes. These playa lakes, viiich 

may be up to twenty feet deep and cover up to forty acres, stand empty 

most of the year but take on much of the run-off during the rainy 

season. A small portion of the regional rainfall drains out of the area 

through draws. This is particularly true in the southeast below the 

Caprock Escarpment. Due to the lack of rainfall, low humidity, and the 

abundance of bright sunshine, any standing water in the region 

evaporates quickly. Dryland farming was the standard practice until 

irrigation from underground water sources became technically and 

economically feasible in the 1950s.^ 

Four soil groups occur on the South Plains. The Amarillo series 

(red soils) cover most of the region. The topsoil and subsoil are rich 

farming soils up to ten feet deep which cover a harder, calcium 

carbonate layer referred to as caliche. The Amarillo soils are very 

drought-resistant and are well suited to cotton farming, as well as to 

most grain sorghum and vegetables. The dark-colored soils of the 

Pullman, Richfield, and Potter series are clay loam soils that lend 

themselves to grain crops. These soils predominate across the northern 

and eastern edges of the study region into the adjacent areas.^ 

A lighter-color series of soil and fine sand called the Enterprise 

and Dunesand soils appear in some areas in the western Sout± Plains. 

This lighter material becanes easily airborne. These sandy soils 

support little vegetation and have only been used extensively in farming 

since the 1970s with the introduction of center-pivot irrigation 

systems. The fourth soil group is the alluvial soils, consisting of 

Spur and Randall series soils, found in the few draws and drainage ways 

vMch make up the upper headwaters of the regional river drainage areas. 

Seme of these alluvial soils are also found at the bottom of the 

Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1939), 10-
12. [Hereafter cited as Thibodeaux, Economic Study of Farm Organization.] 

4 Thibodeaux, Economic Study of Farm Organization, 8; Carter, The 
Soils of Texas, 143-144. 

5 Carter, The Soils of Texas, 147-152. 



numerous playa lakes in the region. Being subject to standing water 

during the rainy seasons, the alluvial soils are not generally farmed. 

As a whole, however, much of the South Plains region lends itself to 

cultivation. In Lubbock County up to 97 percent of the total area 

consists of tillable soils.^ 

Historiographical Review 

In 1973 historian Clarence Danhof, at that time president of the 

Agricultural History Society, expressed his disappointment at the 

"randomness" of works in agricultural history. It seemed everything 

concerning agriculture in history had been examined, regardless of 

boundaries of geography, time, methodology, or theory. Deborah 

Fitzgerald remarked in a 1991 article that Danhof's criticism could well 

apply to the history of agricultural technology, if there were a 

sufficient body of literature to assess. Very few historians examined 

both agriculture and technology, so the existing works were "a 

hodgepodge and share no discipline, methodology, or design."^ 

Fitzgerald described several classes of agricultural technology 

literature. The most popular topic had been the "material apparatus" 

used to produce food, including machinery, seeds, and chemicals. Many 

of these works were company histories describing how its products 

cont:ributed to agriculture and the ccxnpany's success. There also were 

studies of agricultural comnodities, such as Pete Daniel's books on the 

cotton, tobacco, and rice cultures in the South. Several works examined 

the impact of technology on agriculture or on society. These works make 

up a considerable part of the body of technological histories. 

One of Fitzgerald's categories of literature, which serves as a 

nodel for this study, is an interpretation of "the emergence of a 

^ Carter, The Soils of Texas, 148, 152-154; Thibodeaux, Economic 
Study of Farm Organization, 9. Much of central Lubbock County is now 
urbanized because of the city of Lubbock and its nearly 200,000 residents 

"7 Deborah Fitzgerald, "Beyond Tractors: The History of Technology 
in American Agriculture," Technology and Culture 32(1) (January 1991): 
114-115. 



particular technology within a farming context."^ Exanples include 

Thomas Isem's Custom Combining on the Great Plains, vdiich investigates 

the role of combines in the v^eat industry, and Robert C. Williams' 

Fordson, Farmall, and Poppin' Johnny examination of the development of 

the tiractor and its innpact on rural life. Similar works have been 

written on tractors, threshers, reapers, and assorted farm tools of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Each of these works focuses on one 

class of equipment in a particular cojrmcdity or region. Articles and 

books on agricultural implements, especially for cotton, com, or in the 

twentieth century, are few and far between. This work seeks to fill 

part of that gap.^ 

Many of the studies of cotton have been limited to the old South. 

Very few address technology, instead looking at the economic and social 

issues of slavery and emancipation. There are no works comparing the 

southern cotton culture with the newer cotton areas of West Texas and 

beyond. One of the more recent technological works is a 1992 book on 

cotton ginning. Bale o' Cotton. This examines ginning nationwide from 

its early beginnings with Eli Whitney to the most recent developnents in 

module and gin technology in the 1980s.•'•̂  

The largest body of work about agriculture and cotton on the South 

Plains consists of theses and dissertations fran Texas Tech University 

(formerly Texas Technological College), many of vdiich have been 

consulted for use in this thesis. These theses have examined everything 

from particular machine components to entire industries and economies. 

A few business and agricultural economics papers have investigated the 

business of cotton farming, notably Bodkin's "The Effect of 

8 Ibid., 119. 

^ Thomas Isem, Custom Combining on the Great Plains: A History 
(Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980); Robert C. 
Williams, Fordson, Farmall, and Poppin' Johnny: A History of the Farm 
Tractor and Its Impact on America (Champaign, 111.: University of 
Illinois Press, 1987). 

10 Fitzgerald, "Beyond Tractors," 122; Pete Daniel, Personal 
canmunication with author, August 28, 1995 (Washington, D.C.); Karen 
Gerhardt Britton, Bale o' Cotton: The Mechanical Art of Cotton Ginning 
(College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 1992). 
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Mechanization on the High Plains Cotton Farm." Bodkin's title is 

somewhat misleading at first because it does not describe the inpact of 

machinery but rather the inpact of mechanization economically. Bodkin 

only mentions pieces of equipment in passing with little detail.•̂ •'• 

Students in other disciplines have explored South Plains cotton, 

including researchers in home economics, engineering, and atmospheric 

science.-̂ ^ 

Not surprisingly the history department has produced the most 

material on South Plains agriculture. The broadest examination is 

Delmar Hayter's "South Plains Agriculture: 1880-1950." He focuses not 

only on cotton but also on ranching, dairying, v^eat, grain sorghums, 

and other carmodities. He also provides insight into the early 

settlement of the region and the development of the regional economy. 

Hayter provides a brief description of the major inplements of all the 

farming trades.•'••̂  

A good follow-up to Hayter is Joseph Gordon's dissertation, "The 

History and Development of Irrigated Cotton on the High Plains of 

Texas," which provides an in-depth analysis of the development of 

irrigation and its introduction in cotton farming practices in the 

region. Much of the work concentrates on irrigation technology and 

methods, rather than farming practices in general.^^ 

^^ Wilton Royce Bodkin, "The Effect of Mechanization on the High 
Plains Cotton Farm: 1920-1960" (M.B.A. thesis, Texas Technological 
College, 1965). 

12 Exanples include Richard Scott Prentice, "Pollution Reduction 
of Cotton Yam Dyeing" (M.S. thesis, Texas Tech University, 1974) 
[Chemical Engineering] and William Wallace Brown, "A Study of Yearly 
Average Qualities of Texas South Plains Cotton in Comparison With Mill 
Average Qualities of Cotton Used in the Production of Specified Fabrics" 
(M.S. thesis, Texas Technological College, 1957) [Clothing, Textiles, 
and Merchandising]. 

13 Delmar Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture: 1880-1950" (M.A. 
thesis, Texas Tech University, 1981). 

14 Joseph F. Gordon, "The History and Development of Irrigated 
Cotton on the High Plains of Texas" (Ph.D. diss., Texas Technological 
College, 1961). 



Leota Matthews provides an excellent history of the TAES Lubbock 

Substation. This excellent institutional study discusses the station's 

research on grain sorghum, cotton, mechanization, and irrigation from 

its opening to the 1950s. The cotton chapter includes valuable 

contemporary pictures and descriptions of the station's research on the 

perfection of the shallow-furrow planter. 1^ 

A complement to the Matthews history is Richard Arnold's thesis on 

cotton varieties. The development of storm-proof cotton varieties 

involved not only the Lubbock Substation but also local farmers and seed 

companies who tested and bred strains of cotton best suited to the area. 

The evolution of storm-proof cotton was a key ingredient to creating 

mechanized farming on the South Plains, especially for mechanical 

harvesting.1^ 

Robert Williams' research on tractors, mentioned above, originated 

as a dissertation at Texas Tech. It, too, utilized the Lubbock County 

Historical Collection (LCHC) for sane of the objects discussed. The 

subsequent book expanded some of the material to include a broader, 

nationwide scope. The dissertation includes more West Texas-oriented 

material.1' 

An additional dissertation, this one from the University of 

Oklahoma, deserves mention in any bibliographic review of the South 

Plains. Garry Nail's "Agricultiural History of the Texas Panhandle, 

1880-1965" is, like Hayter's work, a broad review of the development of 

all facets of agriculture in the area north of Lubbock and the South 

Plains. Nail's Panhandle definition includes a portion of the northern 

South Plains and its occasional cotton farms. While Nail focuses more 

1^ Leota Lightfoot Matthews, "The History of the Lubbock 
Experiment Station, Substation No. 8" (M.A. thesis, Texas Technological 
College, 1959). 

1^ Richard Willson Arnold, "The History of Adaptation of Cotton to 
the High Plains of Itexas, 1890-1974" (M.A. thesis, Texas Tech 
University, 1975). 

1*7 Robert Charles Williams, "Fordson, Farmall and Poppin Johnny: 
The Development and Inpact of the American Farm Tractor" (Ph.D. diss., 
Texas Tech University, 1981). His book is cited in footnote nine. 
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on ranching and wheat, his work provides a sense of the conflict in a 

farmer's mind about whether to raise cotton or v^eat.l^ 

A key factor missing in most of these works is technology, 

Williams' text being the major exception. Hayter and Matthews provide 

brief descriptions of equipment in their accounts, but for the most part 

these theses are general histories with little or no mention of the 

technology or machinery used in cotton farming. However, all provide 

valuable background information for South Plains agriculture. 

A very inportant source of primary information is the bulletins and 

reports of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station (TAES), 

specifically those from the Lubbock and Spur Substations. TAES was 

instrumental in developing nearly every facet of cotton farming on the 

High Plains and in West Texas. The development of storm-proof cotton 

varieties, the stripper harvester, and several planter mechanisms 

(including the shallow-furrow planter) can be directly attributed to 

TZffiS. Their bulletins include excellent descriptions of equipment being 

tested and the relevant findings. These publications, the station 

farms, and their demonstration work were undoubtedly valuable to farmers 

as the South Plains cotton culture developed. 

Only one other article (in addition to Williams' history of the 

tractor) directly overlaps with this study of agricultural machinery. 

Lowell Carlson described the development of the cotton stripper in a 

1974 article. His work reviews much of the early research by TAES and 

briefly discusses the primitive sled st:rippers of the 1920s. Carlson 

details the various harvesting results for both sleds and mechanical 

strippers and for different varieties of cotton. The article, though, 

only briefly touches on developments since 1950. While the work is 

valid, it has become dated. 1^ 

Rather than simply expanding on Carlson's history, this thesis 

seeks to reexamine mechanical harvesting on the South Plains using many 

18 Garry Lynn Nail, "Agricultural History of the Texas Panhandle, 
1880-1965" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Oklahoma, 1972). 

19 Lowell H. Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stiripper," West 
Ttexas Historical Association Year Book 50 (1974): 76-91. 



of the same primary sources and incorporating additional details on the 

machinery as well as first-hand accounts from oral histories. The 

author also has tried to provide a more conprehensive review of 

developments in cotton harvesting since TAES concluded its primary 

research in the 1940s. The objective is a thorough history of the 

cotton stripper, cotton trailers, and modules. 

Besides the published literature, another predominant source 

utilized in this stucty is the Southwest Collection at Texas Tech 

University, especially its oral histories. The archive contains 

numerous accounts on South Plains farming, including discussions of 

early cotton sleds and the only contenporary farmer account on the 

initial use of cotton modules. Equally valuable is William DeLoach's 

fifty-year diary of farming in Lamb County. Southwest Collection staff 

member recently edited these manuscript ledgers for publication. 

DeLoach's thoughts, supplemented by Neugebauer's interpretative 

caiinentary, provide an excellent depiction of the hardships of cotton 

farming in the first half of the century.20 

The author studied many cotton inplements first-hand at the Lubbock 

County Historical Collection (LCHC) at Shallowater (Lubbock County). 

LCHC includes over two thousand pieces of tractors, plows, threshers, 

and other farming pieces. Two cataloging projects, one of 600 items in 

the 1970s and the other of 125 cotton implements, provide much 

information about the objects and their attachments. These forms, as 

well as numerous manufacturer's manuals and catalogs, are held in the 

LCHC Archive in Lubbock. Alton Brazell, the director of the ICHC, also 

provided valuable information about the inplements and how they were 

used. His knowledge was gained in the field as a farmer in Lubbock 

County for over forty years. 

"Working the Cotton Fields of the South Plains" seeks a perspective 

different from previous works about South Plains agriculture. Like 

Williams' tractor dissertation, the focus is first on machinery and then 

on how it affected and interacted with the growing cotton culture of the 

20 Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University; Janet M. 
Neugebauer, Plains Farmer: The Diary of William G. DeLoach, 1914-1964 
(College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 1991). 
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region. This thesis is a material culture study of the process of 

mechanization in the South Plains region, based on both analysis of 

individual implements and of the local history of mechanization.21 

Since the discussion is focused, the results may not be applicable to 

other areas, the same time period, or the same genre of inplements. 

Hcv̂ ever, this thesis may serve as a model for similar studies in other 

areas and other times. The findings report the conditions found for 

this set of circumstances. 

Material Culture Aspects of the Study 

A material culture study often relies on a guide or model to 

consider individual objects and, later, groups or categories of objects 

for research purposes. E. McClung Fleming introduced vhat is perhaps 

the most popular material culture model. The Fleming Model proposes 

that objects have five basic properties: history, material, 

construction, design, and function. Fleming then applies a four-step 

analysis to each of these properties to better understand the object. 

The author used the Fleming Model preparing this study. However, the 

form presented below is not used to report the findings. Rather, the 

author synthesized the results to provide a history of cotton 

mechanization on the South Plains.22 

The Fleming Model provides an outline for the discussion of a 

number of issues related to the background of this study. Fleming's 

first property of an artifact is its history. This includes vhen and 

v^ere it was made, v^o made it and vho it was made for, and why it was 

made. After the object's creation, its history includes later changes 

in its condition, function, and its chain of ownership.23 it may be 

possible to determine the manufacturer for most mainstiream agricultural 

21 Material culture is a research tool to help interpret objects 
in a historical context. This is for both an understanding in the 
present and in the culture of the past. 

22 E. M::Clung Fleming, "Artifact Study: A Proposed Model," in 
Material Culture Studies in America, ed. Thomas J. Schlereth (Nashville, 
Tenn.: American Association for State and Local History, 1982), 165-166. 

23 Ibid., 166. 
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inplements based on their design and markings. Researchers can trace 

objects which were marked with serial numbers, such as tractors, through 

the manufacturer's records to determine when and v^ere it was 

manufactured and, in some cases, to vhom it was first sold. 

Most other historical information on the object, though, must be 

determined from the object's provenance. A donor or user of the object 

may know how long it was used, why a certain repair or change was made 

to the object, or how many years it has been sitting in the bam. A 

careful examination of the object may reveal sane of these details, such 

as an alteration to the original. However, without the donor's 

provenance, the analysis will likely be limited to speculation as to 

vihen or vhy changes in the artifact's history occurred. 

The broader analysis of a group of farm inplements, especially 

mass-produced pieces, includes an examination of the advertising and 

literature of the era, as well as the available accounts of the 

performance of the inplements. While many manufacturers claimed their 

product was the best to inprove farming in that particular aspect, 

farmers also relied on actual performance and how things were 

manufactured. Perhaps the best records of the performance of inplements 

come from the bulletins and reports of the various state agricultural 

experiment stations and universities. The outstanding source of 

information on tractors since 1919, for example, is the Nebraska Tractor 

Tests by the University of Nebraska. 24 

The second property of an object relates to its component 

materials. Wood was one of tJie principal original materials for older 

tools and inplements. It could be easily shaped and attached and was 

reasonably strong. However, it decayed if not well maintained and 

protected. The introduction of economically-produced metals and the 

increasing scarcity of trees made many wooden parts obsolete. However, 

24 Alan I. Marcus and Howard P. Segal, Technology in America; A 
Brief History (San Diego, Cal.: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989), 380; 
R. Douglas Hurt, Agricultural Technology in the Twentieth Century 
(Manhattan, Kan.: Sunflower University Press, 1991), 23. 
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wood still was used for parts subject to strong shocks and vibrations 

since it was more durable than metal pieces used for the same purpose.''-' 

Agricultural innplement designers first used metals to cover the 

wearing parts of early plow shares. Four variations of metal 

predominated. The solid steel share, a moderately inexpensive plow that 

would crack if hardened and would not last very long in fields that 

heavily scoured the plow surface. A more expensive alternative was a 

soft-center steel v^ch had "glass hard" high carbon steel surfaces with 

a softer, low carbon steel in the center. This produced a more durable 

plow that polished well and could be rehardened and resharpened 

frequently. Cast iron was the most inexpensive construction material 

and thus is often found in many inplements. However, it was also one of 

the most brittle metals and broke easily. Chilled iron strengthened 

cast iron. When melted cast iron is molded against cold surfaces of 

certain metals, the contact areas becane hard. The chilled iron plow 

lasted longer than some soft-center steel plows, but it was heavier and 

nore difficult to handle. Because of the wide variety of plow types 

available, the use of a particular type of material often depended on 

the soils of the area in which it was to be used. Thus, the same basic 

implement could have any number of combinations of plow share types in 

different regions of the country.2^ 

Manufacturers also used numerous metals and materials in 

agricultural machines. As with plow shares, cast iron was popular for 

other machine parts because of its cheapness, s1:rength, and its ability 

to be cast into intricate shapes. However, as noted, it would break 

easily under pressure. Malleable iron was better than cast iron for 

parts subjected to greater strain. The next stronger material is 

wrought iron, hanmered cast iron to reduce the carbon and silicon 

25 J. Brownlee Davidson, Agricultural Machinery (New York, N.Y.: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1931), 31-32. 

26 Lillian Church, History of the Plow, Information Series No. 48 
(Beltsville, Md.: USDA, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural 
Engineering, 1935), 1; Moline Implement Coipany, FMoline Catalogi: A 
Manual on the Care and Operation of Farm Implements (Moline, 111.: 
Moline Inplement Coirpany, n.d.), 3, Lubbock County Historical Collection 
Archive, Lubbock, Tex. 
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content. Wrought iron is more flexible and, unlike cast iron and 

malleable iron, could be welded.27 

The strongest metal for machinery is steel. It is derived from 

cast or pig iron through a process that reduces and changes the 

character of the carbon content of the metal. Through different 

processes or the addition of other metals, different alloys can be 

obtained. Manganese steel was popular for parts subject to extensive 

wear, such as the blades of excavators or grinders. Nickel or copper 

steel is resistant to corrosion. These metals are often referred to 

today as stainless steels. Chrome steel, noted for its hardness, is 

often used in roller bearings. Molybdenum steel is found in metal-

cutting tools.28 

The development of rubber and plastic added new materials to the 

engineer's construction box. Rubber, v^ether produced naturally from 

trees or synthetically, soon became as popular for manufacturing as 

steel. Rubber rarely required much servicing or lubrication. As witJi 

steel, synthetic rubbers could be produced with varying degrees of 

hardness, flexibility, and chemical resistance. Rubber first was 

introduced in tractor and inplement tires and in drive belts for 

machinery. Its use soon expanded to wire insulation, other types of 

belts, inplement wheels, and as bushings between parts.2^ 

The inclusion of plastics introduced one of the most popular 

materials for many agricultural innplements of this century. Plastics 

are almost entirely synthetic, and there are thousands of varieties of 

usable plastic. These were soon found in steering v^eels and handles, 

washers and bearings, and battery cases. In the latter half of the 

27 Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 26-27. 

28 Ibid., 27-29, 31; Harris Pearson Smith, Farm Machinery and 
Equianent (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955), 9-11. 

29 Ibid., 6. 
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century, plastics began replacing some metal parts, such as planter 

boxes on the large eight-row planters used in the 1980s.30 

The researcher also may find other materials within or on an 

agricultural inplement. Paints, grease and oils, galvanized steel, and 

metal plating were often used to cover some metal parts to help prevent 

or limit corrosion and to lubricate moving parts. Various forms of 

gasoline, kerosene, propane, or diesel fueled the machines. Farmers and 

blacksmiths applied various metals from welding rods v^en making repairs 

to farming inplements.31 

Construction is the third property of an object in Fleming's model. 

This category covers both the means of construction as well as sane of 

the arrangement of different parts in the inplement. Construction 

includes everything from the techniques of manufacturing, to 

workmanship, to the physical organization of components to execute the 

object's function. Thus, construction covers both the means as well as 

tJie arrangement of parts on the inplement.32 

Perhaps most inportant to a study of agricultural inplements is an 

landerstanding of the manufacturing process. Three methods of 

manufacturers are found in assembling agricultural machinery. Mass 

manufactured items are those inplements built by large companies in the 

spirit of mass production. 33 Examples of mass manufacturers include the 

30 Ibid., 6-7; Don Macmillan and Roy Harrington, John Deere 
Tractors and Eguipment: Volume Two, 1960-1990 (St. Joseph, Mich.: 
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 1991), 244-249. 

31 Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 31; Macmillan and 
Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 112. 

32 Fleming, "Artifact Study," 166. 

33 The meaning of "mass production" has changed over the years. 
David Hounshell points out that the term may have originated as a phrase 
for manufacturing in great quantities or for the "masses" of people. In 
the 1920s the phrase evolved to include the assembly line, and 
standardization. In the thesis the author uses "mass manufacturers" to 
refer to the large companies that practice "mass production" in the 
twentieth-century meaning of the term. David A. Hounshell, From the 
American System to Mass Production 1800-1932: The Development of 
Manufacturing Technology in the United States (Baltimore, Md.: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1984), 1-3, 307-309. 
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familiar "name brand" companies such as John Deere, McCormick, and 

International Harvester. 

The second method is machinery construction by small regional 

manufacturers. These may be small caipanies that specialize in a 

particular inplement, such as the Graham-Hoeme Plow Carpany of Amarillo, 

Texas, which built some of the early chisel plows. Regional 

manufacturers may be small businesses that originated as a blacksmith 

shop, such as Sam Stevens Manufacturing Canpany in Lamesa, Texas. These 

businesses practice mini-manufacturing as opposed to manufacturing for 

larger consigner groups. While they may employ several of the principles 

of mass production to reduce costs, their total production or 

specialization in a particular product limits the area they serve. In 

the case of both companies cited above, most of their business 

transactions took place in an area of approximately 100-125 miles radius 

around their manufacturing headquarters. 34 

The final method of manufacturing, at the other end of the scale 

from mass manufacturing, is the local blacksmith or the individual 

farmer v^o builds, repairs, or modifies his own equipment. Working out 

of a small shop or shed, the blacksmith builds one of a kind creations 

or inventions, some of vMch may be appropriated by larger 

manufacturers. 

The backbone of all of our progress, it seems, in 
farm machinery has been through the ingenuity of the 
early blacksmith and people of that nature. Because 
a man would have an idea, and then he would go in 
and try to convey that idea to a blacksmith. And 
between the two of them they would work out [a 
design] that would work.35 

On the South Plains the manufacturer can be quite important. For 

many years the blacksmith was the cornerstone of a farming comnunity, 

botli for making repairs and for producing new inplements. Around World 

War II regional manufacturers began to replace the blacksmith as the 

34 Sam Stevens and Bill Olds, Interview by David Murrah, January 
9, 1975 (Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape 1, Side 1. 

35 F.P. King, interview by David Murrah, January 9, 1975, Tape 1, 
Side 1 (Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University). [Hereafter cited 
as King Oral History]. 
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builder of new units. Repairs took place more often in the dealerships 

of national companies as inplements became more complicated. 

Fleming describes design, his fourth property, as the "structure, 

form, style, ornament, and iconography of the object. "36 The structure 

and form of an agricultural inplement are critical elements in 

developing a functional machine. In agriculture these can be as wide 

ranging as the number of types of farming inplements. The form of an 

agricultural inplement often depends on its intended function. However, 

variations in form are coninon. Cotton harvesters, for example, came in 

drawn or tractor-mounted and in picker and stripper-types. While the 

basic function (harvesting cotton) is the same, the structure and form 

of each design varies. 

The form equipment finally takes is often no accident. Design and 

testing take place in many forms. The farmer and blacksmith are local 

innovators, toying with their own creations and modifying new or 

existing equipment. Then came the agricultural experiment stations and 

land-grant colleges vM.ch tested different designs to determine those 

most efficient for a given purpose. Manufacturers talk with farmers, 

blacksmiths, salesman, and scientists, as well as conduct their own 

tests, to determine the best designs to meet the farmer's needs.37 

As machines grew larger and more complex, a new breed of machinery 

designer developed, the agricultural engineer. In the United States the 

American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) became a major 

influence in inplement design. As specialized farm machinery increased 

the ASAE developed universal standards (beginning with four in 1912) so 

that machines could be interchangeable or could perform similar tasks.38 

It is inportant to note that mass produced agricultural inplements 

often were designed in a standard form that could be "specialized" with 

36 Fleming, "Artifact Study," 166. 

37 King Oral History, Tape 1, Side 1; Hurt, Agricultural 
Technology, 6; L.J. Fletcher, "The Relation of the Agricultural 
Engineer to the Farm Equipment Indust:ry," Agricultural Engineering 
12(11) (November 1931): 406-408. 

38 Arnold B. Skrarme, "The Growth of ASAE and the Farm Equipment 
Indust:ry 1907-1970," Agricultural Engineering 51(4) (April 1970): 181-184, 
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various options. For exanple, many row-planters could be used (and were 

advertised) for both com and cotton. The only change necessary was 

different size planter plates to accomnodate different size seeds. The 

farmer also could order an inplement with a different set of plow or 

cultivator shares depending on his crop and his needs. With "dealer 

options" the farmer could purchase a basic inplement form but use it for 

two or more purposes depending on vMch supplemental parts he added. 

This is a key reason for the success of the tool bar in farming, as will 

be discussed in Chapter Four.39 

Fleming describes the function of the artifact, the fifth property 

in his model, as having two components. First is the uses of the 

object, or its intended function. Second is the roles of the artifact, 

or its unintended functions, in the culture.40 The intended function of 

an agricultural inplement relates directly to its design. If the 

machine was designed as a planter, its intended function was to place a 

seed in the ground in a particular spot at a certain depth. 

Sometimes an inplement's function was altered to another purpose by 

a farmer or blacksmith. One cannon exanple on the South Plains was the 

modified use of early car chassis. Sometimes vdien a farmer got a new 

vehicle, he stripped down his old model for parts. He might use the 

engine as an irrigation punp. A more cannon occurrence was to use tJie 

axles and chassis off and build a small wagon.41 AltJiough this is an 

alteration of the original function of the artifact, it is a new 

intentional use for the piece. 

39 Smith, Farm Machinery, 193; International Harvester Company, 
Operator's Manual: McrCormick No. 44 MiddlebusterT, 1 No. 44 Tool Bar and 
No. 465 Com Lister (Chicago, 111.: International Harvester Company, 
1959), 3-4. The No. 44 Tool Bar came with eleven different attachments 
for middlebusters and ten attachments for lister/planter configurations, 

40 Fleming, "Artifact Study," 166. 

41 See discussion of rebuilt automobile engines in Donald E. 
Green, Land of the Underground Rain: Irrigation on the Texas High 
PlainSf 1910-1970 (Austin, Tex.: University of Texas Press, 1973), 126-
127. The author's grandfather drove his used truck to the edge of the 
playa lake and used it "as is" to punp water. Numerous exanples of 
modified automobile equipment can be found in the Lubbock County 
Historical Collection, Shallowater, Tex. [Hereafter cited as LCHC] 
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Older farm equipment has attained a new role in our society. 

Collectors are restoring old tractors and farm equipment as a means of 

remembering the past. Except in demonstrations, these inplements are no 

longer used in the intended way. Instead, they have become cultural 

icons of the past. The challenge is to identify both the intended and 

unintended uses and roles that farm inplements have had. 

In his model Fleming applies four operations on each of the five 

properties of the object. The first is identification. "The chief 

objective of identification is to provide accurate information about the 

five properties of the artifact."42 The identification process should 

initially seek to answer the question, "v^t is it?" The result should 

be a series of classifications based on its history, form, materials, 

and function. Identification also includes authentication. Is the 

object actually vdiat it appears to be, or is it a fake or a 

reproduction? Identification should incorporate a description of the 

object. For mass-produced agricultural inplements, a detailed 

description of the machine's size, features, and attachments will be 

needed to identify the specific model and "dealer options" as found in 

manufacturer's catalogs.43 

The results of identification are pertinent in the later steps of 

the evaluation. The absence of certain details or facts can have a 

significant inpact on the cultural analysis and interpretation of the 

object. A cultivator attachment could have been bought with the tractor 

or added on in later years. The difference might have inportant 

consequences. Identification must be meticulous to offer a more 

complete picture for agricultural objects. 

The second step in Fleming's analysis is evaluation of the 

identification stage based on present cultural standards. He suggests 

that assessing the aesthetic quality and workmanship of the object is 

the first part of this analysis. The workmanship of agricultural 

inplements and an examination of their form is a principal concern. 

However, an analysis of function may wish to avoid some questions of 

42 Fleming, "Artifact Study," 167-168. 

43 Idem. 
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aesthetics for tools that usually were more functional than beautiful. 

Evaluation also includes comparisons of an object to other objects in 

"quantifiable terms" such as size, cost, and function. With tractor 

implements, for example, one could compare how well two different types 

of plows function. Similar canparisons could also be made based on 

locales or soil types. Does a two-row cotton planter work the same in 

West Texas as in the Mississippi Delta region?44 

Fleming's third operation in assessing an object is cultural 

analysis, which goes beyond the identification and evaluation stages. 

Cultural analysis relates the object to the culture in vMch it 

originated. This includes functional analysis, grouping objects by 

cannon criteria, and evaluating the importance of the object in its 

culture.45 

The final step in Fleming's model in object assessment is 

interpretation. Where the previous step relates the artifacts to its 

culture, interpretation seeks to place the artifact in the context of 

the modem culture v^ch views it. There may be several "correct" 

interpretations of an object depending on v^at person is looking at 

it.46 

Cultural analysis and interpretation depend greatly on assimilating 

tJie understanding of many objects to create a broader interpretation. 

In agriculture cultural analysis must make allowances for cultural 

practice, i.e., how the inplement is used. This is a much broader issue 

with ramifications that go beyond how one inplement is used. Instead, 

the interpreter must discuss how a system of inplements is used together 

on one farm or in a region of farms. Furthermore, the systems vary 

based on soil types, cultural practice and custan, weather and crop 

conditions, and climate. 

The intent of this study is to provide the reader with a valid 

interpretation of agricultural machinery and its role in the South 

44 Ibid., 168. 

45 Ibid., 169-172. 

46 Ibid., 172-173. 
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Plains cotton culture. Before considering the mechanization of South 

Plains cotton production, a brief overview of the thesis would be 

helpful. 

Organization and Scope of Thesis 

The time frame for this study begins in 1910. By 1910 the first 

farmers who raised primarily cotton had settled in this area and the 

first cotton gins were built. This was also the year that the Texas 

Department of Agriculture issued a bulletin that discussed the Texas 

Panhandle and Llano Estacado areas, including the South Plains, and 

provided a brief "picture" of the region in the infancy of its 

development. The 1910 growing season was also the first full year the 

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station's new substations at Spur and 

Lubbock operated.47 

The progress of mechanization in plowing, planting, and cultivation 

could be described as fairly steady after the introduction of the row-

crop tractor in 1925. However, wide-spread mechanization hinged on the 

development of mechanical harvesters to replace hand harvesting. This 

was especially true for the South Plains, v^ere advances in mechanized 

liarvesting came in spurts, primarily because of econanic concerns. 

Because the development of cotton harvesters followed a different course 

than otJier cotton inplements, harvesters are described separately from 

the mechanization of plowing and planting. 

The study concludes in 1990 when many South Plains farmers and 

ginners had adopted the cotton module system, a revolutionary new way to 

harvest and handle seed cotton after harvest before ginning. The 

expansion of the module concept, first developed in part by the Texas 

Agricultural Experiment Station in the early 1970s, cannot be traced in 

regional statistics or surveys. The 1990 conclusion date was selected 

47 Frederick W. Mally, The Panhandle and Llano Estacado of Texas. 
Texas Department of Agriculture Bulletin, Number 12 (Austin, Tex.: Texas 
Department of Agriculture, [March-il̂ ril] 1910), 34-36; H.H. Harrington, 
Report of the Director on the Establishment of the New State Stations, 
TAES Bulletin No. 134 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 1910), 3-4. 
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arbitrarily as a point at which most observers can agree that the cotton 

module was permanently established in this region.48 

The body of this work begins with a discussion of the early 

settlement of the South Plains. The first farmers found the region 

challenging v^en tJiey tried to apply the methods and equipment used in 

tJie Old South to this land. The earliest equipment was probably v^at 

settlers brought with them by wagon. All of it was horse-drawn. As 

towns formed and transportation inproved, a wider assortment of 

inplements became available. 

The next chapter describes the effect of the introduction of the 

tractor to the South Plains as the first processes were mechanized. 

While tractors had been available in the grain lands of the Midwest for 

many years, they were not suitable for use on row crops like cotton or 

com. When farmers could purchase a row-crop tractor, they upgraded 

their equipment from one and two-row, horse-drawn inplements to two to 

four-row, tractor-drawn or tractor-mounted equipment. The tractor was 

the catalyst for the mechanization of the cotton production. 

Chapter IV continues the description of the evolution of the 

implements used in plowing, planting, and cultivating starting with the 

changes from the New Deal and World War II. The war caused more 

mechanization because of labor shortages and the need to increase 

production. After World War II the federal government introduced 

funding for state experiment station research on agricultural 

mechanization. When manufacturers began introducing larger, more 

powerful tractors, the mechanization focus shifted toward making the now 

more-efficient inplements bigger. Companies also introduced new tools, 

including the tool bar, to aid the farmer in his production efforts. 

The thesis then turns to the development of the cotton harvester. 

From its humble beginnings as a homemade sled, the cotton stripper has 

been a product of South Plains' ingenuity and development. With 

48 j.s. Mogford, "The History and Changes of Growing Cotton in 
Texas," [1983?] (Cotton Reference File, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech 
University); L.H. Wilkes and J.K. Jones, Potentials of a Modular System 
nf Handling Seed Cotton, ASAE Publication 73-149 (St. Joseph, Mich.: 
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 1973), 2. 
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increasing labor costs, the cotton stripper gradually replaced hand 

harvesting in the 1950s and 1960s as the only method of harvesting 

cotton. Soon, self-propelled models replaced tractor-mounted strippers. 

In the 1970s technological advances finally permitted the wide-spread 

introduction of four-row strippers across the region. Stripper 

harvesting is a critical aspect of the mechanization of South Plains 

cotton story. 

The work concludes with the transportation of cotton from harvest 

to gin. For many years wagons and large trailers was all that was 

needed. Farmers would deliver their loaded trailers to the gin, have 

them emptied, and return to the field. The advent of mechanical 

harvesters reduced the time required to harvest cotton under ideal 

conditions, thus inadvertently creating a shorter harvest season. The 

result was a large backlog of trailers waiting to be unloaded at the 

gin. A need for additional ways of harvesting and transporting cotton 

evolved. This chapter describes the search for a solution to the crisis 

and the development of a brand new category of cotton inplements, the 

post-harvest cotton module. This equipment proved ideal for conditions 

on tJie South Plains, and a majority of farmers and cotton gins used 

modules by 1990. This completed the mechanization of cotton production. 
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CHAPTER II 

FOUNDATIONS OF A COTTON CULTURE 

The South Plains of tlie 1990s is a well-settled and inportant 

agricultural region of tlie world. Cotton farmers can boast of some of 

the best and most innovative equipment found anyv\̂ ere. It has not 

always been so. One hundred twenty years ago only one family lived on 

the South Plains. The region's cotton culture has been in existence for 

only about eighty years. The early farmers brought their small horse-

drawn inplements and their knowledge of cotton farming from East Texas 

and t±ie South. The new land they found required major adjustments in 

their attitudes, metliods, and equipment. Before considering the 

machinery used in tJie region and the steps toward mechanization, a brief 

overview of the settlement of tiie area is provided. 

Early History of the South Plains 

The High Plains of Texas was the last region of Texas, and one of 

tJie last areas in the United States, to be settled by Anglo Americans. 

Prior to the coming of tJie "vdiite man," the Comanche Indians dominated 

the region. The U.S. cavalry defeated the last American Indians at Tule 

Canyon (Swisher County) in 1874 and moved the Indians to the Fort Sill 

Reservation by June 1875. The next year the Texas legislature created 

the last fifty-four counties of the state on the northwest frontier, 

vMch included all of the South Plains, and offered the lands for sale 

or lease.1 

The region's first settler, Henry Clay "Hank" Smith, built a home 

and a small ranch in Blanco Canyon (Crosby County) in 1876. Numerous 

other ranches soon sprang up in the region in the 1880s, spurred by free 

grass, cheap school land leases, and high cattle prices. The largest 

ranches in the region included the XIT (Bailey, Hockley, and Lanto 

counties north to the Indian Territory border), the Matador (Motley and 

Dickens Counties), the Pitchfork (Dickens and King Counties), the Spur 

1 John Cooper Jenkins et al., Estacado; Cradle of Culture and 
civilization On the Staked Plains of Texas (Crosbyton, Tex.: Crosby 
County Pioneer Memorial Museum, 1986), 11-15. 
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(Dickens and Kent Counties), the Two Buckle (Crosby County), and the 

Lazy S (Hockley). Big ranches did not lease any land in the central 

SoutJi Plains (western Crosby and Floyd, Luttoock, and Hale counties), but 

some smaller ranchers and farmers did move in.2 

The Quaker ccnmunity of Estacado in northeast Lubbock County, the 

first town in the region, began in 1879. The Quakers contracted with 

Hank Smith that year to break out land for the first experimental farm 

in the region, resulting in the planting of small crops of millet, oats, 

potatoes, and veget:ables.3 

The coming of the railroad to the South Plains opened the region to 

major development. Before 1907 no railways traversed any portion of the 

South Plains. In the next six years, however, railroads laid over 400 

miles of track across the region. The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe 

Railroad was by far the leader, completing main lines from Amarillo to 

Lubbock and from Clovis through Lubbock southeast toward Snyder. Santa 

Fe also laid branch lines across Hale, Floyd, Crosby, and Lynn Counties. 

The Quanah, Acme, and Pacific Railroad and the Fort Worth and Denver 

Railroad were both making inroads from the northeast. By 1912 cdl South 

Plains counties had access to a railway except for Yoakum County in the 

sou1±west.4 

End of the Range 

It is unclear from the historical record vhether any single event 

1:riggered the relatively swift turnover from ranching to farming on the 

plains. The coming of the railroad was one factor. Railroads made 

additional money by selling the land along their right-of-ways and 

advertising and special rail trips and fares encouraged settlement.5 

2 Ibid., 17-22. 

3 Ibid., 55-56. 

4 Carl Harper, "Movements Toward Railroad Building on the South 
Plains of Texas, 1907-1914" (M.A. thesis, Texas Technological College, 
1935), 29-36. 

5 Garry Lynn Nail, "Agricultural History of the Texas Panhandle, 
1880-1965" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Oklahoma, 1972), 81-82. 
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One writer believes that a 1902 Lynn County lawsuit spurred the 

dissolution of large-scale ranching. In Ketjier v. Rogan a small 

farmer/rancher challenged the automatic renewal of land leases for 

school lands in Northwest Texas. He successfully contended that any 

ranch lease must first be offered to the public for sale before the 

state could issue a new lease. The ranchers historically controlled all 

the school lands, referred to as "lapse-lease," because this provision 

in the state land laws had been avoided. After the 1902 lawsuit as the 

large ranch leases expired, farmers purchased plots in the school lands. 

Some large ranches disappeared and others shrank in size.6 

Seeing the proverbial writing on the wall, some ranchers sold their 

lands at a profit as land prices climbed. In fact, the XIT ranch was 

held for many years by its Chicago owners in hopes that land prices in 

the region would rise and they would profit.7 The C-B Livestock Company 

(Crosby County) and the Spur (Dickens County), Spade (Hockley Country), 

and XIT ranches each organized colonization conpanies to plat and sell 

parts of their land to farmers as t±e ranches scaled back their 

operations.8 

Early Attempts at Farming on the South Plains 

New settlers eagerly flocked to the region in response to the 

settlement efforts and availability of relatively cheap land. By t:he 

early 1900s farmers replaced ranchers as the major agricultural 

producers on t±e South Plains. Most early farms practiced subsistence 

farming. Families grew fruit and vegetables and feed for livestock. 

They raiised cows, pigs, and poult:ry. Growing a single cash crop was 

rare. Instead, farmers grew a mixture of grain sorghum, vheat, silage. 

6 Donald Ray Abbe, "History of Lynn County," Panhandle-Plains 
Historical Review 60 (1987): 11. 

7 Nail, "Agricultural History," 55-56. 

8 Richard Willson Arnold, "The History of Adaptation of Cotton to 
the High Plains of Texas, 1890-1974" (M.A. thesis, Texas Tech 
University, 1975), 10-11; Delmar Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture: 
1880-1950" (M.A. thesis, Texas Tech University, 1981), 28; Nail, 
"Agricultural History," 76. 
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com (in small amounts), and cotton. Area ranchers would buy any grain 

crops (beyond vdiat the farmer needed) that could be raised. After some 

experimenting, the farmer focused on cotton as his major cash crop.^ 

The first cotton experiments on the South Plains began in the 1880s 

and 1890s on the Spur Ranch, with some of the early crcps ginned at 

Espuela (near Spur). Successful growers were unable to market their 

cotton locally, however, and had to haul it by wagon to tJie DELLICIS 

region to sell it. Cotton farming did not become more widespread untiil 

cifter local transportation inproved and a local market developed. 10 

Early cotton farmers also faced opposition from some area ranchers 

v^o did not want to see the land converted from cattle to cotton. 

Vigilante cattlemen sometimes Ccilled on a farmer with a threat to 

destroy "the damn stuff [cotton plants] and never let it be known tJiat 

it would grow" in the area. Seme even threatened the life of the farmer 

if he continued to grow cotton. This did not stop the production of 

cotton.11 

The first cotton gins on the plains above the Caprock Escarpment 

were built at Plainview (Hale County) and Floydada (Floyd County) after 

1903. They were soon followed by additional gins at Lubbock and 

Crosbyton by 1905. By 1910 fourteen gins operated in the developed 

eastern portion of the South Plains. 12 

As more farmers reached t±e South Plains, t±ey realized cotton's 

potential in the area as a cash crop. Many farmers came from the cotton 

regions of the Old South and East Texas and were eager to see it do well 

on the South Plains. The boll weevil, a worm-insect that ravaged cotton 

crops across SoutJi Texas and the Southeastern United States, had not 

9 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 35-37. 

10 Arnold, "History of Adaptation of Cotton," 9-10; Jenkins et 
al., Estacado, 73. 

11 Jenkins et al., Estacado, 73. 

12 D.L. Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," n.d. (Don L. 
Jones Reference File, Sout±west Collection, Texas Tech University), 2; 
Frederick W. Mally, The Panhandle and Llano Estacado of Texas, Texas 
Department of Agriculture Bulletin, Number 12 (Austin, Tex.: Texas 
Department of Agriculture, [March-i^ril] 1910), 36. 
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infested the South Plains. Average cotton yields were described as 

"very satisfactory." Farmers were also eager to esqjeriment with seed 

varieties to find the best for the area. In its first four years the 

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station's (TZVES) Spur Substation tested 

forty-six different varieties. They reviewed the boll size, drought and 

storm resistance, lint quality, and ginning production for each. 13 

Cotton farmers found two impediments to raising cotton in the 

region. First, the growing season was barely long enough to permit most 

cotton varieties to fully develop. If any problem arose that postponed 

planting or required replanting, the crc^s might not reach maturity, 

reducing the yield. The growing season becomes too short around 

Plainview. Here there was a t:ransition from cotton to grain crops. 14 

The second pr<±>lem cotton farmers faced was the shortage of water. 

The South Plains is a semi-arid region with annual rainfall of less than 

twenty inches in an average year. Irrigating wit± windmills was not 

practiced. Most farmers learned to best utilize moisture when it was 

available. Luckily, most of the rainfall came between i^ril and June, 

the best time to give seedlings a good st:art before the hot, sunrner 

months.15 

A Farmer's Tools 

The farm year began each winter after the previous year's harvest 

was completed. Fields were plowed over (or broken out if it was virgin 

sod) and new seedbeds prepared for the new crop through most of the 

spring. In late spring with tJie "rainy season" ready to begin, farmers 

13 R.E. Dickson, Progress Report, Substation No. 7, Spur, Texas: 
1909-1914, TAES Bulletin No. 218 (College Station, Tex.: Texas 
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1917), 21; R.E. Karper, Progress 
Report, Substation No. 8, Lubbock. Texas: 1909-1914, TAES Bulletin No. 
219 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Experiment St:ation, 
1917), 23. 

14 w.A. Browne, "Agriculture in tJie Llano Estacado," Economic 
Geography 13(2) (i^ril 1937): 163. Visitors today can still see this 
delineation in the landscape. 

15 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 32-33; Mally, Panhandle 
and Llano Estacado, 35. 
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planted their crops. They tJien spent all summer carefully cultivating 

the crop, killing and removing weeds vhich conpeted with the plants for 

nutrients and moisture. In the fall and early winter farmers harvested 

the crop. They first used t:raditional farming inplements for these 

established tasks. 

It is difficult to determine exactly what type and size of 

equipment most cotton farmers used, especially in the first few years of 

settlement. Generalizations can be made based mostly on surveys and 

reports. The earliest plows were probably fairly small so they could be 

brought by wagon to the plains. All of it was horse-drawn and was 

limited in size to two rows. 16 Farmers using only one-row equipment in 

the region were cannon as late as 1923, just prior to the intiroduction 

of row-crop t:ractors.l7 

Plows and Field Preparers 

The moldboard plow was probably the most commonly used inplement to 

break out new ground and to prepare the land. The most primitive plows 

were made completely of wood. European inventors in1:roduced the first 

iron plows in the late eighteentJi century. Thomas Jefferson is credited 

witii helping to bring uniformity to the manufacture of plows, both in 

design and process. By the early nineteentJi century, plow shares from 

cast iron were cannon. In 1837 John Deere was the first to cover a 

cast-iron moldboard with a thin sheet of steel and followed with his 

first cast-steel moldboard in 1868. It was t±e latter invention, a plow 

with soft-center steel, t±at became the most conmon type used (with 

slight modifications) well into the early twentieth century. 18 

16 The term horse-drawn will be used throughout this paper to 
refer to any inplement pulled by an animal. Such animals would include 
miles or oxen, as well as horses. 

17 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 39; Wilton Royce Bodkin, 
"The Effect of Mechanization on the High Plains Cotton Farm: 1920-1960," 
(M.B.A. thesis, Texas Technological College, 1965), 31. 

18 Lillian Church, History of the Plow, Information Series No. 48 
(Beltsville, Md.: USDA, Bureau of Plant Indus1:ry, Soils and Agricultural 
Engineering, 1935), 1-10. 
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The design of the plow was inportant. A twisted-shaped plow share 

turned the furrow over to the side, leaving a good planting surface 

(Figure 2.1). Most were "one-row" plows, with a single moldboard, drawn 

two horses. The driver walked behind the earliest versions and guided 

it with t±Le handles. The moldboard plow was not only used to prepare 

fields for cotton, but also for planting feed gradjis for livestock and 

making the family food garden. 19 

Sulky plows were moldboard plows mounted on a vheeled-frame with a 

seat on which the farmer could ride. Many sulky plows had two 

moldboards instead of one and could plow both a wider and deeper furrow. 

Sulky plows generally had three vheels in a triangle-shape arrangement 

(Figure 2.2). The left vdieel was a large, upright vheel. The other t:wo 

v^eels (right front and rear) were smaller fircrow wheels that tilted 

outward to the right about thirty degrees. The right vheel ran inside 

the adjacent furrow that had been previously plowed, vhile the rear 

wheel behind the moldboard ran in the newly created furrow. Because of 

the increased capacity of a two-bottom plow plus the att:raction of 

riding instead of walking, many farmers replaced their walking plows 

with a sulky as soon as they could. Regardless of its components, most 

vheeled plows were referred to as sulky plows. Many plows had almost 

completely cast iron or steel components, except for a wood tongue in 

front of the inplement vhere the horses were hitched up.20 

One sulky plow used in the region was the "Success." This was a 

two-bottom moldboard plow pulled by four horses. This particular model 

could be altered for planting purposes. When the field was ready, t:he 

moldboards could be replaced by a middle breaker planter (or lister), a 

19 Janet M. Neugebauer, Plains Farmer; The Diary of William G. 
DeLoach, 1914-1964 (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 
1991), 4; Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 42. 

20 Alton Brazell, Director, Lubbock County Historical Collection, 
Personal connunication with author, [June 1995]; Lubbock County 
Historical Collection, Shallowater, Tex.; Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 
24-25; Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 42; ICHC, 55-834 (catalog). 
Catalog Worksheet. 
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^ 

.—Prairie breaker. 
—Slat moldboard bottom. 

—Stubble bottom. 
—Black-land bottom. 

—Greneral purpose bottomi 

—Deep tillage bottom. 

Figure 2.1 
Exanples of Plow Moldboards 

Source: The Operation, Care and Repair of Farm Machinery, 
11th ed. (Moline, 111.: John Deere, n.d.), 5. 

Figure 2.2 
Two-moldboard Sulky Plow 
Source: LCHC, TT0009. 
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two-sided plow that created a fiirrow in front of the planter chute. 

This particular plow cost about fifty dollars in the 1910s.21 

Seme older plows were converted to sulky plows by adding two 

wheels. The Lubbock County Historical Collection includes a walking 

John Deere moldboard plow t±at someone converted to a riding plow by 

adding a carriage kit. The identical-size wheels are mounted on either 

side of the plow, with the seat just behind and above the rest of the 
inplement.22 

Another plow that saw increased use be1:ween 1910 and 1930 was the 

one-way disk plow. Early horse drawn models were similar in arrangement 

to t±e sulky moldboard plows described previously. On a disc plow, 

t±ough, two or three 20-25" diameter discs replaced the moldboards 

(Figure 2.3). Most models came with scraper attachments that would 

scrape off any dirt sticking on the disc as it turned. These disc plows 

could be pulled by either two or four horses.23 

Because of the fixed angle of the vheels and the plow blade or 

discs, moldboard plows, sulky plows, and one-way disc plows could only 

plow in one direction. Most people referred to these as "one-way plows." 

For tJiis reason, farmers had to plow their field in rectangles stiarting 

from the center going outward (Figure 2.4). Some conservationists later 

blamed the widespread use of one-̂ way plows in the cotton and grain 

regions of the Great Plains as a reason for the Dust Bowl.24 

In 1913 Deere and Coipany offered a variation on the one-way plow, 

the No. 4 TWo-Way Sulky Plow. The No. 4 had 1:wo distinct halves, witJi a 

moldboard mounted to each side. These were built on separate axles and 

21 Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 24-25. 

22 LCHC, 55-889 (catalog). Catalog Worksheet. 

23 LCHC, TT0015, Catalog Worksheet; J.I. Case Plow Works Company, 
Illust:rated Repair Price List No. 16 of Implements (Racine, Wis.: J.I. 
Case Plow Works Company, n.d.), 152-153; LCHC, TT0016 (55-899, 
catalog). Catalog Worksheets; John Deere Plow Works, Repair Catalog P 
(Moline, 111.: John Deere Plow Works, [1935]), 453-456. 

24 The Operation, Care, and Repair of Farm Machinery, 24tJi ed. 
(Moline, 111.: John Deere, n.d.), 69-70; Hayter, "South Plains 
Agriculture," 62-63. 
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Figure 2.3 
Three-Disc Plow 

Source: LCHC, Tr0013. 
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Figure 2.4 
Pattern for One-Way Plowing 

Operation, Care and Repair, 11th ed., 31. 
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controlled with two different levers which adjust the wheel for 

different plowing depths. Each half was then connected to the centiral 

frame, which included a wood tongue, metal seat, and separate foot 

pedals \diich lifted each plow off the ground. Deere never intended t±e 

operator to use both plows at the same time. Rather, only one side at a 

time was used. This plow allowed a farmer to go up and down consecutive 

rows rather than around in circles to plow his field.25 

The lister plow became a popular inplement on the South Plains for 

use during the spring before planting.26 The lister plow is a two-

vheeled inplement with a long, wooden tongue (Figure 2.5). The plow 

share was aligned parallel to the tongue in the center of the piece. 

The two-sided plow (Figure 2.6) turned dirt to ofposite sides, creating 

a series of alternating hills and valley rows. These held rainfall 

better than a flat surface. At planting time the farmer might use the 

same inplement, this time with a planter attachment behind the 

moldboards, to break open the hills with new furrows and plant directly 

into the moister soil.2' 

The Spur Substation researchers reported in 1915 t±at some of the 

sancfy soils in the region were prone to blowing off if left flat through 

the winter. It was more advantageous to use a lister plow not only to 

save the soil, but also to decrease the cost of preparing the seedbed in 

the spring. Preliminary tests showed that cotton yields increased on 

fields tJiat were listed earlier in the winter. Later experiments showed 

that tJiis practice, used in combination with a stiructured terracing 

25 LCHC, Tr0017, Catalog Worksheet. 

26 The lister plow was also cooncaily referred to in the trade 
literature and by farmers as a middlebuster plow or as a middlebreaker. 

27 Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 77; LCHC, TT0791, Catalog 
Worksheet. TT0791, stored at LCHC, is an doject from the Museum of 
Ttexas Tech University, but that museum's accession nunber cannot be 
definitively estiablished. 
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Figure 2.5 
Lister Plow 

Source: LCHC, Tr0145. 

Source: 

Figure 2.6 
Lister Moldboards 

LCHC, Extra parts (no number) 
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syston, retained higher amounts of moisture and substantially increased 

tot:al production. 28 

AnotJier plow t±at found some favor in the region was the "Georgia 

stock" plow, an inplement which was an early forerunner of the 

cultivator. A Georgia stock is usually a small plow with one shovel, 

although the term is sometimes used for plows wit± two shovels, referred 

to as a double shovel. IMlike a plow share vhich turned a relatively 

large amount of dirt, the shovel was used for smaller t^sks. A plow 

shovel was a small, triangular shaped piece with two sharpened blades. 

As a plow, a Georgia stock could be used on a previously plowed field to 

create furrows. When used as a cultivator, these blades would cut weeds 

and turn the topsoil. Several Georgia stock plows can be found in 

museums on the SoutJi Plains. However, it is believed their use was 

limited in scope to farmers vdio had brought them from other areas.2^ 

Plowing a field did not always render it fit for seeding. A harrow 

was used to prepare t±e surface for planting. A disc (or disk) harrow 

was a smaller, popular variation of the disc plow (Figure 2.7). The 

disc harrow moved across land easier and covered much more ground t±an 

the disc plows. This was because the harrow moved on the ground 

surface, vhile the disc plow tiried to cut into the ground. In grain 

fields a disc harrow cut the remaining stulA)le into the dirt, v^ch 

helped conserve moisture. On plowed fields the disc harrow worked the 

ground into a uniform, smooth seedbed surface. It also cut up and 

killed small weeds.30 

Another harrow used in the region was the spike-tooth harrow 

(Figure 2.7) and its variations, the peg harrow and the spring-tooth 

harrow. Like the disc harrow, all could be used to prepare seed beds 

and kill weeds. After planting these harrows were comnonly used to 

28 Dickson, Substation No. 7, Spur, 24; Texas Agricultural 
Ejqjeriment Station, Forty-Fifth Annual Report, 1932 (College Station, 
Tex..: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1933), 165-166. 

29 Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 25; LCHC, Tr5148 (55-743, catalog). 
Catalog Worksheets; Brazell, Personal ccnnmication, [June 1994]. 

30 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 42-43. 
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(b) 

Figure 2.7 
Harrows 

(a) Disc and (b) Spike-tooth 
Source: Moline Inplement Company, TMoline Catalog]: A 
Manual on the Care and Operation of Farm Implements 

(Moline, 111.: Moline Inplement Company, n.d.), 
LCHC, Lubbock, Tex., 11-12. 
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roughen up the soil surface after a rain. This not only prevented the 

topsoil from blowing, but also allowed recently planted seeds to break 

through the crust above the ground. 31 

One popular spike-tooth harrow designs was called an A-Frame. This 

harrow was an adjustable, two-sided design shaped like an A. Instead of 

a fixed crossbar the two halves could be adjusted to different angles. 

The A-Frame had from 15-25 spikes arranged around the frame. The eight 

to ten inch long spikes were metal points, blades, or bars with 

sharpened ends. Each could be easily be removed and resharpened as 

needed. Some farmers on the South Plains referred to the A-Frame Harrow 

as a "Gee-Whiz."32 

A horse-drawn peg harrow usually consisted of two section frames 

connected to a hitch bar. Each section had five cross bars with three 

to five pegs per bar arranged to make a ragged pattern when dragged 

across the ground. The sections were U-shaped, round, or square, with 

the latter being the most conmon design on the South Plains. The 

spring-tooth harrow was used for deeper tillage. Long, curved tines or 

teeth were mounted on a raised frame with runners. The height of the 

runners and the length of the teeth governed the operating deptJi. 

Horse-drawn models often had three tooth bars on the frame.33 

It is likely that all these plow types found use in the region 

because of a farmer's previous experience with them in other areas. 

More significantly, all were being tested to determine the best material 

and design for tJiese newly settled lands. It was only after the 

introduction of the row-crop tractor in the 1930s that a majority of 

farmers adopted a "standard" type of plow on the South Plains. 

31 Ibid., 43; Mally, Panhandle and Llano Estacado, 35; 
Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 62. 

32 LCHC, Tr5167 (55-786, catalog) and Tr0808, Catalog Worksheets, 

33 Arthur W. Turner and Elmer J. Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 
Ranch, and Plantation (New York, N.Y.: MoGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1948), 64-68. 
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Planters 

As with plows. South Plains cotton farmers started with the kinds 

of planters they brought with them. These were one-row inplements that 

were either horse-drawn or walking push planters. As farmers used more 

acreage, they began acquiring larger riding planters. All planters had 

several coirmon accessories and used similar planting practices. 

Through World War II most farmers on the South Plains planted in 

the furrow. This was the best way to utilize moistiure, and the dirt 

mounds protected the young seedlings from the wind. Rows varied between 

thirty-six and forty-two inches apart, with forty inches conmon. Nearly 

all planters had "boxes," usually round cans about ten inches in 

diameter and tiwelve inches tall, that held the seed. At the bottom of 

each box a seed plate measured out the seed at a set rate. As the plate 

turned a seed dropped through a chute to the ground (see Figure 2.8). 

Most planters had some type of plow or runner opener that preceded the 

chute to open a furrow for the seed and shovels behind the chute to 

cover the seed over. Farmers later found that a set of press-rim vdieels 

following the chute was more effective than closing shovels. The v^eel 

pressed the seed firmly into the ground, insuring t±at it was indeed 

beneath the surface.34 

The seed plate was a primary consideration in any planter. Plates 

came with different size holes vhich permitted farmers to change plates 

for various types of seed (Figure 2.9). Nearly all major manufacturing 

companies produced "com/cotton planters," shipping most with a seed 

plate that held com seed. However, a seed plate for cotton seed was 

readily available that could be used instead. 35 

Another consideration was the planting mechanism, or how the seed 

got from the planter box to and through the seed plate. By the 1930s 

34 LCHC, Tr0031, Catalog Worksheet; Hayter, "South Plains 
Agriculture," 44-45; Mally, Panhandle and Llano Estacado, 35; KIHC 
TT0030 (55-790, catalog). Catalog Worksheet. 

35 See discussion of combination com and cotton planters in J. 
Brownlee Davidson, Agricultural Machinery (New York, N.Y.: John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., 1931), 165-171, and Operation, Care, and Repair, 24th ed., 
102-112. 
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Figure 2.8 
Diagram of P a r t s of a P l an t e r 

wi th a Hill-Drop Mechanism 
Source: H.P. Smith and M.H. Byrom, Ca l ib ra t ion of Cotton 

P l a n t i n g Mechanisms, TAES B u l l e t i n No. 526 (College 
S t a t i o n , Tex . : Agr i cu l tu ra l and Mechanical 

College of Texas, 1936), 14. 
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Figure 2.9 
Seed P l a t e s 

(a) Com seed p l a n t e r p l a t e 
(b) P l a t e l oca t ion below t h e box 
Operat ion, Care and Repair , 11th e d . , 67, 
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three major types of dropping mechanisms were in use. The cell-drop 

mechanism had a revolving plate with individual cells vhich the seeds 

fell into. Excess seeds were blocked by a cut-off so only one seed at a 

time reached the drop mechanism. The plate turned at three different 

speed settings (slow, medium, fast), and the seed dropped through the 

plate into the seed chute. Some plate mechanisms were designed with a 

spur which punched the seed through the plate into the tube.-̂ " 

A picker vheel drop mechanism operated without the seed cut-off 

found on the cell-drop mechanism. Instead, agitators shuffled seed 

through a small, shutter-covered area to a horizontal picker wheel that 

extended through a portion of the seed plate. As the planter operated, 

the picker wheel turned, placing a seed in each notch of the v^eel as it 

went through the plate box. The wheel turned and dropped the seed into 

the chute at the bottom of its revolution. The amount being seeded 

could vary with changes in the notch sizes of the picker wheel and in 

the opening of the shutter above the picker wheel.-̂ ^ 

The hill-drop mechanism was the last improvement to the planter 

mechanism. The original idea was to modify a planter plate so that a 

group of seeds would drop together at the same point, referred to as a 

hill. Since seed had to drop through a long tube to the ground, seeds 

leaving the box at the same time became scattered by the time they 

reached the ground. This resulted in unevenly spaced plants that were 

difficult to thin out later by hand. 

The first hill-drop mechanisms were modified cell-drop plates or 

picker vheels. Instead of having a cell or notch at every interval, a 

group of cells for seeds (from two to five depending on the plate) would 

be put on the plate with closed cells in between to create a distinct 

gap between seed drops. Later mechanisms placed a small valve at the 

bottom of the seed chute to drop the seeds at the same time or to the 

same spot (Figure 2.8). On horse-drawn planters this valve could be 

"tripped" by a mechanism. This was the feature used on "check-row" 

36 Smith and Byrom, Calibration of Cotton Planting Mechanisms, 11-

12. 

37 Ibid., 12-13. 
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planters to create perfectly spaced plants across the entire field, as 

on a grid system. Later tractor drawn models had a rotary valve that 

turned to trip the mechanism as the machine rolled along the surface.3° 

The performance of these seed planting mechanisms depended on the 

quality of the cotton seed itself. Extra lint on the seed or any trash 

(burrs, sticks, and leaves) could cause cell plates to fill or become 

stuck. Picker wheels were more effective because they pulled most trash 

through the plate with the seed.39 

Seed plates were generally operated by one of two means. Some of 

the earliest planters had a separate drive wheel on the ground connected 

to the seed plate. More coannon, though, were planters that had a chain 

drive connecting a sprocket on one of the axles to a drive mechanism on 

the seed plate. Most of these planters were built from cast iron and 

steel with long wooden tongues. On riding models the seat was 

positioned right above or just behind the seed chute vhere the farmer 

could observe the finished, planted row.^^ 

Horse-drawn planters could be found in three basic forms. The 

earliest were one-row walking planters pulled by a single horse. These 

often did not have much more than a steel blade to open a furrow. Later 

cane a one-row riding planter pulled by a pair of horses. As mentioned 

above, some of these nodels were built with lister moldboards to open a 

large furrow in front of the planter ti±ie.'̂ ^ 

By the mid-1920s a two-row riding planter pulled by four horses was 

being introduced in the South Plains region (Figure 2.10). Some were 

simply one-row riding planters on a two-row frame. Other manufacturers 

produced a variety of furrow openers, long single blades, instead of a 

lister noldboard to create the furrow. These openers came in several 

different sizes, styles, and attachments. For multiple row implements 

38 Ibid., 13. 

39 Idem. 

40 LCHC, Tr0030 (55-790, catalog), Tr0031, Tr0032, and Tr0033, 
Catalog Worksheets. 

41 Smith and Byrom, Calibration of Cotton Planting Mechanisms, 7-9. 
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Figure 2.10 
Two-Row, Horse-Drawn Planter 

Source: L.P. Gabbard and F.R. Jones, Large-Scale Cotton 
Production in Texas, TAES Bulletin No. 362 (College 

Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical 
College of Texas, 1927), 2. 
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it was inportant that crc^ rows be evenly spaced. With that in mind, 

some manufacturers included a row marker attachment that could be 

lowered on the unplanted side of the machine to create a distinct furrow 

mark to follow vhen planting the next set of rows.42 By 1936 the two-

row riding planter was the predominant planter in all of the cotton 

producing areas of the South Plains except in three counties which had 

already advanced to tractor drawn planters.43 

Cultivators 

The cultivator is an inplement vhich promotes the growth of the 

planted crop by destroying competitive plants (i.e., weeds). The 

cultivator also helps retain moisture around the plant by surrounding it 

with fresh soil. Field cultivation decreases soil erosion, increases 

soil aeration and fertilization, and stimulates activity of soil 

microorganisms. While eill of these can be accomplished by hand hoeing, 

a field inplement can acconplish the same work much faster.44 

As discussed earlier, the Georgia stock plow was an early 

forerunner of the cultivator. A farmer's one-row plow, such as a single 

or double-shovel Georgia stock, may also have served initially as a 

cultivator because of the difficulties of bringing in more than a couple 

of inplements. Late in the nineteenth century a new set of cultivators 

began to emerge nationwide. Most were developed to cultivate com, but 

applied equally well to cotton. It is unclear vhen cultivators began 

replacing plows and hand hoes in cotton fields.4^ 

42 Bodkin, "Effect of Mechanization," 32; Turner and Johnson, 
Machines for the Farm, 176-179. 

43 Smith and Byrom, Calibration of Cotton Planting Mechanisms, 8-
10. 

44 Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 252, 254. 

45 Lillian Church, History of Cultivators, Information Series No. 
52, rev. ed. (Beltsville, Md.: USDA, Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, 
Division of Mechanical Equipnent, 1935), 1-8. Bc±> Wills sings of 
cultivating his com with a double-shovel in his 1945 song "Stay All 
Night," a practice he was no doubt familiar with at his family farm near 
Turkey, Texas, in the northeast comer of the South Plains. 
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Perhaps the most sweeping developments in the creation of the new 

cultivators involved a wide variety of cultivating shovels and equipnent 

(Figure 2.11). The most conmon general design for cultivator shovels 

was a V-shape or triangle-shape with two blade edges. These could vary 

in size from five to eighteen inches. 

Another shovel was a narrow double-point shovel from one to four 

inches wide (Figure 2.11). These had the advantage of being able to 

turn the shovel over and use its other side without having to be 

resharpened. Each style shovel turned soil to both sides. Some 

shovels, or sweeps, were designed to turn only to one side so they could 

be used next to the plant.46 

Some new cultivators, especially riding inplements, used disks 

instead of shovels (Figure 2.12). Disks could be used individually or 

in gangs of three or more. Among the individual disk cultivators was 

the rotary disk, which operated vertically. Gang disks typically were 

turned at an angle to control the amount of dirt thrown to or from 

around the plant and to adjust to the contours of the rows. In a few 

instances, disk gangs and shovels were used in combination on a 

cultivator. Many cultivators were equipped with "fenders" or hoods to 

protect the plant as the machine passed (Figure 2.12).47 

Horse-drawn cultivators generally came in three styles. One-row 

walking cultivators had two sets of shovels vhich straddled the row. 

The operator walked behind the inplement and used the handles to guide 

each side's gang. Riding cultivators came in either single-row or two-

row styles and could use either shovels or disk gangs. The one-row 

models were just like the walking counterparts except that they were on 

a v^eeled frame with a seat (Figure 2.13). On two-row cultivators the 

operator sat in between the two rows and there were four gangs in all.48 

Some manufacturers produced one-row cultivators as both walking and 

riding models. On these types, a riding seat was attached to the end of 

46 Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 254-256. 

47 Ibid., 256-259. A "gang" is a group or set of attachments, 
usually referred to with groups of disks and later rotary hoes. 

48 Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 254-256. 
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Source: 

Figure 2.11 
Exanples of Cultivator Shovels 

Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 255. 

FRONT LEVERS 

BOLSTER 

REAR LEVERS 
RAME CLAMPS 

HOODED SHIELDS-

Figure 2.12 
Two-Row Cultivator with Disks and Fenders 

Source: Operation, Care and Rep?̂ ir-̂  11th ed., 105. 
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Figure 2.13 
One-Row, Horse-Drawn, Riding Cultivator 

Source: LCHC, Tr0025. 
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of a fold-down rack. When the operator wanted to walk, the seat was 

folded up and the operator used the handles to guide the machine. The 

farmer could easily reach all the levers in either mode.49 

On seme riding cultivators the operator could shift the position of 

the shovels slightly while in the seat. These were often called 

"wiggle-tail" cultivators. Other cultivators were guided by using 

levers or foot controls, usually with a separate control for each gang. 

These controls helped farmers to reattain straight rows because of drift 

during inplement operation or to account for unevenly planted rows. All 

riding inplements had a master lever vhich could raise or lower all of 

the gangs at the same time so the farmer could turn around or ride to 

and from the field. ̂^ 

Nearly cill riding cultivators and some of the walking types were 

twD-vheeled implements (Figure 2.13). These vheels were often much 

larger and stronger than on other types of inplements. Some cultivators 

had a wooden tongue, v^le others hitched the horse directly to the 

inplement itself. Finally, all could be adjusted for row widths between 

twenty-eight and forty-two inches. Manufacturers included this feature 

so the cultivator could be used on almost any crop grown across the 

country.̂ -'-

Though many exanples of the vheeled cultivators could be found on 

the South Plains, a smaller cultivator (Figure 2.14) was prdDably the 

most conmon and most popular in the region. The go-devil was a one-row 

cultivator built on a small sled. This style of cultivator used a long 

knife on each side to cut weeds just below the ground surface. Farmers 

could easily build their own go-devil with a sinple design. Some 

manufactured models included a small disc gang in the back. The level 

fields made this style of inplement very easy to use. The go-devil 

49 LCHC, 'IT0393 and TT0423, Objects and Catalog Worksheets. 

50 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 45; Turner and Johnson, 
Machines for the Farm, 258-259. 

51 Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 259-260; Operation, 
Care, and Repair, 24th ed., 127. 
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Figure 2.14 
Go-Devil Cultivator 

Source: LCHC, TTOISI, 
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could be pulled by a smeill horse or mule and had no moving parts to 

operate. It was often left to children as part of their chores.^2 

Walking versus Riding and Multiple-Row Implements 

In the evolution of all farm machinery, one of the first major 

modifications to an inplement after it was developed at the walking 

level was to make it a riding inplement. Riding was always seen as a 

more pleasant alternative to walking. On i^ril 6, 1914, William DeLoach 

wrote that he "[b]roke sod all day. Was very tired at night. I don't 

like that marching behind a sod plow." Whenever he could, a farmer 

tried to trade his walking plow and planter for a sulky plow, a riding 

planter, and a riding cultivator.^3 

Oddly the introduction of the first row crop tractors in 1925 

approximately marks v^en two-row, horse-drawn equipment became 

widespread in use. By 1931 over ninety percent of High Plains farmers 

used some two-row equipment. Four years later seventy-six percent of 

these farmers exclusively used two-row or larger horse-drawn 

equipment.54 

In the mid-1930s the shift away from horses began in earnest. 

South Plains inplement dealers kept an animal buyer nearby to handle 

trade-ins for new tractor equipment. These mules and horses, as well as 

some of the horse-drawn equipment, were shipped to the Mississippi Delta 

and the rest of the Cotton Belt South. Even so, horse-drawn equipment 

continued to be offered for sale across the country for many years. 

52 Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 6, 29; Browne, "Agriculture in the 
Llano Estacado," 161-162; LCHC, Tr0151 (55-736, catalog). Object and 
Catalog Worksheet; E.H. Floumcy, Jr., personal comnunication with 
author, October 19, 1994, Crosbyton, Tex. Browne ("Agriculture in the 
Llano Estacado") reports the use of two-row go-devils in the area, but 
the author has not found any other reference or objects of that size. 

53 Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 5; Hayter, "South Plains 
Agriculture," 34. 

54 Bodkin, "Effect of Mechanization," 31-34. 
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John Deere issued its last catalog with horse-drawn inplements in 
1954.55 

Sunmary 

Farming was the predaninant agricultural activity on the South 

Plains except for a brief period of ranching after the initial 

settlement of the region. Farmers recognized the possibilities for 

raising cotton and eagerly began experimenting. They used small, horse-

drawn equipment. At first it was v̂ iat they brought with them at 

settlement, small one-row plows and cultivators. Later, as larger and 

inproved equipment became available, farmers upgraded into some two-row 

equipment. While many sections of the country continued to utilize this 

equipment, the South Plains did not wait. As the United States endured 

the Great Depression, South Plains farmers began shifting from horses to 

the new tractor technologies. 

55 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 102; Don Macmillan and 
Russell Jones, John Deere Tractors and Equipment: Volume One, 1837-1959 
(St. Joseph, Mich.: American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 1988), 89, 
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CHAPTER III 

THE TRACTOR AND ITS IMPLEMENTS 

The concept of using an internal combustion engine mounted on 

wheels for farm work had been around for many years before farming began 

on the South Plains. The Hart-Parr Gasoline Engine Company produced the 

first conmercially successful tractors in 1907. By 1910 Hart-Parr and 

International Harvester were the leading tractor producers. Following a 

period of experiment in design, foiur-v̂ eeled tractors, like the 1923 

John Deere Model, became the standard. •*• These tractors were popular 

only in the Great Plains v^eat and com producing areas, thus becoming 

widely known as vheatland tractors. On a wheatland tractor the two 

large drive vheels are in the back. Two smaller vheels for steering are 

on the front comers, a pattern almost identical to automobile designs.2 

Other regions of the country did not accept the vheatland tractors. 

They were too awkward to use in row-crops and thus did not replace the 

need for horses. This tractor could handle only thirty-eight percent of 

the work required for row crops, mostly plowing. If a suitable rcw^^rop 

tractor could be developed, it might do seventy-seven percent of the 

work. Most cotton farmers would not invest in a wheatland tractor 

because of its lack of versatility. 3 

The introduction of row-crop tractors to the South Plains was one 

of the most inportant factors in the expansion of cotton farming in the 

region. With a row-crop tractor came new inplements designed for use 

with it rather than a real horse. Chapter Three examines the 

introduction of this equipment to the South Plains, its evolution, and 

the reasons for its delayed, but finally widespread, adoption. 

1 The Model D was such a standard for John Deere that they 
manufactured it for almost thirty years, into the early 1950s. 

2 Robert Charles Williams, "Fordson, Farmall and Poppin Johnny: 
The Development and Inpact of the American Farm Tractor" (Ph.D. diss., 
Texas Tech University, 1981), 30-35, 125-127. 

3 Ibid., 141-142, 153. 
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International Harvester Company's (IHC) MoCormick-Deering division 

sold the first mass-produced row-crop tractor, the "Farmall" tractor 

(Figure 3.1). IHC tumed out a small handful of Farmalls in 1924 but 

chose not to introduce them with an advertising blitz. Instead, IHC 

sent several Farmalls to Corpus Christi and San Angelo, Texas, for 

extensive testing by the Texas Agricultural Experinent Station (TAES). 

Texas farmers observing the tests expressed so much excitement about the 

new tractor that IHC released the Farmall for sale in Texas in 1925. 

IHC made it available to the rest of the country over the next twelve 

months as production increased.4 

The Farmall tractor differed substantially from the wheatland 

tractor. The machine was taller and narrower than its "squat, fat, 

clumsy" predecessors. The increased height allowed it to drive over 

growing com or cotton plants. The narrow size gave the driver maximum 

visibility of the crop rows. The front vheels on the Farmall were 

paired together at the center of the machine. This "tricycle 

arrangement" allowed the tractor to make very tight turns at the ends of 

rows. One of the Farmall's original design purposes was to acconmodate 

front and side-mounted cultivator attachments (Figure 3.1). Fanners 

nationwide were pleased with the Farmall, and it sold well. Some buyers 

held onto their horses and mules a year or two after their purchase, 

though, for fear that this machine could not perform all the tasks 

required on a farm. 5 

Interest intensified with the introduction of inplements designed 

specifically for the new rcŵ -crop tractors. Using two-row, horse-drawn 

equipment, a farmer needed almost seven hours of man labor per acre to 

produce a cotton crop. Two-row tractor equipment reduced the time to 

4 Ibid., 158, 161-163. 

5 Ibid., 166-169. Williams indicates that the original Farmall 
tractor was not named, but successive generations kept the Farmall label 
with an appended model number, i.e., the Farmall F-20. After that, most 
farmers referred to the first tractor as the Farmall Regular. 
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Source: 

Figure 3.1 
Farmall Tractor with Cultivator Attachment 
LCHC, Tr0201 (A-Tractor & B-Cultivator Attachment) 
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five hours. The reduced labor costs meant that a farmer earned $23.44 

per bale of cotton using a tractor, as opposed to $18.45 using mules.^ 

RowHIlrop Tractors on the South Plains 

The only tractors in use on the South Plains prior to 1925 were the 

large machines used for belt work, grinding feed for exanple, and large-

scale plowing. The only time these were useful on most farms was early 

in the year when new ground was being broken out for famdng. Farmers 

often custosit-hired a local firm to perform much of that work, rather 

than each buying their own equipment. The introduction of the Farmall 

to the area in 1926 marked the beginning of a shift toward mechanized 

cotton production.7 

The South Pladns was well suited for power machinery. The land was 

fertile and level and farm plots were relatively large, all factors 

conducive to large-scale farming. Being relatively recently settled, 

the South Plains was not mired in long established custcxns. Instead it 

fostered the "progressive nature of a pioneering type of farmer," one 

vho was young and very interested in labor-saving mechanical devices. 

New farm organization and business methods needed to sell power 

equipnent were introduced in the area, vhereas they had to be reinvented 

in other established areas of the country. 8 

Tractors and tractor-drawn equipment represented a large 

investment. Not every farmer could afford it, even though most were 

certainly interested. An investment of $1,000 was needed to purchase a 

tractor and matching two-row equipment for cotton farming. Each year of 

operation of that equipment would cost about $300. If farmers did 

6 p.H. Stephens, "Mechanization of Cotton Farms," Journal of Farm 
F^onomics 13(1) (January 1931): 29-31. The cited figures are based on a 
study by the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Stations from 1929. 

7 C.A. Bonnen and A.C. Magee, "Some Technological Changes in the 
High Plains Cotton Area of Texas," Journal of Farm Economics 20(3) 
(August 1938): 605-607. 

8 D.L. Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," n.d. (Don L. 
Jones Reference File, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), 2-3; 
Stephens, "Mechanization of Cotton Farms," 33. 
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upgrade, 50% of their farm expenses would go in cash toward tractor 

power, whereas only 5% in cash was needed if they stayed with horses." 

The Great Depression slowed the move to mechanization. Since 

animal feed was cheap, the cost of working a horse for a day in 1931 and 

1932 varied from $4.51 to $6.96. The cost to run a two-row tractor 

outfit for the same farm in that period was $5.27 to $6.43 a day. Most 

producers, though, sinply were unable to get the cash or credit to buy a 

tractor. Many settled for two-row horse-drawn equipnent, perhaps hoping 

that they could someday get tractors to pull the same inplements. In 

1931 about twenty-five percent of High Plains farms was using tractor 

equipment. The remaining seventy-five percent was almost evenly split 

between one-row and two-row horse equipment. Three years later, 

tractors were found on only twenty-five percent of all farms, vhile two-

row horse-drawn equipment was now found on sixty percent of farms.•'•̂  

About 1935, however, the situation on the South Plains began to 

inprove. The easing of credit restrictions in President Roosevelt's New 

Deal program made it possible for farmers to finance the investment of 

$1375 to $1700 in equipment. The first government payments from 

Roosevelt's New Deal agricultural programs contributed to the improved 

prospects. By 1935 feed prices had risen, so horse work cost $9.31 a 

day, vhile a two-row tractor cost $4.82 a day. A strong 1937 cotton 

crop finally provided enough cash for many farmers to make a down 

payment on some labor-saving equipment.-̂ -̂  

9 A.C. Magee, C.A. Bonnen, and B.H. Thibodeaux, Information Basic 
to Farm Adjustments in the High Plains Cotton Area of Texas, TAES 
Bulletin No. 652 (College Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical 
College of Texas, 1944), 65, 61. 

10 Ibid., 55-57; Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," 3; 
Bonnen and Magee, "Some Technological Changes," 608; C.A. Bonnen, 
"Mechanization and Its Relation to the Cost of Producing Cotton in 
Texas," Southwestern Social Science Quarterly 22(1) (June 1941): 69. 

11 Garry Lynn Nail, "Agricultural History of the Texas Panhandle, 
1880-1965" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Oklahoma, 1972), 188; Magee, 
Bonnen, and Thibodeaux, Information Basic to Farm Adjustments, 55-57; 
Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," 3. 
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Farmers had a further incentive to trade up to larger, more 

pĉ ft'erful equipment. A farmer vho could increase his farm size and his 

ecjuipment could increase his profit substantially. Using two-row tools, 

an increase of less than fifty percent in farm land and a tractor 

upgrade would result in a 130% increase in profits. Multiplying acreage 

by 2.5 and expanding from two-row horse-drawn to four-row tractor 

ecjuipment would increase profits by a factor of 4.6 (see Table 3.1). 12 

Table 3.1 
1934 Estimated Production and Profit 
Comparison for High Plains Farms 

Avg. farm acreage 
Bales per farm 
Net cost per acre 
Profit per farm 

Horse-Drawn 
One-Row 

100 
20 

$11.34 
$180 

Equipment 
Two-Row 

180 
38 

$10.20 
$458 

Tractor-Drawn 
Two-Row 

Source: Bonnen, "Mechanization and Its Relation, 

250 
70 

$9.12 
$1050 

" 72-74. 

Eouipment 
Four-Row 

450 
127 
$8.56 
$2100 

By 1937 nearly seventy-nine percent of High Plains farms were using 

tractor equipment, more than three times the number in use three years 

earlier. In the same period farms using four-row ecjuipment, which could 

only be used with tractors, increased from three to eleven percent of 

those surveyed. In the central sixteen counties of the South Plains 

region, the tractor count in 1930 was 3,729. By 1940 the count had 

grown to 14,425.13 

12 Bonnen, "Mechanization and Its Relation," 72-74. 

13 Ibid., 69; U.S. Department of Ccnmerce, Bureau of the Census, 
Fifteenth Census of the United States; 1930, Agriculture, Volume II, 
Part 2: The Southern States (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1932), pp. 1586-1605; U.S. Department of Ccnmerce, Bureau of 
the Census, United States Census of Agriculture: 1945, Volume I, Part 
26: Ttexas, Statistics for Counties (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1946), pp. 70-111. 
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Technical Innovations of Tractors 

The success of the first row-crop tractor soon brought all the 

major manufacturers into the market. Each offered some new innovation 

to inprove on the original Farmall design. In 1927 John Deere 

introduced its first row-crop tractor, the Model GP (for General-

Purpose). The Deere GP included the first power lift for agricultural 

inplements. The power lift mechanically raised the innplement out of the 

ground at the push of a button or pedal so the farmer could turn at the 

end of the row. When reaciy to resume, the operator pressed the same 

pedal to lower the implement back to the ground. The Works Progress 

Administration estimated that the pcwer lift saved farmers thirty 

minutes a day. Farmers liked not having to physically raise the 

inplements by force using hand levers. Deere did accjuire a patent on 

the power lift and competitors cjuickly added this convenience to their 

tracjtors. 14 

Allis-Cha 1 mers joined the innovators by introducing the first full-

production tractors with pneumatic rubber tires. While rubber tires had 

been used as early as 1919, no company made these standard equipment. 

Firestone and Goodyear previously offered various rubber tires for road 

use or as options on specialized vehicles such as orchard tractors. The 

Allis-Chalmers Wl Tractor with all rubber tires debuted in 1934. Other 

manufacturers soon followed their lead, and by 1940 ninety percent of 

all new tractors came with standard pneumatic tires. Rubber tires were 

even more popular initially on the South Plains than in other areas of 

the country because tractors often had to be driven on public highways. 

Rubber tires provided a smoother ride on paved surfaces and were less 

damaging. They also provided more traction in the field and caused less 

soil compaction than steel vheels. The introduction of tractor tires 

was soon followed by rubber tires on all vheeled implements.-̂ ^ 

14 Williams, "Fordson, Farmall and Poppin Johnny," 171, 180-181. 

15 Ibid., 181-185; Delmar Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture: 
1880-1950" (M.A. thesis, Texas Tech University, 1981), 98; Don 
Macmillan and Russell Jones, John Deere Tractors and Equipment: Volume 
nnp.f 1837-1959 (St. Joseph, Mich.: American Society of Agricultural 
Engineers, 1988), 35. 
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The power-take-off, or PTO, was another inportant tractor-based 

innovation. It was first introduced to tractor systems in the early 

1920s, before the Farmall was produced. A PTO transmitted power 

directly from the tractor to an attached inplement. This feature was 

used, for exanple, to replace tractor belt drives for operating feed 

grinders. By the latter half of the decade, a PTO was standard 

ecjuipment on most tractors. Manufacturers soon agreed on a uniform size 

and turning speed, enabling farmers to interchange different brands and 

kinds of ecjuipment without difficulty. 1^ Cotton farmers did not find 

much use for PTOs until manufacturers came out with a few mechanical 

strippers that had moving internal parts needing power. Farmers 

probably did put their PTOs to use, though, with other, non-cotton 

ecjuipment. 

A final area of competition in tractor production involved methods 

of hitching an inplement to the tractor. For many years after tractors 

were introduced, each model had its own particular hitch, although many 

shared similar design principles. Some hitch locations were apparently 

very inconvenient. One South Plains farmer described his Farmall as 

having a "belly hookup" underneath the tractor. It took as much as half 

a day to get the previous inplement off and another one on. Deere and 

Company came up with a better hitch design in vhich the farmer sinply 

backed the tractor up to the inplement and made the hookup with pins. 17 

Hitch designs changed through the years. The earliest hitches had 

a wooden or metal breakpin that would break if the load became too 

heavy, preventing damage to the innplement. These were one-time-only use 

items and were time consuming to replace, so some farmers risked 

damaging their inplement by using an iron or steel bolt instead of a 

pin. Later, some replaced this with a dravtoar spring in the hitch. The 

spring would reduce the shock or stress to an inplement but still would 

not necessarily protect the unit from ciamage. The combination of these 

16 Williams, "Fordson, Farmall and Poppin Johnny," 116-120. 

17 Homer Barron, Interview by Julia Saffell, February 16, 1996, 
Meadow, Tex. (Tape in possession of author). Tape One, Side One. 
[Hereafter cited as Barron Oral History.] 
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two concepts produced the spring overload release hitch. The spring 

design protected the inplement from increased stress and would take some 

heavy abuse before breaking the hitch. This recjuired fewer part 

replacements but cost much more than the previous two designs. Another 

hitch design was referred to by the industry as a cushion hitch. This 

hitch stopped a tractor when the plow (or inplement) hit a large 

obstacle. Various designs were created using springs and hydraulic 

systems. One form of the cushion hitch had a designed load factor 

beyond vhich the hitch would release to prevent damage to the tractor or 

the inplement. 18 

These types of hitches were used in two ways on inplements. One 

was to mount and pull the inplement from a single point at the front of 

the unit. Other connections made to the unit helped stabilize the 

implement or enabled it to be raised with a power or manual lift. Some 

innplements were hitched at two or more points. This created a rigid 

combination of tractor and inplement that was not as flexible as the 

single-point hitch.19 

A new multiple-point hitch system debuted in the United States in 

1939. In the 1920s the British government asked inventor Harry Ferguson 

to investigate problems with Ford Motor Ccxipany's Fordson Tractor, which 

tended to turn over while plowing. Ferguson discovered that the single-

point hitch design created an upward thrust from the plow, causing the 

tractor to pitch backwards. Ferguson designed a new hitch to return 

this force back into the ground. The "Duplex hitch" was refined over 

the next few years in England. 

In 1938 Henry Ford and Ferguson met to discuss the Ferguson hitch. 

Ferguson's small British tractor outperformed larger Fordson and Allis-

Chalmers tractors. Ford and Ferguson agreed to produce a new, small 

"Ford tractor with the Ferguson system" in the United States. 

Ferguson's refined hitch (Figure 3.2) consisted of two pivoting arms 

under the tractor's rear axle and a single strut connected to the back 

18 E.L. Barger et al.. Tractors and Their Power Units (New York, 
N.Y.: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1952), 325-328. 

19 Ibid., 332. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.2 
Ferguson's Three-Point Hitch 

(a) Side-profile diagram of hitch on a cultivator inplement 
(b) Ferguson linkage on rear of tractor 

Source: Ford Tractor Ferguson System, Flexible Farming is More 
Profitable Farming (Dearborn, Mich.: Ferguson-Sherman 

Manufacturing Coitpany, n.d.). 
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of the unit. The single beam sloped down from the tractor to a 

triangular-shaped mount on the inplement, which was the inspiration for 

the now conmon description of a three-point hitch. Because of the 

arrangement of the pivot points, the tractor produced an increasing 

downward force on the rear vheels as the plow draft increased. Thus, it 

could plow very effectively without as much tractor weight.20 

Ferguson ciid not have an exclusive patent on the three-point hitch. 

Nevertheless, Ford and Ferguson were the only manufacturers to offer the 

three-point hitch until 1954. Today it is standard ecjuipment on nearly 

all tractors and tractor inplements.21 

After the introduction of roŵ -crop tractors and prior to World War 

II, the only major changes to existing equipnent were in the sizes 

available, up to four-rows for many planters and cultivators. However, 

as adjustments were made to tractors, especially with the introduction 

of new hitch designs and rubber tires, similar modifications were made 

on inplements. Mechanized equipment saved large amounts of labor, but 

most roŵ -crop farmers nationwide relied on two-row equipment instead of 

four-row in the years before the war.22 The change to tractors resulted 

in the conversion of old, horse-drawn ecjuipment and in the introduction 

of new inplement designs. 

Tillage Equipment 

The first task each spring to prepare for the new farming season 

was to dispose of the remains of the previous year's crop. Through 

World War II a stalk cutter was the inplement of choice to begin this 

process. The stalk cutter sliced apart stalks and roots into stubble 

20 Williams, "Fordson, Farmall and Poppin Johnny," 194-198. 

21 Arnold B. Skronme, "The Growth of ASAE and the Farm Ecjuipment 
Industry 1907-1970," Agricultural Engineering 51(4) (April 1970): 182. 

22 Eugene G. M^Kibben, John A. Hopkins, and R. Austin Griffin, 
Changes in Farm Power and Equipment: Field Implements, Works Projects 
^administration. National Research Project, Report No. A-11 
(Philadelphia, Penn.: Works Projects Administration, National Research 
Project, 1939), 93. 
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and residue. This could then be easily plowed under and covered with 

soil to completely decompose.23 

One of the most popular stalk cutters was a drawn inplement that 

"rolled" across the field. Mass manufactured rolling stalk cutters were 

only produced for one or two rows. Farmers with large tractors could 

hitch two or three of these units together, or could have their local 

blacksmith build a one-piece four-row unit. A four-row stalk cutter 

covered fifty to seventy acres per day. This was the most conmon 

configuration used on the South Plains and across the rest of the vheat 

and cotton areas of Northwest Texas. Some companies began producing a 

stalk cutter vhich sat directly on the tractor instead of being drawn on 

its own frame.24 

Rolling stalk cutters usually had four to eight knives across the 

width of the inplement (Figure 3.3). These were mounted at each end on 

a round frame, vhich itself was connected at the center of the circle to 

a small frame hitched to the tractor. This permitted the inplement to 

roll as it was pulled. The knives varied in size depenciing on the 

design, but their thickness was usually no more than one-fourth of an 

inch. Each blade had to be kept sharp in order to penetrate the soil to 

cut not only the stalks but the plant roots. Sometimes extra weights 

were necessary to ensure good results.25 

Some farmers supplemented or replaced a stalk cutter with a disc 

harrow. This became a popular inplement on many American farms because 

of its many possible adaptations sifter the introduction of tractors. In 

some cotton areas, this could be used in lieu of a stalk cutter if it 

were operated once with the rows and a second time across the rows. 

23 H.P. Smith and D.L. Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton in 
Itexas, TAES Bulletin 704 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 1948), 5-6. 

24 Ibid., 6-7. 

25 Leota Lightfoot Matthews, "The History of the Lul±)ock 
Experiment Station, Si±)station No. 8" (M.A. thesis, Texas Technological 
College, 1959), 67-69; Arthur W. Turner and Elmer J. Johnson, Machines 
for the Farm, Ranch, and Plantation (New York, N.Y.: M::Graw-Hill Book 
Coipany, Inc., 1948), 460. 
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Figure 3.3 
Rolling Stalk Cutter 

Source: Matthews, "History of the Lubbock Experiment Station," 69 
This is an "improved" model by TAES with horizontal knives 

to increase the cutting ability of the implement. 
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This ensured that all the stalks would be chopped without some slipping 

between the harxow discs. Disc harrows were also popular pre-planting 

inplements in their c::wn right as a means of plowing under crop residue 

and of working the soil before preparing the planting rows.26 

The tractor-drawn disc harrow was similar in design to its horse-

drawn predecessor (Figure 2.7). The inplement had mirroring halves of 

gangs with several concave steel discs. The farmer could adjust the 

depth to vdiich the discs would plow by changing the angle of the arms to 

vhich each gang is mounted. Many builders designed the adjuster to set 

the same angle on both sides.27 

The discs had a diameter of fourteen to twenty-four inches and were 

spaced six to ten inches apart. Full round discs were most common, 

although a variation called a cutaway disc did find some favor. A 

cutaway disc had notches cut out of the blade edge. Tests by the 

American Society of Agricultural Engineers concluded that cutaway discs 

did not produce any material advantages and were probably not worth 

being manufactured.28 

The disc harrow was designed to throw dirt from the center to the 

sides. This often left an uneven surface with a furrow in the middle 

between the two gangs. To counter this some farmers attached a second 

disc harrow with the discs moimted in the opposite direction (Figure 

3.4). This combination unit was often referred to as a tandem harrow. 

The second harrow tilled the soil further and evened the surface by 

throwing dirt back toward the center.29 

Moldboard plows were cjuickly adapted for use with tractors, though 

most of the basic principles were the same. On most small plows (up to 

four plow blades) there was no need for a rider on the plow unit. 

Instead of extending the operating levers to the rear for a walking 

26 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 7-8. 

27 J. Brownlee Davidson, Agricultural Machinery (New York, N.Y.: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1931), 131. 

28 LCHC, Tr0008, Ctoject and Catalog Worksheet; Turner and 
Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 61; Davidson, Agricultural Machinery. 133. 

29 Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 133-134. 
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Figure 3.4 
Tandem (Disc) Harrow 

Source: Archie A. Stone and Harold E. Gulvin, Machines for 
PcMer Farming, 2nd ed. (New York, N.Y.: John Wiley 

& Sons, Inc., 1967), 218. 
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operator, tractor plows had the levers on the front where the tracrtor 

operator could reach them from the seat.30 

Tractor plows came in two forms. The first was the drawn version 

not unlike the horse-drawn model. One to five plow bottons (or 

moldboards) were attached to a rigid, usually steel, frame (Figure 3.5). 

The frame was diagonal to the path the plow took so that each plow 

bottom effectively followed the preceding one, rather than trying to 

work side by side. Three vdieels supported the inplement. A regular 

vheel ran on the right front in the previously-plowed furrow. At the 

rear another furrow vheel, usually slanted, ran in the furrow created by 

the last plow share. The third land vheel sat approximately to the left 

center of the unit to balance that side. Seme one- and two-bottom plows 

for smaller tractors omitted the rear furrow vheel in favor of a 

landside device on the back of the last plow bottom. Two-bottom plows 

were used by twenty-four percent of farmers in the South Plains area in 

1936, the year before many farmers obtained a tractor.31 

The second plow design was a "direct connected" plow that was 

attached to the tractor and supported by it, rather than being pulled by 

the tractor (Figure 3.6). These were found on tractors with a power 

lift system and were limited to no more than three plow bottoms because 

of the extra weight placed on the back of the tractor by the attachment. 

Plow bottoms for either type of tractor plow were available in twelve, 

fourteen, sixteen, and eighteen inch long bottoms.-̂ -̂  

Disk plows, an alternative to moldboard plows, were perhaps more 

popular on the South Plains judging by the number of them found at the 

Lubbock County Historical Collection (LCHC). Disk plows were usually 

similar in design to tractor-drawn plows, except that the plow bottom 

was replaced by a large concave disk set at an angle to create a furrow 

(Figure 3.7). The disks varied in size from eighteen to thirty inches 

in diameter. Most disks at the LCHC measure eighteen to twenty-one 

30 Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 98-99. 

31 Ibid., 99; McKibben, Hopkins, and Griffin, Changes in Farm 
Power, 24. 

32 Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 46-47. 
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FRONT FURROW WHEEL--^ FLEXIBLE HITCH' 

Figure 3.5 
Three-Bottom, Tri-Wheel Trac to r Plow 

Source: Davidson, Agr icu l tu ra l Machinery, 99. 

Figure 3.6 
Two-Bottom, Tractor-Lifted Plow 

Source: Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 99. 
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Figure 3.7 
Three-Disc Tractor Plow with Scrapers 

Source: Operation, Care and Repair of Farm Machinery, 
11th ed. (Moline, 111.: John Deere, n.d.), 37. 
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inches. This plowed an area ten to twelve inches wide depending on its 

adjustment. Some sources indicate disk plows worked well in extremely 

hard soils, a condition vhich certainly exists in many areas of the 

South Plains.33 

New tillage inplements were developed in the 1930s to help deal 

with the Dust Bowl conditions. Fred Hoeme, an Oklahoma wheat farmer, 

experimented with a new plow design that had curved shanks and two-inch 

chisel points welded to a railroad iron rail mounted on wheels. He and 

Silverton, Texas, farmer Bill Graham used it on their vheat lands in the 

spring before the winds began. The deep chisels not only plowed the top 

layers of soil, but broke the harder subsoil below. The deep groves 

helped retain the soil in windstorms, and since the chisel opened cracks 

in the subsoil, the land retained over twice as much rainfall as did 

lands prepared with a one-̂ way disk plow. Graham and Hoeme formed a new 

company to produce these chisel plows. Graham-Hoeme subsequently became 

one of the largest regional producers of these plows.3^ 

Although the chisel plow originated in the wheat fields of the 

Panhandle, the plow soon made its way to the South Plains cotton areas. 

One farmer credited the chisel plow with transforming some of the sandy-

soil areas of Gaines County into a good farming area. It remained 

popular on the plains, especially during very dry periods such as the 

1950s, up to the present.35 

A typical Graham-Hoeme (Figure 3.8) chisel plow frame consists of 

three four-inch steel I-beams, with the front and back beams capped on 

the ends by another piece of steel. The middle beam ends at an interior 

beam sixteen inches inside the outside beam, creating a v^eel well on 

each side. Each wheel is mounted on a bracket assembly with an 

33 Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 104-105; Lubbock County 
Historical Collection, Shallowater, Tex. 

34 John L. MoCarty, "Plowing With a Pitchfork," Southwestem Crop 
and Stock 2(4) (i^ril 1948): 10, 34. 

35 Janet M. Neugebauer, Plains Farmer: The Diary of William G. 
Tv>Tnach, 1914-1964 (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 
1991) f 279; F.P. King, Interview by David Murrah, January 9, 1975 
(Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side Two. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.8 
Graham-Hoeme Chisel Plows 
(a) Early plow at LCHC 
Source: LCHC, TT0069. 

(b) Chiseling cotton field near Crosbyton 
Source: SWCPC 413(c)-E4, Southwest Collection, 

Texas Tech University. 
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operating lever vhich adjusts the plowing depth of the chisel points. 

Each cross beam has attachments for three to four chisel shanks giving 

the implement ten chisels in all. The box frame has another steel I-

beam for a tongue and a steel double-plate hitch. This particular unit 

covers a ten-foot wide area. By 1948 later production units from 

Graham-Hoeme ranged from eight to thirty-four feet wide.36 

National manufacturers also produced subsoil plows for deep 

breaking. Most of these inplements had only one plow point, called a 

sub-soiler, that would reach twenty-two to thirty-two inches below the 

surface. Like the Graham-Hoeme plow, the sub-soiler plows broke up the 

hard sub-surface and created large clods. This style of inplement, 

though, apparently saw little or no use on the South Plains. The TPiES 

indicated that the "chisel-tool type implement" was the most conmon 

inplement used vyhen a deep plow was desired. 37 

Another South Plains innovation of the 1930s was the sandfighter 

(Figure 3.9), vM.ch was developed in the Dawson County area. Wind and 

sandy soil had long caused troubles for farmers. Strong winds blew away 

valuable top soil and could bury young seedlings under shifting sand. 

In the 1920s farmers often constructed homemade sandfighters. The first 

sandfighters were built for six rows, the largest equipment available at 

that time. Short metal teeth cut from quarter-inch steel in six inch 

lengths were welded around a long axle or pipe. Some of the early 

versions mounted this pipe on a vheeled frame, although most farmers 

adopted the "rolling sandfighter" vhich had a direct hitch from the pipe 

without any vheels. A tractor pulled the sandfighter across the field, 

breaking any crust (especially after a heavy rain) to create clods of 

dirt. This hindered wind from picking up the valuable topsoil and 

blowing it away. Many farmers used this in the interim period between 

36 LCHC, Tr0069, Object and Catalog Worksheet; MoCarty, "Plowing 
With a Pitchfork," 34. I believe this chisel plow (Tr0069) was produced 
relatively early in the company's history as it is serial number 532 of 
the Model K. M^Carty indicates that the 1948 production of all Graham-
Hoeme plows was anticipated to be 50,000 units. 

37 Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 71-72; Smith and 
Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 11. 
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Figure 3.9 
Sandfighter 

Photo by the author near Lubbock, Tex., June 1996. 
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harvest and spring planting. Some even began using the sandfighter in 

lieu of a stalk cutter to begin field preparations each spring. The 

inventor of the sandfighter is not known, but Sam Stevens and his Lamesa 

inplement coipany made manufactured sandfighters popular following World 

War 11.38 

Usually the last tillage inplement used before planting was a 

lister plow. The tractor lister plow had the same purpose and moldboard 

design as the horse-drawn listers. It created furrow rows using a two-

sided moldboard plow. IN̂ ô designs were used with tractors. One mounted 

two to four listers (rows) on a drawn inplement frame (Figure 3.10). 

The Lubbock County Historical Collection includes a twc^bottom plow of 

this design on a unit with rubber tires and a power lift. The other 

design featured the direct tractor-mounting of two or three listers. 

The first two would be placed directly in front of the tractor's drive 

\(̂ eels, meaning that the vdieels drove down the freshly plowed furrow. 

The third plow, if used, was mounted on the back center of the 

tractor.39 

Planting Equignent 

Lister planting continued to be the preferred method after the 

introduction of tractor-drawn equipment. Planter units came in one, 

two, and four-row sizes, though a rear-mounted version of the latter was 

the most popular for fiirrow planting (Figure 3.11). These units were 

probably equiĵ Ded for use with tractor power lifts.^0 

During this period the TAES tested a variety of attachments for 

cotton planting. They determined that knife or runner ĉ jeners used 

38 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 96; King Oral History, 
T^)e One, Side Two; Ruby Saffell, Interview by Julia Saffell, February 
16, 1996, Meadow, Tex. (Tape in possession of the author). Tape One, 
Side One. [Hereafter cited as Saffell Oral History.] 

39 LCHC, Tr0057 (55-847, catalog). Catalog Worksheet; Smith and 
Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 13. 

40 Vernon Bartlett, Interview by Jeff Townsend, May 7, 1974 
(Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), T^)e Two, Side One; 
Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 21. 
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Figure 3.10 
Two-Row Lister Plow 

Source: Operation, Care, and Repair, 24th ed., 116. 

,',V1' 

Figure 3.11 
Two-Row Lister Planter 

Source: Restored model on display at the Texas 
Farmer-Stockman Show, October 10-12, 1995, 

Lubbock, Tex. (Photo by the author.) 
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ininediately in front of the seed drop tube produced better results than 

a narrow or wide shovel opener (Figure 3.12). Some runner openers were 

similar in design, but not in purpose, to the sled runners on horse-

drawn planters. A sled runner also doubled as the support frame for the 

planter. Most tractor planters had gauge wheels or pneumatic tires on 

the frame to help support the inplement. Some tractor knife openers 

were designed with wings on each side to level the bed and keep loose 

soil from falling back into the furrow. A knife opener was similar to a 

chisel point and often produced the cleanest and firmest seedbed furrow. 

Shovel openers were similar to the V-shaped cultivator shovels. Narrow 

shovels opened a narrow furrow like the knife opener but did not create 

as firm a planting surface. The wider shovels leveled the bed well, but 

loose soil fell back into the new furrow before the seed could drop. 

Some farmers preferred the level seed bed to the deep furrow. ̂1 

Wbny planter units included some type of press vheel (Figure 3.13) 

vhich followed the seed tube in combination with shovel closers to cover 

the seed. TZffiS tests indicated that the use of any press vheel resulted 

in increased production, regardless of the type enployed. A rubber 

covered press v^eel offered the best results over solid steel and wood 

press vheels. Shovel coverers created a ridge over the seed. This 

proved to be an advantage after a rain because the top of the ridge 

cracked open as the soil dried, creating an opening for seedlings to 

break through the crust. Similar results were obtained by using a split 

press vheel vhich did not pack the soil ininediately over the seed. This 

was apparently the most cannon press vheel used by cotton planters.̂ -̂  

Manufacturers introduced fertilizer attachments for use with 

tractor planters as well (Figure 3.13). This innovation combined two 

operations into one and saved much time and labor. TAES experiments 

determined that fertilizer was most effective vhen placed two inches to 

the side and two inches below the planted seed. The farmer could 

41 H.P. Smith and M.H. Byrom, Effects of Planter Attachments and 
<̂ f̂ed Treatment on Stands of Cotton, TAES Bulletin No. 621 (College 
Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1942), 8; 
Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 20-21. 

42 Smith and Byrom, Effects of Planter Attachments, 10-11. 
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Three conamon types of furrow openers. {A) Rxxnner furrow opener. (B) 
Stubrunner furrow opener. (C) Single-disk furrow opener. 

Figure 3.12 
Exanples of Planter Furrow Openers 

Source: Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 177 

SEED HOPPER FERTILIZER HOPPER j 

FERTILIZER RUNNER OPENER 

SEED RUNNER OPENER / . 

Figure 3.13 
Tractor-Mounted Planter with Press Wheel 

and Fertilizer Attachment 
Source: Operation. Care, and Repair, 24th ed., 108 
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accomplish this by carefully adjusting both the seed and fertilizer 

tubes and other attachments.43 

While seed dropping mechanisms were not significantly altered 

during the transition to tractors, seeds themselves changed. Cottonseed 

from regular ginning processes was covered with "short fuzzy lint." 

This fuzz caused seeds to hang together and prevented any dropping 

mechanism from properly distributing a continuous and uniform rate of 

seed. One solution was to remove all the fuzz from the seed with a 

delinting machine. This became conmon equipment at delinting companies 

across the South Plains by about 1930. TAES testing indicated that 

delinted seed produced a better and more even stand under moisture 

conditions unsuitable for fuzzy seeds. Delinted seeds also developed a 

seedling one to two days earlier than regular seeds. Since getting a 

full and healthy stand of cotton was inportant to a crop's success on 

the South Plains, researchers encouraged the use of delinted seed.44 

A final alteration to planting equipment came in the form of a new 

planting practice—skip row planting. Starting sometime in the 1920s 

some farmers began to leave one or more rows blank between the planted 

rows. Probably the most coannon pattern was to plant two rows, skip one, 

plant two rows, and so on. This was called "two in, one out." 

Variations included two in and two out, four in and two out, and four in 

and four out. Some local manufacturers and blacksmiths built special 

planting equipment on these patterns, usually a four-row unit with a 

skip row in the middle. Most farmers, however, accaiplished the same 

thing by adjusting their commercially-produced equipment. 

Skip-row planting saved seed and helped concentrate moisture on the 

remaining plants. Even though less land was used, often production 

increased because of the inproved soil condition. The practice became 

43 Smith and Byrom, Effects of Planter Attachments, 13. 

44 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 14; Joseph 
F. Gordon, "The History and Development of Irrigated Cotton on the High 
Plains of Texas" (Ph.D. diss., Texas Technological College, 1961), 124. 
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more popular in the 1930s because the skipped rows could be counted as 

the "lay out" land to meet crop allotment requirements set by USDA.45 

Cultivating Equipgnent 

Ironically, the mechanization of cultivators began long before the 

introduction of the Farmall tractor. The early motorized cultivator 

(Figure 3.14), or tractivator, is often overshadowed by its more 

productive sibling—the tractor. As a result, it is a forgotten step

child in the history of mechanization. The tractivator was a modified 

horse-drawn cultivator frame with an engine and vheels on it. The early 

wheatland tractors plowed and planted crops but were unable to cultivate 

them. The motorized cultivator was intended to fill that role on row-

crop farms and eliminate any need for horses and mules.4^ 

B.F. Avery built the first row-crop cultivator in the 1910s. It 

faced opposition even while being tested because paranoid farmers 

thought it would "kill the soil," or make it sterile or less productive. 

Even so, several companies, including Intemational Harvester and John 

Deere developed motorized cultivators. The pressures and scrutiny of 

World War I and the farm inplement crisis of the early 1920s ended the 

testing of tractivators. They were too specialized and too expensive. 

Sojne manufacturers were able to use their tractivator tests to design 

their general purpose row-crop tractors introduced in the 1920s and 

1930s.47 

At least one motorized cultivator made it to the South Plains. A 

farmer used a two-row Emerson-Brantingham "Multi-Row" Cultivator (Figure 

3.14) on acreage in the northeastern comer of Borden County just above 

the Caprock Escarpment. The machine has a tricycle vheel design similar 

to an early roŵ -crop tractor powered by a large four-cylinder engine. 

Cultivator attachments were divided in half, with each side having two 

adjustable-position shovel shanks acconmodating an eight-inch V-shovel 

45 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 94-95. 

46 LCHC, TT0189 (55-788, catalog). Catalog Worksheet, ca. 1974. 

47 Lowell Carlson, "Remember the 'Tractivators?'," Grain Producers 
News 28(10) (October 1977): 4-8. 
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Figure 3.14 
Emerson-Brantingham "Multi-Row" 

Motorized Cultivator 
Source: LCHC, Tr0189. 
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in front and a ten-inch V-shovel in the rear. From the driver's seat 

the operator could adjust the row width on each side using hand levers. 

This particular model is believed to have been produced in 1919 or 

1920.48 Because of its unique purpose, the motorized cultivator has a 

peculiar, albeit often unrecognized, role in the history of agricultural 

mechanization. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, one of the original design 

purposes of the row-crop tractor included a cultivator attachment 

support. IWo- and four-row units could be mounted on the rear and 

either the front or the side of the tractor. In most designs the front 

cultivators work the outside rows first, vhile the rear cultivators work 

the area beneath the tractor and behind the vheels. Four-row 

cultivators often have the ends of each gang fixed with a gauge vheel 

that supports the gang's weight and adjusts the depth at vhich the 

cultivators work (Figure 3.15). Two-row tractor cultivators were the 

most conmonly sold inplement of the late 1930s.49 

Manufacturers also built tractor-drawn cultivators. Most of these 

were lister-furrow cultivators which had separate supports for each row. 

The supports were either sled runners or furrow gong vheels. This was 

an inproved variation on the "go-devil" cultivator described in Chapter 

II. Disk gangs and a fender were often the cannon attachments on 

lister-cultivators.50 

Shovels and disks continued to be conmon attachments to 

cultivators. Another attachment, the rotary hoe (Figure 3.16), soon 

became popular on the South Plains. A rotary hoe was a rimless vheel 

with curved spokes or teeth vhich cut into the ground surface. The 

depth was adjusted using the unit's regular levers, but a rotary hoe 

lifted only small amounts of soil. The rotary hoe's sharp points did 

48 LCHC, TT0189 (55-788, catalog). Catalog Worksheet. 

49 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 25; 
MoKibben, Hopkins, and Griffin, Changes in Farm Power, 67. An exanple 
of this design is found on a two-row cultivator attachment mounted on a 
Farmall tractor, LCHC, TT0201(A-B). 

50 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 28; 
Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 148-149. 
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Figure 3.15 
Four-Row C u l t i v a t o r Attachment with Wheel Supports 
Source: Opera t ion, Care and Repair, 11th e d . , 101. 

Figure 3.16 
Rotary Hoe Cultivator Attachment 

Source: Roy Bainer, R.A. Kepner, and E.L. Barger, Principles of 
FaTTTi Machinery, Ferguson Foundation Agricultural Engineering 
Series (New York, N.Y.: John Wiley & Son, Inc., 1955), 266. 
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not affect clods but shifted soil through the vheels and around the 

plant. They were most effective in groups of three or more hoes. These 

rotary gangs were conmonly used in combination with regular sweeps and 

were effective only on small weeds.51 

Rotary hoes also could be used alone as a practical cultivating 

tool. A broadccist rotary hoe had a two to three-row solid axle on vhich 

all the individual hoes could be moiinted and tumed together (Figure 

3.17). These were most effective when used at a high speed. The 

broadcast rotary hoe became an outstanding tool to break the crust after 

a rain so that cotton seedlings could emerge.52 

A final post-planting inplement that saw some use on the South 

Plains was a cotton chopper. Traditionally farmers intentionally 

planted too many seeds to ensure a full and even stand of cotton. After 

the seedlings were up, it was necessary to thin out sane of the stand. 

Originally this was done by hand ("chopping cotton"), but inplements 

were developed to do this work mechanically. Most were two v^eeled 

riding machines with two rotary choppers. The rotating action of the 

chopper cut down everything except for one plant at set intervals, 

usucilly between eight and ten inches. The practice of thinning cotton 

was more common across the South and was rarely done in this area, even 
C O 

among the cotton farmers of 1910.̂ -̂  

Sunmary 

The introduction of the tractor had a profound inpact on farming on 

the South Plains. Farmers, once able to obtain these new technologies, 

applied their use on larger farms, resulting in an overall increase in 

production. Some skeptics kept their horses, but soon were converts to 

51 Davidson, Agricultural Machinery, 149; Smith and Jones, 
Mechanized Production of Cotton, 27. 

52 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 27. 

53 Turner and Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 270-271, 288-291; 
Frederick W. Mally, The Panhandle and Llano Estacado of Texas, Texas 
Department of Agriculture Bulletin, Number 12 (Austin, Tex.: Texas 
Department of Agriculture, [March-i^ril] 1910), 35. 
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Figure 3.17 
Three-Row Broadcast Rotary Hoe Implement 

Source: Operation, Care and Repair, 11th ed., 92. 
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tractor equipment. By 1940 a majority of people had traded in or 

modified their horse-drawn equipment. 

The changeover from horse-drawn equipment to tractor-drawn or 

tractor-mounted inplements was largely ccxrplete on the South Plains by 

the beginning of World War II. The war redirected efforts in cotton 

farming toward higher production with less labor. The aftermath of the 

war brought a renewed interest in efficiency and larger equipment as 

farm sizes and total production increased. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTS SINCE WORLD WAR II 

At times during the Great Depression and New Deal eras 

mechanization linped along, but the beginning of World War II created a 

need to increase production at a lower cost with fewer people. The war 

also marked a change in attitudes toward the mechanization of farming 

nationwide. Increasing acceptance of mechanization illustrated the need 

to refine and inprove efficient designs. Efficiency was inportant for 

the best use of available materials, conservation of fuel and fertilizer 

for fanning, and for decreasing labor costs. Design work proceeded and 

by the late 1950s much of the basic refinements to equipment ended. Now 

most producers awaited larger-horsepower tractors in order to increase 

the sizes of their rigs. Experimentation and technological changes, 

however, continued to occur through the 1980s, although perhaps at a 

lesser rate than before World War II. 

Early in World War II the South Plains region already led the rest 

of Texas' cotton farming areas in efficiency. About fifty-two work 

hours were needed to produce a bale of cotton on the South Plains, while 

other regions required 88 to 244 hours. One South Plains family used 

two-row tractor equipment on a 200 acre farm to grow seventy-five bales. 

The rest of the state could manage only from nine to thirty-seven bales 

per family. Despite wartime restrictions on materials and 

manufacturing, many South Plains farmers made upgrading to four-row 

equipment a high priority. In 1942 an estimated thirty percent of 

farmers used four-row equipment, up from eleven percent five years 

earlier.-'-

Despite farmers' increased needs, improvements and modifications to 

tractors and inplements, as well as to chemicals and seed genetics, were 

delayed during the war as the nation put its emphasis on the war. 

However, the pre-war introduction of mechanization of cotton farming and 

the advanced research into mechanization problems, including the work of 

1 Gearing Texas Cotton to War Needs, TAES Bulletin No. 624 
(College Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 
1942), 22-24. 
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the progressive Lul±)ock Substation of the Texas Agricultural Experiment 

Station (TZVES), set a trend. After the war mechanization research was 

resumed. Congress supported cotton research through the Research and 

Marketing Act. The act's provisions allocated $200,000 to state 

experiment stations to conduct research on all phases of cotton 

mechanization. The National Cotton Mechanization Project was 

headquartered at the Delta Branch Experinent Station in Mississippi and 

four regional projects were established. The Lubbock Substation 

participated in the Southwest Region studies.2 

Each participating station focused on one specific area of study. 

Cotton planting was the principal focus of the Lubbock Substation. The 

Lubbock results eventually were included in at least two Experiment 

Station publications and will be discussed in greater detail later in 

this chapter with other post-̂ war planting equipment.3 

Most cotton equipment had few major inprovements after World War 

II, other than adjustments to increase efficiency. Often this meant 

expanding the area an inplement covered, something often dependent on 

increased tractor power. The introduction of the universal tool bar 

with interchangeable parts created a cheaper, more efficient way for 

producers to work their farms. 

Some manufacturers offered new innovations in both tractors and 

equipnent during this period. A notable change was the universal 

adoption of the three-point hitch system. As noted in the previous 

chapter, no manufacturers except Ford and Ferguson offered this design 

prior to 1954. In that year, though, Oliver introduced another tractor, 

the Super 55, that could acconmodate a three-point hitch. Other 

manufacturers and the American Society of Agricultural Engineers quickly 

2 Gilbert Fite, "Mechanization of Cotton Production Since World 
War II," Agricultural History 54(1) (January 1980): 192, 200; Leota 
Lightfoot Matthews, "History of the Lubbock Experiment Station, 
Substation No. 8" (M.A. thesis, Texas Technological College, 1959), 66, 

3 Matthews, "History of the Lubbock Experiment Station," 66. 
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accepted the hitch on all equipment and developed several worldwide 

standards for its use.^ 

Tillage Equirment 

Changes in plows in the post-war period mostly involved more 

experimentation in arrangement of attachments than in actual advances in 

technology. Moldboard and lister plows remained a popular way to plow a 

field. A rolling coulter was introduced in front of the moldboard edge 

to cut trash and help begin to open the furrow (Figure 4.1).5 Disk 

plows and disk harrows were the other predominant inplements for plowing 

fields. 

Tractor-drawn moldboard plows declined in use to the point that by 

1990 only one-sixth of John Deere's plow sales were of this style. Some 

farmers switched for a time to Deere's three-point hitch plows, but by 

1980 the sales of those inplements had again receded. Most farmers 

replaced their moldboard plows with chisel plows or, after 1972, with a 

combination disk-chisel plow. A large part of the remaining plow sales 

consisted of tandem disk units.^ 

Many manufacturers introduced large-scale rotary hoes as pre-

planting devices. As noted in chapter three, rotary hoes were 

originally introduced as a cultivating tool. The newer inplements had 

rotary hoes from eighteen to twenty inches in diameter, placed six 

inches apart on an axle. Two axles were set to overlap each other to 

create three-inch spacing (Figure 4.2). When used so that the wheels 

rotated in the direction of the curved prongs, the hoe did shallow 

breaking and cultivating as intended in the cultivator design. However, 

fanners found that reversing the direction made the same tool a 

4 Arnold B. Skrcrane, "The Growth of ASAE and the Farm Equipment 
Industry 1907-1970," Agricultural Engineering 51(4) (i^ril 1970): 182. 

5 Rcy Bainer, R.A. Kepner, and E.L. Barger, Principles of Farm 
Machinery, Ferguson Foundation Agricultural Engineering Series (New 
York, N.Y.: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1955), 150. 

6 Don Macmillan and Roy Harrington, John Deere Tractors and 
Fqiiipment; Volume Two, 1960-1990 (St. Joseph, Mich.: American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers, 1991), 218-230. 
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Figure 4.1 
Two-Bottom Plow with Rolling Coulter 

Souî ce: Operation, Care, and Repair, 24th ed., 61. 

Figure 4.2 
Overl^ping of Rotary Hoe Wheels 

Source: Texas Experiment Station and Texas State Extension Service, 
Farm Eouianent Training Course: Fort Worth, Texas[,1 August, 1944 
(Ttexas Tech: Agriculturcil Education and Mechanization Collection, 
1935-1975, Box 2, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University). 
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subsurface packer and a seedbed finisher. This permitted the inplement 

to smooth the field and break up clods prior to planting.^ 

After the early success of the sandfighter, its use became even 

more coamionplace after the war. While the basic design did not change 

(Figure 3.9) through the post-war years, the size of the inplement 

increcised dramatically. In the 1940s the largest sandfighter built by 

Sam Stevens in Lamesa was a seven-row inplement. With the increasing 

tractor power available and the light draft of the sandfighter, its size 

escalated. By 1975 the smallest sandfighter available from Stevens was 

an eight-row inplement, with most around thirteen rows. A twenty-three 

row unit was the largest built. Stevens believed the tools should not 

get much larger than that, even with increased tractor power.° 

Planting Equipment 

The Luhtoock Substation of the TAES continued to be a leading 

institution for research on cotton planting. This included both factors 

affecting cotton, as well as experiments on the types of equipment and 

attachments used to plant cotton. 

Delinted cotton seed became popular in increasing efficiency in 

cotton farming. Numerous publications reminded farmers that delinted 

seed took up less room in the seed bag and in the planter box than fuzzy 

seed, thus reducing the amount to purchase and the number of stops 

needed to refill the box. With fewer stops, more acreage could be 

planted in one day with fewer people.^ TAES research indicated that 

delinted seed could not be planted as deep as fuzzy seed, as it was more 

susceptible to cold soil. This may have worked to farmers' advantage 

with the introduction of the zero-pressure press vheel and the finding 

that shallow-planted seeds germinate faster. Since delinted seeds had 

7 Bainer, Kepner, and Barger, Principles of Farm Machinery, 207, 

8 Sam Stevens and Bill Olds, Interview by David Murrah, January 
9, 1975 (Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side 
T}wo. [Herecifter cited as Olds Oral History.] 

9 Bdb Jackson, "Cotton Planting Gets a Lift From Delinting," 
grwitliwestem Crop and Stock 2(10) (October 1948): 11. 
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no fuzz, they did not clunp up in the seed tube and fell to the ground 

as designed by the seed plates. This resulted in full, uniform stands 

of cotton after germination. •'•̂  

Many researchers and observers believed uniformity of planting was 

a key element of mechanized cotton production. Not only must the 

spacing of rows be uniform, but so should the space between each plant. 

Traditionally, this had been acccxiplished through hand chopping. That 

practice required additional man hours and expense. True uniformity in 

planting depended on the precision placing of seeds, something that to 

this point had only been attenpted through the use of seed plates.•'••̂  

Researchers at Oklahotia A&M and at the Lubbock Substation tested 

factors affecting the accurate placement of cotton seed in planting. 

One writer identified six factors, including the position and height of 

the seed box and the ground speed of the planter, and five options vhich 

ciffected the results, including the seed plate and the plate-rotation 

speed.-̂ 2 investigators concluded that individual seed metering was the 

most accurate method, but most standard seed plates could not keep pace 

with the faster speeds on most tractors. The only solution was either 

to build larger seed plates or use two plates in combination, a system 

•that would drop seeds alternately into the tube. Farmers and 

researchers agreed that precision seeding resulted in more uniform 

stands \̂ iich were easily cultivated and harvested and could result in 

financial savings through increased accuracy and fewer replantings.^3 

10 H.P. Smith and D.L. Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton in 
Texas, TAES Bulletin 704 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 1948), 14; D.L. Jones et al.. Cotton Production on 
the Texas High Plains, TAES Bulletin 830 (College Station, Tex.: Texas 
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1956), 5. 

11 Floyd V. Matthews, Jr., "Development and Design of a Precision 
Cotton Planter" (M.S. thesis, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, 1951), 1-2. 

12 Ibid., 2. 

13 Henry D. Bowen, "Cotton Planting Methods and Equipment," in 
Siminarv Proceedings of the 1969 Beltwide Cotton Production-
MPichanization Conference (Memphis, Tenn.: National Cotton Council of 
America, 1969), 14. 
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After the war farmers and researchers studied a variety of planter 

machinery and attachments. Farmers still used checkrow planters in many 

areas of the country, but they were quickly being discarded on the South 

Plains. Although checkrows were efficient in that seeds were set on a 

precise grid, the method was time consuming and could not guarantee that 

a plant would sprout at each spot. Checkrows also dated back to a time 

when precise rows were needed for cultivation and weed control. 

Chemiccils for weed control eliminated the advantages that the checkrow 

system might offer. 1^ 

Planter units mounted directly to the tractor like pre-war tractor-

mounted cultivators were more popular for severed years after the war. 

Tractor-mounted planters came in one-, two-, and four-row units. Most 

were equiĵ )ed with power lifts. As manufacturers introduced larger 

tractors in the 1960s, tractor-mounted units were again replaced in 

popularity by large eight-row drag units. Farmers could adjust planters 

to sow in the furrow or on the furrow bed. 15 

The lister plow continued to be the most popular tool for field 

preparation and planting on the South Plains. Experiment station 

research on planting methods soon altered the way ridges and furrows 

were used. Mich research focused on variations in the attachments to 

determine vhere and how to place the seed. Most researchers continued 

to favor planting in the lister furrow, where seeds received more water 

to germinate and vdiere young plants were protected from strong winds. 1^ 

14 Archie A. Stone and Harold E. Gulvin, Machines for Power 
Farming, 2nd ed. (New York, N.Y.: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967), 292 

15 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 21. 

16 E.B. Reynolds, Cotton Production in Texas, TAES Bulletin No. 
938 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
1959), 19. 
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Farmers commonly created deep furrows using a large lister planter 

until Lubbock Substation researcher E.B. Hudspeth developed the first 

shallow-fuirrow planter attachment in 1949. His early versions used a 

small lister moldboard or a narrow chisel to open the furrow (Figure 

4.3). After the seed was dropped, a press vheel and "fish-tail" drag 

(described later) covered the seed with one-and-a-half inches of dirt 

instead of the traditional two to three inches. The opener also was 

equipped with a new threaded rod to hold the opener on the unit and 

adjust its depth. Hudspeth released the planter design for conmercial 

manufacture in 1954, when it had sales of over 10,000 units in its first 
17 year.-̂ ' 

The Lubbock Substation investigations indicated Hudspeth's shallow 

furrows offered advantages over traditional deep furrows (Figure 4.4). 

They required less tractor power to create furrows and to plant seeds. 

On the first cultivation, tractors moved through fields at higher speeds 

with the same or better efficiency. This resulted in more acres of 

daily cultivation. Shallow furrows also increased harvester efficiency 

by elevating the lowest branches of the plant so a stripper harvested 

all of the plant, not just the top. In addition, shallow furrows 

promoted early and complete seed germination. The Hudspeth attachment 

resulted in 300% more initial emergence, with an increase in gross 
1 R 

income of nine dollars an acre.-̂ ° 

Oklahoma A&M researchers also devised a new furrow planting method, 

probably using the Hudspeth attachment as the basis for their 

modifications. The plateau planter, cormonly called the "W" planter, 

combined the principles of planting in the furrow and on a flat seed bed 

or on the furrow ridge. The W-planter worked in the furrow, but instead 

of planting the seed at the bottom, it created a raised plateau in the 

middle with a small furrow down each side. The result was ajproximately 

a W shape instead of the traditional V-shape furrow (Figure 4.4). 

Fanners tested a variety of attachments to create this form. One of the 

17 Jones et al.. Cotton Production, 5; Matthews, "History of the 
Lubbock Experiment Station," 71-74. 

1^ Jones et al.. Cotton Production, 5. 
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Figure 4.3 
Planter Unit 

Source: McCormick, Middlebusters and Planting Attachments for 
Farmall and Intemational Utility Tractors (Chicago, 111.: 

Intemational Harvester, n.d.), 21. 
This unit includes (a) a smaller lister moldboard, 
(b) a shielded chisel-furrow opener, (c) spring-

loaded press vheel, and (d) shovel closers. 

Figure 4.4 
Diagrams of Furrow Types 

(a) Traditional Deep V-Furrow 
(b) Hudspeth-style Shallow V-Furrow 

(c) W-Furrow 
Source: Drawing by the author based on Matthews, 

"History of the Lul:̂xx::k Experiment Station," 72, 76. 
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most effective means of forming the side furrows was the addition of a 

sixteen-inch disc directly behind each side of the small lister 

moldboard so they cut two to three inches deeper than the point of the 

moldboard. 1^ 

The W-planter offered several advantages over other methods. All 

the benefits of the Hudspeth shallow-furrow planter were retained. 

However, any crust-forming rains would run down the side furrows and 

crust there instead of above the planted seed. This eliminated the need 

to run a rotary hoe after a rain to permit the seedling to surface. 

Furthermore, if the rain were a heavy washout, there would be less 

chance of the seed washing out of the ground than at the bottom of the 

furrow. The side furrows also caught dirt pushed off the high furrow 

ridge during the first cultivation. In the past, this dirt was pushed 

onto or around the yoimg seedling and rotary hoes did little to 

alleviate the problem. Soil fcdling in the W-furrow presented no 

difficulty and could, in fact, be washed away in subsequent rains 

without harming the young seedling. The W-furrows still were a highly 

effective way of irrigating cotton so the water aided plants and not 

weeds.20 

Along with the modifications to furrow shape, other parts of the 

planting process were tested. Both the Hudspeth and W-planters had 

openers behind the lister assembly to cut a spot in the furrow where the 

seed was dropped through the seed tube (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5). 

Without a properly functioning opener, all efforts at controlling the 

depth of seed placement were in vain. On traditional drag planters used 

before World War II, the sled on vhich the planter assembly rested had a 

blade in front for this purpose. These often opened a trench too wide 

and allowed loose soil to fall in behind the opener. Thus sled planters 

were used only across the moist-soil areas of the Old South cotton belt. 

Free-standing lister planters often used a wide shovel as an opener. 

19 Matthews, "History of the Lubbock Experiment Station," 74; 
Dale Johnson, "Revolutionary New Method May Eliminate Replantings," 
Tfjvelland Daily Sun News, (Sunday) May 18, 1958. 

20 Johnson, "Revolutionary New Method," 2; Matthews, "History of 
the Lubbock Experiment Station," 74. 
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Source: 

Figure 4.5 
Hudspeth Planter Attachment 

Matthews, "History of the Lubbock Experiment Station," 73. 
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Hudspeth's tests showed that a narrow-shielded chisel opener 

performed better and offered better results than anything previously 

used. An inprovement on both the chisel opener and the traditional sled 

runner was a V-shaped shield on the runner attached to the opener. The 

dirt shield helped removed enough dirt from the opening to leave a clear 

trench. Wear on this shield, especially for the sled variety, was quite 

extensive. However, engineers soon modified both types vhere they 

functioned quite well. The Hudspeth planter used the chisel-style 

opener, although both styles could be found on the South Plains 

depending on the type of soil. The chisel style did well in sandy and 

sandy-loam soils, while the modified stub-runner did better in clay loam 

soils.21 

After the trench was opened and the seed dropped inside, the 

inplement had to cover the seed with dirt. Researchers considered 

several elements of this part of the operation. Before the war many 

South Plains planters could be found with a press wheel following the 

seed tube. This gently pushed the seed into the ground. Hudspeth 

continued the use of these attachments in his Lubbock Substation tests. 

He quickly settled on a modified design which used a hollow, rul:±)er-

tired vheel, similar in appearance to a pair of round discs, each with 

one-inch rims and ten-inch diameters (Figure 4.5). The vheel, mounted 

on a spring-loaded arm, exerted no downward pressure except from its own 

weight. This proved enough to push the seed into the trench and press 

the surrounding soil over the seed.*̂ *̂  

With the seed pressed into the ground, all that remained was to 

cover it with some dirt. In the earliest tests in Lubbock, researchers 

fashioned a homemade "fish-tail" scraper to cover the seed with about 

two inches of soil. This was the key to the shallow-furrow concept 

described earlier. The first fish-tails apparently were fashioned from 

21 Bowen, "Cotton Planting Methods and Equipment," 13; E.R. 
Holekanp et al.. Planting Equipment and Practices for Cotton on the High 
plaiJis, TAES Publication B-992 (College Station, Tex.: Agricultural and 
Mechaniccil College of Texas, 1962), 8-9. 

22 Jones et al.. Cotton Production, 7; Reynolds, Cotton 
Pr-nduction in Texas, 19. 
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sheet metal. Engineers attached the fish-tail to the rear of the 

planter unit, hanging it by two chains so it was adjustable.23 

As testing on the Hudspeth planter and the new W-planter continued 

into the 1950s, researchers focused on the inefficient fish-tail drag. 

They soon fashioned a new rod-like version made from sheets of high-

carbon steel (Figure 4.5). Two-rod units were mounted to the press-

vAieel axle so they could pivot. Because they lacked the large surface 

area of the sheet-metal tail, the new design did not get clogged with 

dirt or field trash. Researchers did not scientifically compare the two 

types, cilthough the new design was used exclusively on all of the W-

planter tests and performed well.24 

Lubbock researchers also conducted limited testing on post-planting 

pressing of the soil. This practice was caimon in humid cotton areas to 

insure that the moist soil was pressed completely around the seed. Some 

planter units were designed with a second press vheel or roller which 

followed the planter unit for this purpose. This resulted in a flat top 

on the seed bed and, thus, was not often done on furrow-row cotton. 

Researchers soon concluded that a second press roller caused the South 

Plains soil to dry out, leaving a thick crust, and causing decreased 

germination. Pictures of several planter units in contenporary reports 

and articles indicate that sane farmers used a second press roller, 

especially on the new W-planter. In the latter case this resulted in a 

W-style furrow in vhich the middle arch was flattened considerably.25 

The W-planter also failed to maintain straight rows in some soils. If 

any of the disks came out of alignment for either depth or angle, it 

created an unequal sidedraft. The solution was the introduction of a 

23 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 20. 

24 Reynolds, Cotton Production in Texas, 9-10. 

25 Smith and Jones, Mechanized Production of Cotton, 20; 
Reynolds, Cotton Production in Texas, 11-12; Matthews, "History of the 
Lubbock Experiment Station," 76. 
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rod from the center of the unit into the ground which acted as a 

stabilizer and kept the unit on course.26 

The Lubbock Substation continued extensive testing of planter 

equipment and mechanisms as part of the Regional Cotton Mechanization 

Project in the early 1960s. Their research made significant 

contributions to changes in cotton agricultural equipnent in the two 

decades following World War 11.27 

Cultivation Equiianent 

Changes in South Plains cultivation followed the pattern set by 

plows rather than planters. Most changes in equipment were increased 

size rather than new concepts and ideas. The widespread use of 

chemiccils for weed control reduced some of the need for cultivators. 

Farmers tried to find a balance between costly chemicals and field time 

for ĉ jerating a cultivator. 

An interesting development in field cultivation after World War II 

that elicited much testing and discussion were flame cultivators (Figure 

4.6). Traditional cultivators killed weeds by cutting them apart. A 

flame cultivator killed weeds by burning them, leaving no seed residue 

to regerminate. The first patents for flame cultivators were granted in 

1900, but it was not until the labor shortages of World War II that 

interest in them revived. A carefully adjusted system using gas or 

propane as a fuel source could eliminate weeds without affecting the 

cotton plant or distirrbing the soil. Operating a flame cultivator at 

fifty cents an acre was much cheaper than hand hoeing at four dollars an 

acre in 1947 and twelve dollars an acre by 1960. Some flame cultivators 

also had traditional cultivating shovels to provide the advantages of 

both methods at once. Southwestem Crop and Stock printed at least two 

feature articles annually in the early 1960s to promote flame 

cultivation on the South Plains. However, one can assume that flame 

26 Holekanp et al.. Planting Equipment and Practices, 13, 7-8, 

27 Ibid., 13. 
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Figure 4.6 
Flame Cultivator 

Source: John Wheeler, "Hoeing Cotton With A Blowtorch," 
Southwestem Crop and .qi-̂ v ̂ ^g) (August 1947): 8. 
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cultivation became unacceptable when fuel prices skyrocketed during the 

oil crises of the late 1960s and 1970s.28 

Despite the introduction of chemical weed killers and flame 

cultivators, traditional tractor-mounted and drawn cultivators continued 

as the prevalent equipment for field cultivation. Traditional 

equipment, although time-consimiing, performed as effective a job at less 

cost. Early in the suirmer most operators used a rotary hoe or a knife 

sled-rotary hoe combination for weed control. Later in the season, as 

the weeds grew larger, traditional shovel sweeps were added, eventually 

replacing the knives. The lack of suirmer rainfall on the South Plains 

kept weed problems to a minimum. As few as two cultivations could be 

made a year.29 

The Tool Bar 

In the years after World War II, the tractor-mounted cultivator and 

planter units gave way to tractor-drawn equipment. Many farmers and 

manufacturers recognized the practicality of a drawn inplement with a 

bar in back on vhich plow moldboards, planter units, and cultivators 

could be mounted almost like interchangeable parts. This device, 

coamonly referred to as a tool bar, became a carmon point in the 

development of plows, planters, and cultivators. 

In the past farmers had to buy several pieces of equipment to 

produce a particular type of crop. If they diversified, or if market 

conditions forced them to switch to other crops, they had to buy new 

equipment. They could either sell or store the old equipment. Using a 

tool bar, they could invest in one basic piece with detachable items 

needed for all tasks (Figure 4.7): vheels, a hitch and frame, and 

28 Ibid., 8-10; A.B. Slagle, "Flame Cultivation Research at High 
Plains Station," Southwestem Crop and Stock 14(9) (September 1960): 10, 
61. Numerous flame cultivation articles can be found in Southwestem 
Crop and Stock, volumes 14-21 (1960-1967). 

29 Jones et al.. Cotton Production on the Texas High Plains, 8; 
Reynolds, Cotton Production in Texas, 21. 
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(a) 

Figure 4.7 
Tool Bar Frame 

(a) Regular frame with middlebuster attachments 
(b) Extended frame with no attachments 

Source: Inteimational Harvester Company, Operator's Manual: 
M:^ormick Nos. 21 and 221 Middlebusters, Nos. 21 and 221 
ItKol Bars, and Attachments (Chicago, 111.: Intemational 

Harvester Company, 1958), 1. 
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operating controls. Since it was highly versatile and relatively easy 

to change, the tool bar soon became an integral part of fanning. 30 

Dealers and blacksmiths offered the tool bar as a piece of 

universal equipment on which farmers could assemble their personally 

unique combinations for each stage of production. The tool bar was 

sinply a long, hollow steel bar, as long as the owner wanted, mounted to 

a sinple frame with two pneumatic-tire vheels, a three-point hitch, and 

levers so the operator could make simple adjustments and power-lift the 

inplement vhile sitting on the tractor. Farmers could buy equipment to 

customize the tool bar. One farmer might arrange a tool bcu: as a four-

row planter and cultivator for cotton vhile another farmer used the same 

model with a broadcast grain plow and planter. Intemational 

Harvester's ccnmercicd No. 44 Tool Bar (Figure 4.8) came with a number 

of options: a plow share mount, with a variety of moldboard types and 

sizes; over a dozen different cultivating attachments; and three types 

of planting equipment for cotton, com, or peanuts. A larger-width tool 

bar with vheels in the middle of the unit was also available.31 A local 

blacksmith could take equipment from other manufacturers and adapt them 

to this frame. Blacksmiths also constructed their own tool bar frames 

on vhich commercied equipment could be mounted. 

The Lubbock Substation recognized the move toward tool bar farming 

early in their planter research. Most of E.B. Hudspeth's planter unit 

designs in the early 1950s were intended for use, and were easier to 

experiment with, on a tool bar. It is hard to identify the point vhen 

most South Plains farmers used tool bars. However, the move toward 

equipment with more than four rows capacity after 1960 probably 

accelerated tool bar fanning. 

30 The Operation, Care, and Repair of Farm Machinery, 24th ed. 
(Moline, 111.: John Deere, n.d.), 241-242. 

31 Intemational Harvester Company, Operator's Manual: McCormick 
No. 44 Middlebusterr ,1 No. 44 Tool Bar and No. 465 Com Lister (Chicago, 
111.: Intemational Harvester Company, 1959). [Hereafter cited as IHC, 
Operator's Manual No. 44.1 
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Figure 4.8 
IHC No. 44 Tool Bar 

(a) Base arrangement for No. 44 Middlebuster 
(b) Same tool bar arranged for No. 465 Com Planter 

Source: IHC, Operator's Manual No. 44, 5. 
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Toward Bigger Equipment 

Many of the developments in size of equipment waited in the wings 

until larger tractors were developed. Some South Plains farmers cite 

the introduction of John Deere's 4010 tractor in 1960 as the catalyst 

vhich led to equipment larger than four-rows. The six-cylinder 4010 set 

new standards for horsepower, pull, and PTO (power take-off) and became 

the new model for other manufacturers to match. Until 1960 most 

agricultiiTcd equipment manufacturers had stopped at four rows. Only a 

few blacksmiths and local manufacturers tested six and eight-row 

equipment. 32 

With a supply of larger tractors, manufacturers shifted production 

to six and eight-row equipment through the 1960s. John Deere tested 

their first eight-row planter on the South Plains by 1962. Lamesa 

manufacturer Sam Stevens was comfortable building a planter for thirteen 

rows, but had built a seventeen-row lister planter on one tool bar.33 

A 1971 TZffiS economic study gives some interesting insights on size 

of equipment and size of farms. The study attenpted to identify the 

optinnum equipment for different size farms at different labor wages. 

The study included four, six, and eight row equipment for 160, 500, and 

960-acre farms. Eighty percent of all South Plains farms fell within 

this range, with an average of about 500 acres. Sinply sumnarized, a 

four-row outfit worked well for a 160-acre farm and eight rows were 

optimum for the 960-acre fann.34 

During the 1970s most manufacturers and South Plains farmers 

32 Olds Oral History, Tape One, Side One; Macmillan and 
Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 118. Principal equipment in this 
context are planters, cultivators, and most plows. Many stalk cutters, 
sandfighters, and other lesser equipment were constructed in much bigger 
units. 

33 Olds Oral History, Tape One, Side One; Sam Stevens, Interview 
by David Murrah, January 8, 1975 (Southwest Collection, Texas Tech 
University), Tape One, Side One. 

34 j.E. Osbom and W.C. Barrick, Selection of Eguipment for Farms 
•in tJie Ttexas High Plains, TAES Publication B-1116 (College Station, 
Tex.: Tfexas A&M University, 1971), 3-9. 
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settled on eight-row equipment as the standard outfit.35 At the same 

time, however, farm size increased dramatically as high land-operating 

costs forced consolidations. By the time TAES examined South Plains 

fanning in 1980, only farms with less than 320 acres used six-row 

equipment, ^^proximately sixty percent of South Plains farms were 

larger than 320 acres and used at least one set of eight-row equipment. 

Farms of over 2,500 acres, approximately one percent of all farms, 

required more than three sets of equipment. This meant the average farm 

size was at least 200 acres larger than six years earlier. 36 The trend 

toward larger farms continued into the 1980s, but eight-row equipment 

continued to be the general standard. Many believe this is the optimum 

equipment size, even if tractor sizes were to increase, because larger 

equipment would be too large to manage. 

Innovations in Standard Cotton Implements Since 1960 

Most federal funding for agricultural mechanization research was 

cut by the early 1960s. This slowed the post-war push for mechanized 

efficiency. However, researchers and manufacturers continued to come up 

with new innovations to inprove the efficiency of cotton inplements and 

the abilities of cotton farmers. 

Before World War II someone invented a new attachment for plows to 

aid in soil and moisture conservation. The damning lister, or basin 

lister, attachment was mounted behind a regular lister plow to create 

dams in the furrow vhile plowing. The dams, spaced eight to ten feet 

apart, retained water from rainfall or irrigation without allowing nuch 

runoff (Figure 4.9). There were several varieties of styles. The most 

carmon (Figure 4.10) was a three-blade "vheel" which rolled behind each 

35 Ruby Saffell, Interview by Julia Saffell, February 16, 1996, 
Meadow, Tex. (Tape in possession of the author), Tape One, Side One 
[Saffell Oral History]; Homer Barron, Interview by Julia Saffell, 
February 16, 1996, Meadow, Tex. (Tape in possession of the author). Tape 
One, Side One [Barron Oral History]. 

36 E.G. Smith, J.W. Ricliardson, and R.D. Knutson, Cost and 
Pecuniary Economies in Cotton Producrtion and Marketing: A Study of Texas 
f^mithem High Plains Cotton Producers, TZ\ES Publication B-1475 (College 
Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1984), 1-18. 
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Figure 4.9 
Furrow-Diked Field Holding Water 

Source: High Plains Underground Water Conservation District No. 1, Our 
Fourth Decade Of Service: 1981-1991 (Lubbock, Tex.: High Plains 

Underground Water Conservation District No. 1, 1991), 35. 

Figure 4.10 
Three-Blade Furrow Diker Attachment 

Source: High Plains Underground Water Conservation 
District, Fourth Decade, 35. 
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lister. As the blade tumed, it dragged dirt down the furrow until the 

blade was forced to turn over (Figure 4.11). This action not only 

created a dam, it also pressed and packed the dirt to create a semi

permanent barrier in the furrow. When used in late fall and early 

spring, the damning lister trapped snow in the furrows, preventing it 

from drifting and allowing the moisture to permeate the entire field. 

In dry periods the same dams helped break up surface winds vhich might 

carry loose topsoil away.37 

Descriptions of damming listers began appearing in e:̂ )eriinent 

station bulletins around the country in the 1930s and in agricultural 

machinery loooks by the late 1940s. No evidence indicates their use on 

the South Plains until the 1970s. Two TAES studies in the early 1970s 

found that damned furrows, by then referred to as diked fields, retained 

all rainfall with no runoff. For every inch of water retcdned by dikes, 

one inch of aquifer irrigation water was saved. 

With the publication of these results the High Plains Underground 

Water Conservation District, serving the South Plains area and 

headquartered in Lubloock, began strongly advocating furrow dikes and 

inplements to create them. One inplement they promoted was the "danmer 

di]cer." This tractor-drawn piece had eight or more asterisk-style 

wheels, each with six paddle blades, mounted on a large two-̂ wheel frame 

(Figure 4.12). The danmer diker also was pulled behind a lister plow to 

create dams during field preparation. 38 The dams were destroyed by 

cultivation but could loe rebuilt in the same run by attaching the diker 

to the rear of the cultivator. The farmer also used the diker by itself 

to rebuild dams after a heavy rain or large storm tiad broken down the 

original dams. By the late 1980s furrow diking and inplements to create 

37 Arthur W. Turner and Elmer J. Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 
Ranch, and Plantation (New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 
1948), 59; Harris Pearson Smith, Farm Machinery and Eguiiijnent, 4th ed. 
(New York, N.Y.: MoGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955), 101, 104. 

38 Ken Carver and Becca Williams, Agricultural Water Conservation 
Equirment Low Interest Pilot Loan Program: Establishment, Guidelines, 
Tnans, and Water Conserved (Lul±)ock, Tex.: High Plains Underground Water 
Conservation District No. 1, 1992), 27. 
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Source: 

Figure 4.11 
Furrow-Diker Implement 

High Plains Underground Water Conservation 
District, Fourth Decade, 35. 

Source: 

Figure 4.12 
The "Danmer Diker" 

Carver and Williams, Agricultural Water Conservation. 27 
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dams were a popular water conservation and field preparation tool on the 

South Plains.39 

There were other developments in the industry. John Deere took the 

lead in introducing new designs and equipment for cotton farmers in the 

1970s and 1980s. With increasing interest nationwide in narrower rows 

for cotton and other row crops l̂y 1967, Deere introduced their first 

thirty-inch row planters. By 1980 aibout halt of their planters were 

narrow row. By 1990 that reached almost seventy percent, and Deere 

expected the nunber to rise.^0 

Deere also promoted several new innovations to planter units. In 

1975 Deere introduced its first integral planter, the 7100. This 

incorporated many of the concepts developed at the Lubbock Substation, 

including a narrow chisel-like opener with a pair of angled closing 

\(dieels that Deere called the Tru-Vee opener. Deere also came out with 

two new seed delivery methods. Its first replacement of the traditional 

seed plate was a plateless method with a finger-pickup. This was a 

vertical (up-down) cylinder vhich picked up a seed using a paddle-awheel 

design to drop it into the seed tube. The finger-piclcup could plant a 

wider variety of seed sizes. On traditional plate units, all seeds had 

to iDe smaller tlian the plate or a gap in the row was created. Deere 

later introduced the first comnercial vacuum meter for seed boxes. 

Vacuum seed metering is probably the most accurate seeding method 

develĉ jed. It also uses a vertical seed plate, but seeds are pulled 

into the plate by a vacuum instead of a pickup or gravity based system. 

Deere incorporated these innovations in a new line of four to twelve-row 

planters called the Max Emerge line, which reestablished Deere as the 

national leader in planting teclinology.̂ 1 

All major manufacturers offered farmers optional fertilizer 

equipment for their planter units. Fanners could choose granular or 

39 j.D. Bilbro and E.B. Hudspeth, Jr., Furrow Diking to Prevent 
Thmoff and Increase Yields of Cotton, TAES Publication PR-3436 (College 
Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1977), 1-2. 

40 Macmillan and Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 244. 

41 Ibid., 244-247. 
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liquid fertilizer. Usually the fertilizer attachment was a second box, 

similar in design to the planter box, with another distribution tuloe 

mounted directly behind the planter unit. Some of Deere's planters came 

factory-made this way, with two boxes on a single frame for each row of 

the unit (Figure 4.13). In time farmer-application of fertilizer gave 

way to conmercial applications, such as plane spraying.42 

John Deere's rotary hoe inplement designs changed little from their 

original horse-drawn models of the 1930s, but there were sane 

modifications. In the 1960s Deere shortened each set of gangs to cover 

only one row. The biggest inprovement resulted from the introduction of 

Deere's larger, faster tractors, including the 4010. The increased 

speeds enabled the hoes to do an even better job of breaking crusts and 

Icilling weeds and grass. The only detriment was the unit's 

inflexibility if it stmck rocks in the field, causing the entire unit 

to bounce. Deere kept their standard 16-tine vheel design, but clianged 

the mount to a flexible design on a separate axle. This allowed the 

affected hoes to lift over any impediment. The new design also allowed 

flexibility for ground terrains vhich changed through the run. The 

fanner could also use the new rotary hoe without special adjustments in 

a furrowed field. The new 400 series rotary hoes were mounted on tool 

loars of any size up to twelve standard forty-inch row widths. These 

changes increased Deere's market share and caused an overall growth in 

rotary hoe sales for all manufacturers, vho soon copied the basic Deere 

design.43 

In 1989 John Deere introduced a "new" moldJooard design (Figure 

4.14), one adapted from the original Deere steel plows of the nineteenth 

century. Instead of the curving front blade design that fanners were 

accustomed to, the new plow bottom was almost square in shape. 

Engineers omitted the landside found on the back of the traditional plow 

42 Ibid., 246. In the 1990s combination planter-fertilizer 
inplements are again making a comeback. Figure 4.13 is a current-
production planter from John Deere on display at a 1995 farm show. 

43 Ibid., 42, 252. 
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Figure 4.13 
Coarfoination Planter-Fertilizer Inplement 

Source: On display at the Texas Farmer-Stockman Show, October 
10-12, 1995, Lubbock, Tex. (Photo by the author.) 

Figure 4.14 
New John Deere Moldlooard Design 

Source: On display at the Texas Farmer-Stockman Show, October 
10-12, 1995, Lubbock, Tex. (Photo by the author.) 
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share. Farmers soon favored the new design and made it Deere's best 

selling model in its second year of production.44 

Although most observers do not consider the 1960s, 1970s, or 1980s 

a revolutionary period in the developnent of farm equipment, some 

beneficial clianges occurred. Damning listers promised better water 

conservation for the often parched plains. Fertilizer equipment was 

briefly pĉ xilar until its was no longer economical or the most efficient 

means. Planter unit innovations enabled faster planting speeds and 

times. Finally the new Deere moldboard design challenged farmers to 

rethink how they plowed. Time will determine the staying power for 

these new ideas. 

Simmary 

The strong post-̂ war focus on efficiency encouraged inplement 

designers to refine and perfect many plow, planter, and cultivator 

conponents. Much of this work reflected the findings of federadly-

funded research projects at the state experiment stations. The Luhbock 

Substation of the TZffiS contributed much loiowledge toward inproved cotton 

planters as a result of these projects. As these ended, manufacturers 

carried on their work. Eventually they introduced the tool bar as an 

inplenent of looth economic and fanning efficiency. Increased tractor 

power led to the manufacturing of larger inplements. Most farmers 

settled on eight-row equipment for their farms. With "optimum size" 

being reached, designers were able to refocus attention on refinements 

and innovations to cotton inplements. 

Tliroughout the long period of development of plows, planters, and 

cultivators (and later the tool bar), evolution and refinement have loeen 

key. In the first half of the century South Plains farmers had to adc^t 

their implements and their practices to the new land, to larger size 

farms, and to the new roŵ -crcp tractor. Once implement sizes caught up 

with tractor power around World War II, refinement of even the smallest 

conponents of an inplement iDecame the goal. Since the 1960s evolution 

44 Ibid., 222. 
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and refinement have joined forces to produce less extreme but useful 

developments in cotton fanning. 

Plows, planters, and cultivators evolved in their own process over 

many years. During that time another element in the mechanization of 

cotton farming was being tested. The mechanization of cotton harvesting 

enlianced the developments in the other areas of fanning to produce a 

completely mechanized process for raising cotton from seed to bale. 
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CHAPTER V 

MECHANIZATION OF THE HARVEST: 

FROM HAND TO MACHINE 

The mechanization of cotton harvesting lagged behind mechanization 

in other areas of agriculture and in cotton fanning itself. However, it 

was widely accepted tliat "the key to the complete mechanization of 

cotton lay in the development of a successful [liarvester]." Even with 

the development of the tractor traced in the previous chapters, progress 

toward complete mechanization could not be attained without a mechanical 

harvester. 1 This cliapter focuses on the development of the cotton 

stripper, the form of mechanical cotton harvester most carmon on the 

South Plains. The following chapter expands on this theme by discussing 

macliinery utilized between harvesting and ginning. 

Hand Harvesting 

The traditional method of cotton harvesting was hand-piclcing or 

pulling. "Few people realize vhat a slow and laborious method hand-

picJdjig is. The average amount picked per day per person throughout the 

country has remained aloout the same for the pact fifty years," wrote 

Oliver Carlson in 1935.2 Hired liands picked cotton from each lx)ll and 

put in into a canvas sack. When full, the material was weighed and 

dumped into a wagon tliat would carry the seed cotton3 to the gin. The 

only innovation in this process appears to occur vhen someone rigged a 

1 Stanley R. Jolinson, "An Economic Evaluation of Cotton Harvesting 
Methods Presently Enployed in Texas High Plains Agriculture with 
Emphasis on the Risk and Uncertainty Caused by Weather" (M.S. thesis, 
Texas Technological College, 1962), 3; Oliver Carlson, "The Revolution 
in Cotton," American Mercury 34(134) (February 1935): 129. 

2 Carlson, "Revolution in Cotton," 131. 

3 "Seed cotton" is the unprocessed harvested cotton, vhether it is 
picked or stripped from the field. When most people speak of "cotton," 
they are referring to the clean, processed material after it leaves the 
gin. "Cottonseed" is the seed removed from cotton fibers during 
ginning. This may be crushed to make oil or recycled as the planting 
material for the next season's crop. 
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shoulder harness for the eight to twelve-foot long sack, allowing the 

picldng of more without stopping.4 

Since hand picking required a vast amount of labor, West Texas 

farmers often relied on transient workers, mostly Mexican nationals, to 

contract for the picldjig (and later hand snapping) of cotton. These 

laborers drifted into West Texas as the harvest seasons in Central and 

South Texas concluded.5 Entire farm and migrant families worked. 

Before World War II schools would start in August and then let out for 

two to four weelcs in September so children could help harvest. Even 

after school resumed, young people continued to liarvest in the late 

afternoons after class and on weekends. In some areas ccMboys hired on 

in the winter months to earn extra money. Good pickers could harvest 

200-400 pounds of seed cotton a day.^ 

PicJdjig cotton in the early days on the South Plains was about the 

same as in the Cotton Belt. However, the earlier onset of winter and 

cold weather on the South Plains made hand picking difficult in some 

years. After a killing frost, the dead bolls dried quickly and easily 

broke off. As a result, by 1920 some farmers instructed the hands to 

snap off the entire cotton IDOII instead off piclcing out the fibers.7 

This enabled workers to harvest more than twice as much cotton a day, 

although it took more pounds of snapped cotton than picked cotton to 

4 Delmar Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture: 1880-1950" (M.A. 
thesis, Texas Tech University, 1981), 47-48; J.S. Mogford, "The History 
and Changes of Growing Cotton in Texas," [1983?] (Cotton Reference File, 
Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University). 

5 Wilton Royce Bodlcin, "The Effect of Mechanization on the High 
Plains Cotton Farm: 1920-1960" (M.B.A. thesis, Texas Technological 
College, 1965), 29; W.A. Browne, "Agriculture in the Llano Estacado," 
Economic Geography 13(2) (i^ril 1937): 162; J. Sullivan Gibson, 
"Agriculture of the Southern High Plains," Economic Geography 8(3) (July 
1932): 257. 

6 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 108; E.H. Floumoy, Jr., 
Personal Comnunication with Author, October 19, 1995 (Crosloyton, Tex.); 
Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 48. 

7 The hand harvesting of cotton by snapping off bolls was 
frequently referred to as "pulling cotton." Instead of piclcing out the 
fiber, one pulled the entire boll off the stalk. 
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make a processed bale. Laborers were paid a set amount per one hundred 

pounds of harvested cotton.7 

Initially ginners were not prepared to deal with snapped cotton 

because of the cotton biun:. The burr is the part of the cotton boll 

vhich remains after the cotton fibers liave been removed. Some gins and 

individual farmers initially used a grain thresher to process the 

snapped cotton. The thresher crushed the loolls so the fibrous parts 

could iDe removed from the burr trash. The threshed cotton, however, 

still contained a lot of trash (i.e., burr residue, leaves, and dirt) 

trapped in the lint. As a result, ginners not only charged to thresh 

the bolls, but also charged a penalty for the trash content.8 

Some of these problems were soon overcane with the development of 

new ginning equipment. In 1926 a burr extractor was invented that 

removed stems and burrs from cotton in the gin as part of the regular 

ginning process. With the inclusion of a burr extractor at the gin, 

snapped cotton iDecame the widely used method for harvesting cotton by 

1930. Between 1931 and 1935 over 94% of all cotton harvested was 

snapped. The early biases against IDOII cotton, however, remained for 

several years, as ginners continued to charge penalties for snapped, and 

later sled-harvested cotton.9 

7 Browne, "Agriculture in the Llano Estacado," 162; Leota 
Lightfoot Matthews, "The History of the Lubbock Experiment Station, 
Substation No. 8" (M.A. thesis, Texas Tech University, 1959), 51; 
Mogford, "History and Clianges of Growing Cotton"; L.P. Gabbard and F.R. 
Jones, Large-scale Cotton Production in Texas, TAES Bulletin No. 362 
(College Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 
1927), 21. 

8 Troy Mullins, Harvesting Cotton in the High Plains Area of 
Texas: Machine vs Hand, TAES Progress Report No. 952 ([Washington, 
D.C.]: USDA, Bureau of Agricultural Economics and the TAES, Division of 
Farm and Ranch Economics, 1945), 6; Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 
70-72. 

9 D.L. Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," n.d. (Don L. 
Jones Reference File, Soutliwest Collection, Texas Tech University), 6; 
Mullins, Harvesting Cotton in the High Plains, 5; Hayter, "South Plains 
Agriculture," 72. 
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The First Mechanical Harvesters 

"Cotton has been notoriously resistant to mechanization. "10 The 

most time consuming process of cotton farming was hand harvesting. Even 

with the introduction of larger implements and the first tractors, 

cotton harvesting still had to be done tsy hand. For many years 

innovators deeding with cotton inplements were unable to find the 

"technologiccd brealcthrough" to make mechanical harvesting feasible. H 

Millions of dollars were sunk into research and development of 

mechanical cotton harvesters and hundreds of patents were granted. 

Intemational Harvester Company spent $3,000,000 over forty years 

starting in the late 1890s trying to develop an economical mechanical 

cotton picker. Between 1850 and 1931 the United States Patent Office 

granted over 750 patents for mechanical harvesters or their components, 

a rate of almost ten per year. 12 

With each new invention erroneously claiming to be "the machine 

that would revolutionize the cotton industry," farmers quicJcly grew 

slceptical about anything that was called a mechanical harvester. 13 For 

one thing, everyone realized that machine-harvested cotton did not 

maintain the same quality as hand-harvested cotton. Moving machinery 

10 Gilbert C. Fite, "Recent Progress in the Mechanization of 
Cotton Production in the United States," Agricultural History 24(1) 
(January 1950): 20. 

11 Lowell H. Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," West 
Texas Historical Association Year Book 50 (1974): 76. 

12 Carlson, "Revolution in Cotton," 132; H.P. Smith et al.. The 
Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, TAES Bulletin No. 452 (College 
Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1932), 60-
72. [Hereafter cited as Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton.] 
The latter is a complete listing of all the patents granted for 
mechanical cotton harvesting devices from 1850 to 1931. 

13 H.P. Smith, "Mechanization of Cotton Production," Agricultural 
Engineering 12(6) (June 1931): 167. 
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parts caused slight damage to the cotton and mixed some trash with the 

lint, reducing its value as compared to hand-gathered cotton. 14 

Across the country some of the populace opposed the introduction of 

mechanical harvesters on principle, particularly during the Great 

Depression. "A number of comnunities and many farmers tended to look 

with disfavor on anything tliat put laborers out of work." In Garza 

County the introduction of John Deere's first cormercial stripper 

(described below) was soon met with local resentment. Residents 

beginning to see the effects of the Depression in their carmunity now 

loudly objected to any machine that eliminated more wage-earning jobs, 

however small they might be. Only two or three strippers were sold and 

the local dealer eventually had to destroy the remaining inventory 

because no one would purchase the machines. 15 Other producers were 

interested in seeing a successful mechanical cotton harvester developed. 

Historically, harvesting machines were developed in five 

categories: thresher-types, pneimiatics, electrical harvesters, pickers, 

and strippers. A thresher stripper theoretically would pull the entire 

cotton plant, stalk and all, into the harvester unit vhere the fiber 

would be separated from the rest by a threshing process. While several 

patents were granted on this principle, no field tests were ever 

conducted. Pneumatic strippers tried to apply a suction or vacuum 

principle to harvesting. This proved impractical because the physical 

make-up of a cotton boll makes it difficult to remove the cotton in this 

manner. The introduction of electricity led some inventors to 

experiment with removing cotton by electrostatic charge. Cotton fibers, 

however, did not have a strong enough attraction to the charged belt or 

finger to be removed from the boll.l^ 

14 Don L. Jones, Interview by Jeff Townsend, April 18, 1973 
(Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side One. 
[Hereafter cited as Jones Oral History. ] 

15 Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture," 109; L.M. Crowley, 
Interview by David Murrah, July 1, 1975 (Southwest Collection, Texas 
Tech University), Tape One, Side One. [Hereafter cited as Crowley Oral 
History.] 

1^ Smith et al., Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 11-13. 
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Of the hundreds of patents issued for various machines by World War 

II, only six prototypes looked feasible. Among those, only two design-

types (pickers and strippers) could be applied for wide-scale 

production. Picker-type machines pluck the cotton fran the bolls (as 

one would by hand) using spindles, fingers, or prongs. These machines 

could be used at anytime in the season without damaging either the 

foliage or unopened bolls. Harvesting could begin as soon as bolls 

began opening. Cotton pickers became the harvester of choice for all of 

the Cotton Belt except for the plains of Texas and Western Oklahoma. 17 

It is not clear why cotton pickers were never popular in West 

Texas. Perhaps local farmers and ginners preferred equipment that would 

strip the bolls because they had already solved the problem of how to 

deal with the cotton burrs of snapped cotton. Because the region's gins 

already included burr extractors and special cleaning equipment, vhy 

change the basic harvesting method? 

The mechanical harvester the South Plains utilized most was the 

fifth type of mechanical harvester, the cotton stripper. A stripper 

removes all the cotton bolls from the plant. This includes "bollie 

cotton" Which failed to open or mature due to bad weather or an early 

freeze. The first patent for a stripping machine was granted to John 

Hughes of North Carolina in 1871. Z.B. Sims of Texas and W.H. Pedrick 

of Indiana received patents in 1872 and 1874, respectively, for machines 

which used finger-rollers that reached out and severed the boll from the 

plant and shuffled the bolls into a storage bin. Despite these early 

inventions, no practical stripper machine was made until around 1914.18 

Early Sled Harvesters 

The cotton crop in 1914 was one of the first "bumper crops" on the 

South Plains. Yields were high but prices were low, making hand 

harvesting expensive and unprofitable. One farmer decided to drag a 

picket fence pulled by a team through his field strij^ing the bolls off 

17 Smith, "Mechanization of Cotton Production," 167; Smith et 
al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 5-11. 

18 Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 13-14. 
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the cotton plant. The fence was made of wooden pickets tied together 

with wire. The cotton was initially refused by most ginners until after 

it was run through a thresher.19 

In the next few years, notably in 1918, 1920, and 1921, vhen prices 

again were low and yields high, a few scattered fanners utilized sinple 

strippers, with something similar to a picket fence, mounted on a sled. 

It was obvious to all observers that these primitive units were very 

wasteful and damaged the cotton, reducing its grade and value before it 

reached the gin. In addition, ginners charged heavy penalties on 

sledded cotton. The sled was seen as an emergency measure only to be 

used as a last resort. The primitive design remained intact with little 

improvement or testing.20 

The unusual conditions of 1926 resurrected the sled stripper 

concept and pointed out the need for a mechanical harvester on the South 

Plains. In 1926 nearly all the crop opened leaving few closed bolls. A 

September cold spell caused the plants to defoliate and the remaining 

bolls to open several weeks early. With a scarcity of hand harvesters, 

wages were higher than normal. Cotton prices were again low and the 

weather was looking bad. Fanners and blacksmiths began building and 

using homemade sled strippers, even before the large windstorm of 

November 25. That storm, with fifty-mile-per-hour winds for over twelve 

hours, destroyed several thousand acres of cotton in the field. The 

bolls that were left undamaged were full of sand. Everyone was forced 

to take radical measures, including using sleds, to save vhat was left 

of their crop to make some money.21 

19 D.L. Jones, W.M. Hurst, and D. Scoates, Mechanical Harvesting 
of Cotton in Northwest Texas, TAES Circular No. 52 (College Station, 
Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1928), 5-6. 

20 Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," 78; R.E. Karper 
and D.L. Jones, Varieties of Cotton in Northwest Texas, TAES Bulletin 
No. 364 (College Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of 
Texas, 1927), 11. 

21 Karper and Jones, Varieties of Cotton in Northwest Texas, 10-
11; Janet M. Neugebauer, Plains Farmer: The Diary of William G. 
Df̂ Toach, 1914-1964 (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 
1991), 87; Robert L. Haney, Milestones: Marldng Ten Decades of Research 
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Depending on the complexity of the design and the materials used, 

sleds were bidlt for between ten and thirty dollars each. Four to six 

acres (v^ch ginned out two bales) could be harvested, one row at a 

time, by one man and a team of horses at a cost of $2.50 per bale. Hand 

snapping cost $15.75 a bale in an average year during that period. This 

figure was probably higher in 1926 because of the shortage of labor that 
year.22 

Although sleds were not standardized, most were similar (Figure 

5.1). Each sled had a box where the cotton was collected that measured 

ten feet long, four feet wide, and three feet deep. Strips of 1x4 or 

1x12 wood tacked to 2x4 or 2x6 braces framed the box. This box was 

mounted on a pair of sld.ds or runners that ran lengthwise. Each box 

held about 300 to 400 pounds of seed cotton vhen full. Some builders 

mounted a pair of vheels to help carry the load and reduce drag. 

However, most opted not to use vheels because they added cost and it was 

as easy to drag the box on the ground. The only non^wood material in 

these units was the iron or steel used in the stripper mechanism. 23 

The stripper mechanism is vhat distinguished the different sleds 

from each other. These mechanisms fell into three major types: finger, 

modified finger, and slot. Finger-type sleds had an opening in the 

front of the box vhere the stripped cotton entered the unit (Figures 5.1 

and 5.2). In front of this opening the builder attached two-foot long 

strips of iron to an iron strap along the box edge, leaving about a 

half-inch between the fingers. These one-inch wide metal strips were 

bent at a downward angle from the box edge. At that point they were 

twisted again so the tips of the fingers would run parallel to the 

(College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1989), 96. 

22 Karper and Jones, Varieties of Cotton in Northwest Texas, 11; 
Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 30. 

23 Karper and Jones, Varieties of Cotton in Northwest Texas, 11; 
M.L. Collins, Interview by Richard Mason, November 22, 1983 (Southwest 
Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side Two [hereafter cited 
as Collins Oral History]; Jones Oral History, Tape One, Side One; Sam 
Stevens, Interview by David Murrah, January 8, 1975 (Southwest 
Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side One [Stevens Oral 
History]. 
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Source: 

Figure 5.1 
Cotton Sled Box with Finger-Type Stripper 
Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 14 

TOP 

Figure 5.2 
Line Drawings of Finger-Type Sled 

Source: Jones, Hurst, and Scoates, Mechanical 
Harvesting of Cotton, 7. 
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ground just above the surface. The number of strips varied depending on 

the width of the opening that the builder designed. This unit would 

strip anything up to six inches above the ground. 

The modified finger types operated on the same principle as the 

regular finger types. The major difference in the two was the length 

and mounting of the fingers. On modified versions the fingers were 

longer, up to six feet in length. While the fingers extended out the 

front of the box in the same design as the regular type, their long 

length allowed them to go back into the box. These fingers were mounted 

on a solid block in the box at a height of about eighteen inches above 

the ground. This design permitted plant stalks to be completely 

stripped before being run over. 

With both finger-type mechanisms, the operator would guide the sled 

so the plant would be at the center of the finger-stripper unit. As the 

sled passed a plant, the rigid fingers would break off the bolls from 

bottom to top as the unit moved over the plant. The operator stood in 

the box and raked cotton back from the fingers into the back of the box 

vhile the team dragged the unit down the row. 24 

The slot-type mechanism (also called a rafter type) utilized a 

different concept in strip harvesting cotton. A slot stripper included 

a box similar to those described above, but built in two halves. An 

ĉ jening about six inches wide divided the sled floor (Figure 5.3). This 

opening was filled by two 2x4s covered with a two-inch strap of iron 

that created a two-inch wide opening at the front of the box, narrowing 

to three-fourths of an inch at the back. Variations on the design 

provided longer or deeper boxes to accarmodate taller plants or slanted 

the slot upward from front to back. The operator would guide the sled 

down the row so that plants entered the slot at the front and were 

stripped as the sled went down the row. As with the finger-types, the 

operator usually rode standing in the box to guide the team and raked 

harvested cotton away from the slot.25 

24 Karper and Jones, Varieties of Cotton in Northwest Texas, 11. 

25 Ibid., 11-12. 
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(a) 

(b) 

SECTION 

PLAN 

Figure 5.3 
Slot-Type Sled Stripper 

(a) View from behind the box 
Source: Karper and Jones, Varieties of Cotton 

in Northwest Texas, 13. 
(b) Line drawings of typical design 

Source: Jones, Hurst, and Scoates, Mechanical 
Harvesting of Cotton, 13. 
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Early in the 1926 season the slot strippers did well. However, as 

the plants deteriorated, the slots began tearing up the plant and mixed 

trash with the seed cotton. By the end of the harvest, TAES researchers 

estimated that 90% of the sleds in use were finger-types. In either 

case, the inexperience of most farmers and the relatively poor design of 

the stripper left large amounts of waste from sledded cotton. Analysts 

concluded, however, that a slot stripper could be effectively used by an 

experienced operator inmediately after a ]d.lling freeze with a minimum 

of cotton lost.26 

Factors in Mechanical Harvesting 

After the 1926 harvest season concluded, researchers at the Texas 

Agricultural Experiment Station (TAES) began to examine the situation 

and experiences surrounding that year's cotton crop. They concluded 

that the machines showed "very marked and vastly greater inprovements" 

just within the harvest period itself. They predicted that future 

research would produce more inprovements in machines and methods. In 

1927 TAES and the Lubbock Substation began a comprehensive study of 

mechanical harvesting and the cotton best sidted to machine harvest on 

the South Plains. This program continued until 1941.27 

TZVES research pointed out some of the complex factors and 

considerations involved in mechanical harvesting. Labor savings, of 

course, was only a starting point. Researchers pointed out that if 

striĵ êrs were used exclusively, the entire harvest would have to wait 

until after the first freeze to avoid mixing in the plant foliage. The 

extended exposure could damage the cotton fibers and reduce their grade 

value. In many cases the decreased value might offset most of the 

savings from machine harvesting. The use of a machine or a sled to 

strip the cotton also caused damage to the fiber. Machine harvested 

cotton graded about two-thirds of a grade lower than hand-snapped cotton 

26 Karper and Jones, Varieties of Cotton in Northwest Texas, 13. 

27 Ibid., 14; Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 15-
16; Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," 86. 
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removed from the field at the same time. Sledded cotton graded lower 

than machine harvested.28 

In general stripping cotton wasted seme of the product by catching 

leaves and trash in the stripped bolls and unintentionally depositing 

material on the ground making it unrecoverable. Hand picking or 

snapping did not waste as much cotton fiber or gather as much trash. In 

the early 1940s TZVES began testing chemical defoliants as a new 

harvesting tool. These removed the leaves from the plants allowing 

fanners to begin harvesting the crop vhenever they wished. This got 

some of trash material out of the way and permitted slight increases in 

cotton grades over those vhich were not harvested until after a freeze, 

regardless of the method of harvesting. 29 

The most significant observation and testing of South Plains cotton 

came directly as a result of the November 1926 windstorm. Researchers 

and farmers alike lamented that most open bolls were unable to withstand 

the strong winds, vhich literally blew cotton fibers out of the bolls. 

Don Jones, a leading researcher on cotton varieties at the Lubbock 

Substation, was on a hunting trip the day of the big storm and watched 

this occur. For years the Lubbock Substation had been developing seed 

varieties to increase total yield. The storm, however, graphically 

pointed out the need for a variety \ddch retained the cotton in the boll 

until harvest.30 

The Lubbock Substation began a search for a "stomproof boll." 

Jones imported and cross-pollinated varieties from around the world, 

including a special closed-boll variety from India. The experimentation 

was well on its way to a successful stomproof variety in 1934 when a 

fire at the substation destroyed all the station's breeding material.31 

The station needed help to get their breeding program back on track. 

28 Mullins, Harvesting Cotton in the High Plains, 20, 25-26. 

29 Ibid., 23, 27-28. 

30 Richard Willson Amold, "The History of Adaptation of Cotton to 
the High Plains of Texas, 1890-1974" (M.A. thesis, Texas Tech 
University, 1975), 27-28. 

31 Ibid., 28; Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," 5. 
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After the 1926 storm, Tahoka (Lynn County) farmer H.A. Macha 

observed one plant in his field, a mutant, that had retained all its 

cotton in the boll. The open boll remained fairly compact and prevented 

the cotton from "stringing out" of the boll. Macha removed the plant 

and used the seeds as base material for developing the "stomproof" 

quality in the rest of his seed supply. Hearing about the fire at the 

Lubbock Substation, Macha donated some of his seed to the TAES to help 

restart the breeding program. Between Macha and the Lubbock Substation, 

the Macha variety cotton quicld.y became the standard in stomproof 

cotton. While the Macha variety itself soon disappeared as a conmercial 

seed product, it was the widely used parental material in the 

development of over a dozen stomproof varieties by about 1970.32 

Various tests on cotton plant characteristics pointed out some of 

the difficulties faced by mechanical harvesters. Most varieties tended 

to branch out too far. A plant that had only a few branches that folded 

upward was more desirable. The merging of stomproof bolls with such 

plants resulted in better storm resistance because the bolls massed 

toward the stadk. Some of these bolls, however, would not be stripped 

if the branches were thick. Further, cotton varieties that were late 

fruiting did not always fully mature before the end of the season.33 

The researchers concluded, after extensive testing, "that many of the 

varieties were not well suited to harvesting by machinery." Researchers 

were challenged to develop a hybrid cotton seed that would grow upward, 

not outward, have a minimum of vegetation, be of medium height, and have 

an early and short fruiting period, all of vhich were inportant for 

machine harvesting. Until the first successful hybrids became available 

in the late 1930s, most farmers had difficulty with any type of 

mechanical harvesting. "Mechanical harvesters were not practical until 

cotton breeders could design the plant to fit the machine. "34 

32 Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," 5; Amold, "History 
of Adaptation of Cotton," 28-29, 18. 

33 Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 54-55. 

34 Ibid., 54-55; Matthews, "History of the Lubbock Experiment 
Station," 55. 
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Sledded Cotton to World War II 

In the meantime, after the 1926 cotton crop, some of the old 

prejudice of ginners began to dwindle. Sledded cotton was found to be 

cleaner than hand snapped cotton because dirt was removed by the extra 

handling of sledded cotton before it got to the gin. While the grades 

of both snapped and sledded cotton were two grades worse than hand 

picked, researchers felt that this would inprove in time. Burr 

extractors were starting to become carmon in gins in 1926 and grades 

were expected to inprove with their continued installation. 

Furthermore, spinning tests showed that snapped and sledded cotton were 

practically the same as picked cotton and waste was approximately equal. 

Since cotton was essentially the same, vhether picked or snapped, TAES 

urged ginners to "eliminate the undue penalty and discount in 

classification and selling price vhich at present accompanies the 

marketing" of snapped or sledded cotton.35 

Farmers continued to use finger and slot cotton sleds up until 

about the end of World War II. Demand for them was never particularly 

high and blaclcsmiths generally only built a sled when ordered by a 

customer, rather than trying to "stock up" each season. Some 

blacksmiths and farmers tinkered with sleds to try and inprove the 

design. Some built a few slot-type machines so the slot could be 

adjusted to the size of the row. Regular finger-type sleds were mounted 

on a hinge with a lever so the front could be raised when not actually 

harvesting on the row. This probably saved unnecessary abuse of finger 

tips fran bouncing up and down off the ground. •̂'̂  

Blacksmiths also tried building multiple row variations. Multi-row 

slot strippers, however, did not do as well as single-row slots or 

multi-row finger-types because of the uneven draft caused when pulled by 

35 Haney, Milestones, 96; Karper and Jones, Varieties of Cotton 
in Northwest Texas, 13-14. 

36 Stevens Oral History, Tape One, Side One; Vemon Bartlett, 
Interview by Jeff Townsend, May 7, 1974 (Southwest Collection, Texas 
Tech University), Tape One, Side One [Bartlett Oral History]; F.P. 
King, Interview by David Murrah, January 9, 1975 (Southwest Collection, 
Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side One [King Oral History]. 
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horses. The draw had to be exactly right to have the plants enter both 

rows at the same time.37 

The emergency conditions of 1926 proved that, at least from time to 

time, there was a need for mechanical strippers. In 1925 only five 

percent of the cotton harvested was sled stripped. In 1926 that figure 

reached thirty-four percent. At five hours a bale, sledding was also 

faster than hand picking (fifty hours per bale) or hand snapping 

(thirty-five hours per bale). With this sudden interest in sleds, both 

TAES and some farm inplement conpanies began extensive testing programs 

to develop and perfect a mechanical harvester for West Texas.38 

Early Caimercial Strippers 

While experimenting with the factors affecting machine harvesting 

of cotton, TZffiS also began an extensive testing program of harvesting 

equipment itself. With much of the emphasis in national research being 

placed on a mechanical picker, only a handful of stripper units existed 

for sale or testing. Intemational Harvester Carpany (IHC) developed a 

stripper that came as a one-row, horse-drawn model or as a two-row 

attachment to their new Farmall tractor. Their stripper mechanism 

attached to the standard IHC com binder frame and was patterned after a 

grain separator. The stripping mechanism comprised a series of 

overlapping fingers covered with rubber. IHC began field testing the 

unit in 1925 and found that it took both mature and inmature bolls and 

did not separate the lint from the trash very well. They promptly 

abandoned the design and focused their research on developing a 

mechanical picker.39 

Another early stripper was the Smith-Conrad Cotton Stripper built 

by General Cotton Harvester Company of Fort Worth. The company referred 

37 Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," 81. 

38 Mullins, Harvesting Cotton in the High Plains, 5-6. 

39 Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 15; James H. 
Street, The New Revolution in the Cotton Economy: Mechanization and Its 
Consequences (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 
1957), 110. 
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to the Smith-Conrad stripper as a "cotton canbine." Its design was 

remarkably similar to the West Texas finger-type sleds, with metal 

fingers three and a half feet long spaced three-fourths of an inch 

apart. Along the sides of the stripper mechanism ran carrier chains 

vhich pulled the stripped material back into the cleaning unit mounted 

in the rear. The Smith-Conrad stripper was one of the first designs to 

include a burr extractor and cotton cleaner as part of the unit in the 

field. After cleaning, the cotton was elevated back to a trailer on a 

chute. The unit was a two-row, horse-drawn harvester with a riding seat 

for the operator. Like IHC, General Cotton simultaneously developed 

picker and stripper units. The Texas Agricultural Experiment Station 

did not indicate how well accepted the cotton combine was or how it 

performed. The Smith-Conrad stripper did presuppose the inclusion of a 

burr extractor on harvesting units.40 

The company that was most interested and involved in stripper 

technologies was Deere and Company. Their first production model 

harvester was available in 1930, two decades before they built a picker 

harvester. Not only did they send their stripper prototypes to the 

Lubbock Substation for testing, they also sent a team of engineers each 

fall to observe the tests of both their machine and the TZffiS 

prototype.41 

Deere developed a one-row, horse-drawn stripper (the prototype of 

Figure 5.4) and a two-row tractor attachment with the same stripper 

mechanisms. Two revolving, parallel metal rollers covered with short 

pins stripped the plant upward as the machine moved forward (Figure 

5.5). The stripped bolls come off the rollers on to stationary plates 

vMch drc^ped the bolls into a conveyor trough. On the horse-drawn 

40 Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 15. 

41 Don Macmillan and Roy Harrington, John Deere Tractors and 
Equipment: Volume Two, 1960-1990 (St. Joseph, Mich.: American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers, 1991), 310; Matthews, "History of the Lubbock 
Experiment Station," 56. 
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Figure 5.4 
John Deere No. 31 Horse-Drawn Stripper Harvester 

Source: Restored model on display at the Texas Farmer-Stockinan Shew, 
October 10-12, 1995, Lubbock, Tex. (Photograph by the author.) 

Figure 5.5 
Stripper Rollers and Conveyor 

of Deere No. 31 Stripper Harvester 
Source: Restored model on display at the Texas Farmer-Stocknen Show, 

October 10-12, 1995, Lubbock, Tex. (Photograph by the author.) 
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models, the belt took the material to a hopper and on to a trailer. 

Tractor-versions ran the cotton through a cleaner unit first.42 

The Texas Agricultural Experiment Station tested the Deere 

prototypes at both the Lubbock Substation and at the main station farm 

in College Station. With the metal rollers, cotton fibers tended to 

catch on the pins and get pinched out, causing some of the material to 

drop to the ground. TAES researchers asked Deere if they could replace 

the metal rollers (Figure 5.5) with n±>ber ones made from radiator 

hoses. This adjustment inproved the machine's performance. The 

engineers concluded that the rollers worked best v^en one was rigid and 

the other flexible to accarmodate different size plants. They also 

found that the rollers worked best when placed at a forty-five degree 

angle. The original prototypes, both horse and tractor drawn, suffered 

from a severe side draft. The hitch on the one-row model was moved to 

create a direct pull, but the tractor required a new steering mechanism 

separate from the tractor steering. Engineers also were impressed by 

two features in the design. The grated bottom of the conveyor trough 

(Figure 5.5) allowed dirt and fine trash to fall out the bottom. 

Another plus was that the amounts of cotton knocked off the plant before 

the stripper unit box reached the plant was considerable.43 

After testing prototypes in the field for three seasons, Deere and 

Company was ready for their first production model. The 1929 harvest 

mar]«d Deere's final year of field testing for several years. Deere's 

first sale version, the horse-drawn Model 30 cotton harvester, was 

available at John Deere dealers in 1930. It was followed by the Model 

31 (Figure 5.4) in 1932.44 

Deere manufactured fifty one-row, horse-drawn strippers in 1930, as 

well as five each of one-row and two-row tractor mounted models. In 

42 Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 14-15, 20. 

43 Ibid., 20-22. 

44 Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," 86; Don 
Macmillan and Russell Jones, John Deere Tractors and Equiianent: Volume 
One, 1837-1959 (St. Joseph, Mich.: American Society of Agricultural 
Engineers, 1988), 330-331. 
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1931 and 1932 they built five hundred more horse-drawn units each year, 

selling them for $185 each. However, the econonics of the Great 

Depression almost eliminated any interest in mechanical harvesters.45 

Cotton prices declined slightly in 1931, but labor wages for hand-

snapping dropped considerably. Hand snapping costs fell from 75 cents 

per hundredweight in 1930 to only 30 cents in 1931. Mule-power costs 

were estimated to have fallen over fifty percent as feed prices fell. 

Tractor costs fell only twenty percent. With cash becoming scarce on 

the farm, most operators were hard-pressed to keep or replace their 

current machinery, much less buy new equipment.46 

Public opposition to the harvesters increased substantially. 

People felt that strippers deprived unemployed pickers of jobs. Deere 

offered to sell their inventory on contract for $25 down and $5 per bale 

harvested. Farmers did not respond. Deere dealers, unable to sell off 

their product, were forced to sit on their mechanical harvesters for 

several years. Those models were still available for sale as late as 

1941 for $15. Most dealers junked the unsold harvesters for scrap.47 

Texas Station Cotton Harvester 

After the withdrawal of the Deere prototype from testing, leaving 

only the Deere production model available for refinement, the TAES 

decided to build and test its own cotton stripper. The Texas Station 

Cotton Harvester (Figure 5.6), sanetimes referred to simply as the Texas 

Harvester, was adjusted during each harvest test and overhauled 

catpletely almost every year between 1930 and about 1945.48 

45 Street, New Revolution in the Cotton Economy, 113; Carlson, 
"Develĉ xnent of the Cotton Stripper," 88. 

46 Jones, "Cotton and the Texas High Plains," 4; Fite, "Recent 
Progress," 25; Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," 88-89. 

47 Fite, "Recent Progress," 25; Street, New Revolution in the 
Cotton Economy, 113; Crowley Oral History, Tape One, Side One. 

48 H.P. Smith, D.T. Killough, and D.L. Jones, Factors Affecting 
the Performance of Mechanical Cotton Harvesters rStripper Type), 
Fxtractors and Cleaners, TAES Bulletin No. 686 (College Station, Tex.: 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1946), 5. 
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(a) 

TRACTOF? DRIVE 
jBLj S H A F T 

STRAPPER SUPPORT 

STRIPPING ROLLS P ICK-UP FINGERS 

T ^ - ^ ' SPOH w B t y C L ^ GEAR U M H V / C R S A JOINTS ^ ^ t V A T O R CHAIN 

Figure 1. Cross section of Texas Station Harvester and Bur Extractor. 

Figure 5.6 
Texas Station Cotton Harvester 

(a) Line drawing of the 1934 unit design 
Source: H.P. Smith et al,. Progress in the Study of the Mechanical 

Harvesting of Cotton, TAES Bulletin No. 511 (College Station, 
Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1935), 7. 

(b) In operation during TAES testing 
Source: H.P. Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton as Affected 
by Varietal Characteristics and Other Factors, TAES Bulletin No. 580 
(College Station, Tex.: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 

1939), 7. [Hereafter cited as Smith et al.. Bulletin 580.] 
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The 1930 version of the Texas Harvester incorporated some of the 

elements of the Deere prototypes. The engineers started by building a 

one-roRv striĵ )er that mounted on the right-side of a tractor. They 

retained the rubber rollers made of radiator hose in a new design. The 

Texas Harvester utilized the forty-five degree angle and the 

rigid/flexible concept for the rollers. The builders also kept the 

conveyor-trough design but added metal paddles on a chain pulley that 

traveled along the trough to move the cotton. The harvested bolls 

dropped into a large sheet-metal box hopper built on the rear of the 

unit. When full the operator could tip the box backwards to dump the 

cotton. Power for all the turning rolls and chains came from the 

tractor's power take-off shaft in the 1930 version. This was abandoned 

in favor of a sprocket and chain system from the pulley shaft in the 

1931 overhaul.49 

After testing the original design on a twenty-acre tract at College 

Station, engineers completely dismantled the Texas Harvester, redesigned 

it, and rebirLlt it in a month. Additional tests were conducted in 1930 

before making another complete overhaul in 1931. The Texas Harvester 

was first demonstrated to the public in September 1931 at College 

Station, just before it was shipped to Lubbock for its first South 

Plains tests.^^ 

Testing of the Texas Harvester in the early 1930s apparently 

focused on the construction and design of the stripper rollers. 

Different sizes and lengths were tested using a specially constructed 

"Roll Type Sled." Researchers could change the rollers on the sled 

quicker than on the Texas Harvester and perf onn a wider variety of 

roller tests each season.̂ •'• 

Perhaps the nost significant development affecting the Texas 

Harvester in the early 1930s was the building of a burr extractor and 

cleaner unit. As far back as the 1926 harvest, Lubbock Substation 

49 Smith et al.. Mechanical Harvesting of Cotton, 24-26, 

50 Ibid., 27-28. 

51 Smith et al.. Progress in the Study, 5-8. 
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researchers had pointed out some of the problems with cotton burr 

residue from the ginning process. For the two thousand pounds of seed 

cotton needed to produce a bale, five hundred pounds of burr residue 

accumulated at the gin. Since the large piles of burrs were a fire 

hazard, most gins built facilities to bum them. The researchers felt 

that "a burr extractor on the farm either as a separate unit or as a 

part of the harvester is a possible means of retaining the burrs on the 

land as well as effecting a saving in ginning costs. "52 

By 1934 TAES engineers had developed both a free-standing burr 

extractor and a cotton cleaner. The "Texas Station Bur (sic) Extractor" 

(Figure 5.7) contained a large saw drum with doffer rollers around it 

vdiich picked seed cotton out from the burrs. The drum and rollers 

rotated fast enough that empty bolls deflected off the drum and over the 

deflector board. The seed cotton then ran through the Texas Station 

Cylinder Cleaner. A cylinder full of beater fingers threw the cotton 

against the sides as it worked its way down. Dirt and trash shaken 

loose by the beating fell out the botton. Centrifugal force ejected the 

cotton through an opening at the bottom and the cotton emerged "in a 

clean fluffy condition ready for ginning." Cotton run through the Texas 

Station equipment classed two grades higher than cotton run through 

commercicil cleaning equipment in 1934.5-̂  

By 1937 builders successfully incorporated the "Texas Station Bur 

Extractor" into the Texas Station Cotton Harvester unit (Figure 5.8). 

Designers reduced the diameter of the stripper rolls again based on 

previous tests. Engineers also changed to rollers made from iron pipes 

with a "knurled surface." Some small adjustments were also made to the 

burr extractor.54 

By 1945 the design included an auger to replace the conveyor chain 

assembly that moved cotton from the stripper mechanism to the extractor 

52 Idem. 

53 Ibid., 9-12, 35. 

54 Smith et al.. Bulletin 580, 6-9, 
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BUR KICKER R O L L 
FEED C H U T E , 

S E E D C O T T O N N D O F F I N G ROLL 

Source: 

Figure 5.7 
"Texas Station Bur Extractor" 
Smith et al., Progress in the Study of 
Mechanical Harvesting, 9. 

Figure 5.8 
Texas Station Cotton Harvester with Burr Extractor 

Source: Smith et al.. Bulletin 580, 6. 
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unit. Because the Texas Harvester had operated since 1930 on a Farmall 

F-20 tractor, it was completely redesigned and rebuilt to mount onto the 

new Farmall Model H tractor. Most component parts were rearranged to 

make the new Texas Harvester a smaller unit. Designers changed the 

mounting method on the tractor and reconfigured the finger rollers to 

fit the smaller unit. The extractor elevator was completely redesigned 

in 1940 with a new screen to remove as much trash as possible.5^ With 

the increasing use of stormproof cotton varieties, the Texas Harvester 

began to show its real potential. The Texas Harvester achieved between 

98 and 99.8% harvesting efficiency in Macha cotton, compared with a 92% 

average for the worst, non-stonrproof variety. Experts estimated cotton 

losses in the field at Lubbock at no more than four dollars a bale. 

Staple lengths were the same for hand picked and machine stripped, vMle 

the difference in grade was down to one unit, an inprovement of fifty 

percent in ten years.5^ 

Resurrection of Mechanical Harvesters 

The onset of World War II again brought labor shortages to the 

South Plains and sparked nore interest in the cotton stripper. The C.E. 

Morris Company of Dallas was one of the first companies to resume 

conmercial production. After obtaining a license from TAES in 1943, the 

Morris Company built thirty-five two-row, tractor-mounted strippers 

based on the Texas Station Cotton Harvester design and principles. The 

machine's retail price was $1440. Three other companies joined Morris 

in 1944 for a production of 325 more units. By the end of the war, the 

Morris Company was out of business and the Texas Harvester license was 

picked up by C.T. Boone of Lubbock. Boone and the other companies 

produced over 1,500 strippers in 1945. By 1953 the National Cotton 

Council estimated that over 18,000 mechanical strippers were available 

for harvesting work.57 

55 Smith, Killough, and Jones, Factors Affecting Performance, 7-8. 

56 Ibid., 14-16, 36-50. 

57 Ibid., 5; Street, New Revolution in the Cotton Economy, 114-115. 
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Deere and Company was also eager to get back into the market. 

During the late 1930s they had returned to the Lubbock Substation to 

observe the testing of the Texas Station Cotton Harvester. By 1942 they 

resumed production with a new tractor-mounted stripper, the John Deere 

No. 15 Cotton Harvester (Figure 5.9). Deere quickly capitalized on 

their pre-depression research to become the leading manufacturer of 

cotton strippers, producing 4,000 units between 1946 and 1948 at a 

retail price of $905. John Deere's position remained solid, and they 

led all manufacturers in stripper sales for many years.58 

Continued Innovation with Older Methods 

Although strijper sales increased substantially after World War II, 

hand snapping cotton was by no means gone. In 1951 machines were used 

on ninety-one percent of the farms surveyed, but only eight percent used 

machines for all of their harvesting. Most fanners went over the crop 

once by hand. Fifty to sixty percent of all farmers had a second hand 

harvest later in the season, while the rest switched to machine 

stripping.59 These figures varied from year to year, depending on the 

prevailing wage rate. The higher the wages, the more likely that 

mechanical stripping would be advantageous. In the 1950s the average 

cost for strijpjing cotton fell between $4 and $8 a bale, while hand 

58 Matthews, "History of the Lut̂ Dock Experiment Station," 56; 
Street, New Revolution in the Cotton Economy, 115; Macmillan and 
Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 79. LCHC TT0298B is a Deere No. 15 
Harvester mounted on a Deere Model B tractor (Tr0298A), Lubbock County 
Historical Collection [LCHC], Shallowater, Tex. 

59 Joe R. Motheral, William H. Metzler, and Louis J. Ducoff, 
Cotton and Manpower; Texas High Plains, TAES Bulletin No. 762 (College 
Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College System, 1953), 
27' A.C. Magee et al.. Production Practices for Irrigated Crops on the 
H-iqh Plains, TAES Bulletin No. 763 (College Station, Tex.: Texas 
Agricultural and Mechanical College System, 1953), 9. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.9 
John Deere No. 15 Tractor-Mounted Harvester 

(a) Side view and (b) Rear view 
Source: LCHC, TT0298A (tractor) and Tr0298B (stripper harvester) 
Note the air-blower attachment made of galvanized steel mounted 

on the underside of the inplement's chute (rear view). 
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snapping costs ranged from $30 to $40 a bale. Hand pulling, though, 

still resulted in better cotton grades and higher sale prices.^^ 

The tenant system still in place in some areas also dictated 

v^ether farmers used machine harvesters. Under most lease agreements, 

the tenant farmer paid for all on-farm production esq̂ enses, including 

the labor for harvesting. Thus, the quicker the harvest was completed, 

the less money the tenant lost. At the same time, however, the 

landlord's share of the profits was reduced because of reductions in 

grade and cotton lost on the ground because of mechanical harvesting. 

In 1951 tenants stripped twenty-six percent of their cotton, v^le 

farmer-owners stripped sixty-eight percent of the time. Thus, most 

landlords strongly favored hand snapping. Researchers suggested that 

this "institutional lag" slowed down progress toward the comnonly 

accepted goal of having a fully mechanized cotton harvest on the South 

Plains.61 

In the Dawson County area during the late 1930s and 1940s the two-

row Dugger Stripper became popular. Built by a Lamesa blacksmith, the 

Dugger Stripper was a box sled of the 1920s and 1930s mounted on the 

salvaged rear end of a car. A chain sprocket on the side tumed 

"kickers" vMch threw the cotton from the stripper to an elevator unit 

in the back vMch dumped the cotton in a wagon trailing the sled. 

Dugger split the case of a hot water heater and inserted an auger to 

form the elevator. The unit was as easy as to hook onto as a two--wheel 

trailer and apparently could be drawn by a tractor. One of the shop 

60 Joe R. Motheral, William H. Metzler, and Louis J. Ducoff, Nfen 
and Machines in the Cotton Harvest. Texas High Plains, 1951, TAES 
Progress Report 1501 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 1952), 3; D.L. Jones et al.. Cotton Production on 
theTexas High Plains, TAES Bulletin No. 830 (College Station, Tex.: 
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1956), 15. 

61 Motheral, Metzler, and Ducoff, Men and Machines, 5; William G. 
Adkins and William H. Metzler, Tenure and Mechanization of the Cotton 
Harvest, Texas High Plains, TAES Bulletin No. 813 (College Station, 
Itex.: Ttexas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1955), 2. 
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workers later described it as an "updated model" of the original-style 

cotton sled.62 

In the post-war annals of Southwestem Crop and Stock readers found 

a nunber of other unusual stripper machines. A farmer south of Lamesa 

at Stanton, just off the South Plains, received a lot of attention for 

his "Enos Cotton Picker, Harvester, and Insect Catcher." William 

Ramsey's two-row harvester, built in the late-1940s, did not follow 

conventional stripper or picker methods. Suction removed the fiber frcxn 

the boll, much like some of the ejqDerimental pneumatic harvesters of the 

previous century. Ramsey submitted his design to the U.S. Patent 

Office, vdiich tentatively approved it for a new patent. The original 

model was mounted on a two--v\̂ eel trailer chassis and pulled by a tractor 

or truck. Cotton was guided into the "picker box" v^ere two suction 

pipes connected to a large fan vM.ch acted as a vacuum. Pipes sucked 

the harvested cotton into the hopper box after hitting the back grate. 

Small trash and dust blew out through the grate. Only about half as 

much seed cotton was needed to make a bale conpared to hand pulling, and 

the product brought from one and a half to three cents a pound higher at 

market. The operator could adjust the vacuum so that inmature bolls 

could be left on the stalk. Judging by its name, Ramsey pr<±ably also 

intended the unit to do double duty as a bug catcher during the growing 

season.63 

A group of Panhandle farmers near Panpa invented a new cotton 

stripper in the late 1940s. "The purpose of the stripper is to simulate 

as near as possible, the same activity as hand pulling, in which the 

worker strips the stalks with an upward movement, his fingers open and 

curved and his palm tumed upward." The key to this was the creation of 

a cotton stripper using a rotary wheel. The rotary v^eel tumed 

62 Mac Harris, Interview by David Murrah, January 9, 1975 
(Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side One 
[hereafter cited as Harris Oral History]; King Oral History, Tape One, 
Side One; Sam Stevens and Bill Olds, Interview by David Murrah, January 
9, 1975 (Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape One, Side 
One [Olds Oral History]. 

63 c.V. Shelbume, "Stanton Farmer Builds Cotton Picker," 
.Southwestern Crop and Stock 3(6) (June 1949): 34-35. 
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independently from the tractor unit vdiereas most strifpers operated at 

the tractor's speed. The two-row model was a drag-type stripper similar 

in design to the Oliver Stripper. The row widths could be adjusted from 

a standard forty inches down to rows thirty-four inches apart. The 

stripper operated best on stomproof cotton varieties. The inventors 

claimed the Rotary Cotton Harvester left more stalk material intact and 

remained relatively free of harvesting trash during operation. The 

production model was to be sold across the Panhandle and the South 

Plains for about $1,250, the same price as other strippers.64 

One of the successful inventions of the 1952 harvest season was 

"The Thing" (Figure 5.10), invented by two Dawson County farmers. They 

mounted a twenty-foot wide trailer box with the front side open, wide 

enough to cover six rows of cotton, on a two--v̂ eel trailer. Six 

braceros (Mexican national farm workers) positioned themselves along the 

front of the unit with their feet resting on a one-inch pipe stirrup. 

As the tractor pulled the unit slowly across the field, the braceros 

reached down, hand stripped the one to four bolls on each plant, and 

tossed them over their back into the trailer. The box held three 

hundred pounds and was emptied into a trailer at the end of each row. 

The advantage of "The Thing" was that it left much of the plant intact 

to serve as a barrier to wind erosion. "The Thing" achieved some 

popularity and a lialf-dozen units were operated in Dawson County. The 

M::Bride Gin owned and operated four of "The Things." Local farmers 

predicted "The Thing" would enjoy a favorable and profitable future in 

later years vdien the crop was much better than the drought-stunted 1952 

crc^.65 

All of these "ginmick" liarvesters had one thing in conmon: they all 

indicated that innovation and creativity were still very much alive. In 

several cases the creators borrowed concepts of the past to create a new 

inplement for mechanical harvesting. 

64 Rdbin Tibbets, "Panpa Man Builds New Cotton Stri^^r," 
Southwestem Crop and Stock 6(4) (î ril 1952): 52-53. 

65 Saidee L. Slover, "'The Thing' Gets Cotton," Southwestem Crop 
and Stock 6(11) (November 1952): 10. 
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Source: 

Figure 5.10 
"The Thing" 

SVO>C 413(z)-E33, Southwest Collection, 
Texas Tech University. 
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Design Changes and Machines of the 1950s and 1960s 

The cotton stripper continued to evolve after the TAES licensed the 

Texas Harvester design for production in 1943. Manufacturers introduced 

l>askets to replace the trailing wagon. These units, usually mounted 

above or inmediately behind the tractor unit, reduced labor requirements 

by forty percent in one bale per acre of cotton.66 

Fowler Manufacturing of Lubbock introduced a stripper attachment, 

vdiich was a combination separator, distributor, cleaner, and blower 

unit. The Fowler Air-Blast Attachment was mounted at the rear of the 

stripper vdiere the cotton normally exited (Figure 5.9-b). Cotton 

entered the attachment at the base of an elevator which moved the 

material upward. At the top of the unit the material hit a deflector 

vAiich knocked the cotton down into the path of the air blower. The 

belt-driven blower mounted at the bottom of the attachment sent air 

through the harvested material. Green bolls and sand fell out the 

bottom of the chute into the front end of the trailer. The air 

propelled fibrous bolls through a small chute and ejected them into the 

back of the trailer. Fowler claimed that this allowed one man to do all 

the harvesting, eliminating the traditional trailer worker who raked the 

cotton back lay liand. This increased profits by $35 a bale. 

Furthermore, Fowler claimed that, with a separator unit to remove green 

bolls, the farmer could harvest earlier in the season. Units were 

available for most stripper designs and appear to have been fairly 

pĉ >ular.67 

Experiments done by the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station in 

1949 led to an innovation in the stripper mechanism. The station 

66 B.G. Reeves, "New Developments in Cotton Strippers," in 
Sunmary-Proceedings 1967 Beltwide Cotton Production-Mechanization 
Conference ([Memphis, Tenn.]: National Cotton Council, 1967), 23. 

67 Fowler Manufacturing, "From Late Season Scrapper to Complete 
Harvester," Advertisement, Southwestem Crop and Stock 5(8) (August 
1951): 76; Fowler Manufacturing, "Five Years of Proven Operation," 
Advertisement, Southwestem Crop and Stock 6(7) (July 1952): 93; Fowler 
Manufacturing, "One Man Does It All—Better!," Advertisement, 
Sniithwestem Crop and Stock 4(10) (October 1950): 4; n:HC 0298B has an 
air-blast attachment of similar design to the Fowler machine, though its 
manufacturer has not been conclusively identified. 
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replaced the metal roller or teeth found in most models with two 

revolving fiber brushes made with nylon bristles. Tests showed that the 

brush rolls had fewer problems than the steel version with cotton 

getting caught on the rollers and choking the machine. TAES returned to 

an old concept, the use of rubber on stripper rollers. Both types 

performed well in field tests.68 

Faced with a choice of two types of roller materials, most 

nenufactiurers decided to combine the two concepts. Ford Motor Coirpany 

offered the first coimiercial stripper model with the new brush rolls, 

but it did not generate much enthusiasm among farmers. In a few years, 

though, farmers had more interest. The Hesston Corporation's self-

propelled strippers with brush rolls sold well. John Deere began 

offering a choice between steel and brush rolls in the 1960s and farmers 

changed over to the brush rolls in great numbers. Soon after, they 

became standard equipment on roller-type strippers for every major 

machine producer. 69 

A substantial majority of cotton harvesters after World War II were 

tractor mounted units, with most being two-row strippers. One notable 

exception was the Oliver trail-type stripper, vdiich was almost a 

throR/daack to the inproved cotton sleds of the 1920s. Pulled by a 

tractor, the Oliver utilized a multiple-finger canb-type stripper 

mechanism similar to the old finger-type sleds. The two-row unit 

conveyed cotton to a wagon also towed by the tractor. "^ 

68 Street, New Revolution in the Cotton Economy, 116; Reeves, 
"New Develcproents," 23; Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Strijper," 
89-90. 

69 Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," 90; Macmillan 
and Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 310. l£SC 0294 is a Hesston 
Model 55 two-row cotton strijper. 

70 Harris Pearson Smith, Farm Machinery and Eguiianent, 4th ed. 
(New York, N.Y.: MoGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955), 389-392; L.R. 
Ragland, "Oliver Cotton Harvester," Advertisement, Southwestem Crop and 
Stock 2(10) (OctdDer 1948): 70; Plains Equipment Conpany, "Oliver 
Cotton Harvester," Advertisement, Southwestem Crop and Stock 7(10) 
(October 1953): 64. 
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After World War II most ccxiroercial models did away with the finger-

type strippers, referred to as combs, though scxne companies still 

offered the finger-type units. The design had not changed much since 

the years before the Depression. The fifteen-inch-long fingers were 

built into a metal frame spaced about five-eighths of an inch apart with 

the forward tips slanted downward.71 

By that time the most common stripper designs were variations on 

the roller methods. In a double roller mechanism, two parallel rolls 

were mounted to each other and angled downward toward the ground. As 

the machine moved, the rollers independently tumed up and out from the 

center. As a plant entered the mechanism the rollers began stripping 

bolls off from bottom to top. As the bolls fell to the outside of the 

rollers, they landed on a conveyor belt or in an auger conveyor. These 

moved the cotton to the burr extractor (if included). Then the material 

went to a trailer or blew up to a basket unit. As mentioned earlier, 

the double rollers soon came in either solid steel or nylon-brush 

designs.72 

The single steel roller mechanism worked about the same as a double 

roller system. Instead of two rollers, though, a stationary bar was 

built on one side of the unit vMle one rotating roller perfonned the 

stripping action. On most units of this style, flexible rollers 

accomnodated different plant sizes. Tliis design eliminated the conveyor 

belt from the stationary bar side, reducing the number of parts involved 

and resulted in a smaller unit to mount on the tractor. 73 

Some manufacturers continued to push the boundaries for mechanical 

harvesting, vMch to this point was largely limited to two-row, tractor-

mounted strippers. In 1953 Johnson Manufacturing Company of Lubbock 

introduced v*iat was not only one of the first four-row harvesters, but 

also probably one of the first self-propelled strippers produced. 

71 Mullins, Harvesting Cotton in the High Plains, 8, 13; Smith, 
Farm Machinery, 389, 393. 

72 Mullins, Harvesting Cotton in the High Plains, 8; Smith, Farm 
Machinery, 388-389. 

73 Mullins, Harvesting Cotton in the High Plains, 8. 
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Johnson introduced it as an expansion of its two-row tractor-mounted 

harvester production line. While incorporating all the features of the 

two-row models, the new four-row unit included a self-propelled power 

unit, hydraulic controls, and a larger cleaning and conveying capacity. 

Johnson used comb-type stripper mechanisms. Pre-production tests 

indicated that the unit could harvest forty to fifty acres a day at an 

efficiency rate of 97.5%. The entire unit weighed over 5,600 pounds. 

AvcLLlable information does not indicate a model name or a suggested 

price. However, it almost certainly was one of the largest in its day 

and was one of the first self-propelled or four-row units sold on the 

South Plains, predating most major manufacturers by as much as twenty 

years.74 

Modem Cotton Strippers, 1970 to 1990 

Increasing size and a change to self-propelled machines mark the 

recent decades on the South Plains. John Deere and others followed the 

innovation of smaller manufacturers like Johnson Manufacturing Company 

of Luhbock in introducing four-row and self-propelled strippers in the 

1970s. Deere's 484 Stripper, a four-row self-propelled unit, featured 

adjustable row widths and a new roller design with alternating mhber 

fl^s and nylon brushes.75 

John Deere's innovations continued. With the Model 283 tractor-

mounted stripper Deere introduced the market to sensors vMch 

automatically adjusted the height of each row unit. With the coming of 

larger tractors, the 740 stripper unit, "the world's first tractor-

mounted stripper capable of harvesting 4 or 5 rows of cotton," replaced 

the Model 283 in 1983. The 740 featured had a larger basket, a basket 

caipactor, row height sensors, a separate green boll basket, and the 

cap)ability to harvest two and a half-times as much cotton as any two-row 

tractor-mounted strijper. Two men could mount the 740 on a tractor in 

74 "Johnson Four-Row Cotton Harvester," Advertisement, 
Southwestem Crop and Stock 7(6) (June 1953): 95. 

75 Charles R. Sayre, "Cotton Mechanization Since World War II," 
Agricultural History 53(1) (January 1979): 115; Macmillan and 
Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 310. 
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two hours and remove it in less than one. "The result is the most 

highly productive and efficient tractor-mounted harvester ever 

produced." Deere closed out the period by adding the "operator presence 

system" in 1989. This safety feature autonatically shut off the 

harvesting units five seconds after the operator left the seat.76 

Other than the increase in size of cotton striĵ )ers, development 

occurred in only one major area after 1970. Starting in 1963 TAES 

researchers at the Lubbock Substation began testing prototype machines 

to harvest broadcast and narrow-row cotton. Conventional cotton 

planting rows were forty inches apart. Narrow-row cotton was planted 

about thirty inches apart, v^le broadcast cotton was planted by 

scattering seed across a surface in an indiscriminate pattern. In order 

to liarvest cotton planted in this manner, a new harvesting mechanism was 

needed.77 

TZffiS experimented with two variations based on grain combine 

technology. The early test unit, a self-propelled broadcast cotton 

striĵ )er, used a combine header platform with a series of approximately 

one inch wide and thirty-six inch long fingers arranged like the comb-

type strijper mechanisms. On this unit, though, the overall stripping 

unit was 104 inches wide. The machine raked harvested cotton back to a 

cross-auger which shuffled the material to the center v^ere it could be 

conventionally handled. This harvester included a green boll separator 

and a picker basket. The broadcast stripper tested as well as 

conventional strippers on stomproof cotton varieties, so the design was 

loelieved to be feasible.78 

The Lubloock Substation tested a second unit, a cotton combine, 

vMch looked very much like a grain combine. This unit relied on a 

76 Macmillan and Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 311; Glenn D. 
Sears, "New John Deere 740 Cotton Stripper," in Proceedings of the 1984 
Beltwide Cotton Production-Mechanization Conference (n.p., 1984), 65-66; 
Macmillan and Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 80. 

77 i.w. Kirk, E.B. Hudspeth, Jr., and D.F. Wanjura, A Broadcast 
and Narrow-row Cotton Harvester, TAES Progress Report 2311 (College 
Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University, 1964), 1. 

78 Ibid., 1-3. 
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horizontal spindle picker drum vdiich plucked cotton from the plants as 

they passed through the machine. After harvesting, the cotton conbine 

utilized a pneumatic lift system to propel cotton into the picker 

basket. Over two years the cotton combine performed at a picking 

efficiency of 95.5% and did satisfactorily on stomproof cotton 

varieties. This surprised most observers, who doubted that the hybrid 

harvester could compare to conventional harvesters. 79 

Allis-Chalmers, one of the last major manufacturers to enter the 

cotton stripper market, introduced its first conmercial stripper with 

the combine header. Their 760XTB self-propelled model included both a 

iDurr extractor and a cleaner, sometliing that most tractor-mounted 

strippers did not liave. With this unit, Allis-Chalmers established 

themselves as the company for the highly-specialized broadcast cotton 

producers.80 

Mechanized stripper harvesting grew at a staggering rate. In 1954 

only eighteen percent of the state's cotton was mechanically stripped. 

By 1978 eighty-five percent of the crop was being harvested by 34,878 

strippers. This figure increased to over ninety percent in 1982. After 

the 1960s mechanical picker and stripper sales were similar and steady. 

By the late 1980s, however, the demand for longer staple cotton, not 

grown on the South Plains and harvested by mechanical pickers, caused 

stripper sales to decline to only one-fifth of picker sales.81 

Sunmary 

The chronicle of the development of cotton harvesters is a key 

component in the story of mechanization in the Cotton Belt and on the 

South Plains. Although a farmer made a small sacrifice in quality by 

79 I.w. Kirk, E.B. Hudspeth, Jr., and A.D. Brashears, Harvesting 
Performance of a Horizontally Oriented Picker Drum on Stonn Resistant 
Cotton Varieties, TAES Publication MP-1030 (College Station, Tex.: Texas 
A&M University, 1972), 1-2; Carlson, "Development of the Cotton 
StriK)er," 90-91. 

80 Carlson, "Development of the Cotton Stripper," 91. 

81 Mogford, "History and Changes of Growing Cotton"; Macmillan 
and Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 310. 
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using a stripper, he now could get into the field and beat the first 

blue norther, the occasional fall rcdjiy season, or, as in 1926, the 

sometimes fiurious fall sandstorms. He could harvest more cotton faster 

and at less cost. The scientists of the TZVES made inportant 

contributions to the development of cotton strippers through research 

and experimentation on every component of the inplement, from the 

earliest box sleds to the modem four-row harvesters. 

No matter how good the conditions for the cotton industry were in 

any p>articular year, the farmer had his hands tied by one severely 

limiting factor—the availability of trailers for taking the crc^ to the 

gin. The development of cotton modules in the 1970s resulted in a new 

category of cotton inplements being used on the South Plains. 
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CHAPTER VI 

AFTER THE HARVEST: FE04 WAGON TO MODULE 

Scholars of agricultural history have largely overlooked the area 

of cotton handling between the field and the gin. Actually, until the 

1970s producers on the South Plains and throughout the Cotton Belt used 

only one inplement, a wagon or trailer, for this purpose. 1 This was 

sometimes augmented by tenporary storage facilities. The introduction 

of the cotton module in the nationwide industry as a tenporary storage 

and transportation device created a new category of cotton inplement 

that must be considered. 

Cotton Sacks and a Wagon 

The wagon's role in South Plains cotton farming goes back to the 

origincil methods of hand harvesting crops. After a laborer filled his 

sack, he had it weighed on a scale usually mounted to the wagon frame 

and then emptied the sack's contents into the wagon (Figure 6.1). When 

the wagon was full, the farmer towed it to the gin yard in the evening. 

With luck the gin could suction off the cotton during the night and the 

wagon would be ready for the next day.2 Tractors and automdoiles 

eventually replaced an animal team pulling a trailer. Except for the 

power source, this method of gathering and transporting hand-harvested 

cotton did not change for over fifty years.3 

1 By definition, a wagon is a large, rectangular, four-wheeled 
vehicle usually drawn by a horse team. A trailer might be of similar 
design as a wagon but was intended to iDe pulled by a tractor or truck. 

2 Delmar Hayter, "South Plains Agriculture: 1880-1950" (M.A. 
thesis, Texas Tech University, 1981), 47-48; Wilton Royce Bodkin, "The 
Effect of Mechanization on the High Plains Cotton Farm: 1920-1960" 
(M.B.A. thesis, Texas Technological College, 1965), 29; E.H. Floumoy, 
Jr., Personal Coranunication with Author, October 19, 1995 (Crosbyton, Tex.). 

3 Don E. Ethridge, Dale L. Shaw, and Jess A. Robinson, An Analysis 
nf Effects of Module Handling Systems on Ginning Costs with Stripper 
Harvested Cotton, College of Agricultural Sciences Publication No. T-1-
198 (Lubbock, Tex.: National Economics Division, Economic Research 
Service, USDA, and Agricultural Economics Department, College of 
Agricultural Sciences, Texas Tech University, 1981), 1-3. [Hereafter 
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Figure 6.1 
Weighing and Enptying Sacks into a Trailer 

Source: SWCPC 413(z)-E33, Southwest Collection, 
Texas Tech University. 
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Most farmers' wagons only held enough seed cotton to make one or 

two bales. Later trailer versions held from two to six bales, with most 

farmers having two-bale units. Trailers often were positioned behind 

the mechanical harvesters to receive the seed cotton directly (Figure 

6.2). Since trailers held little, most farmers did not fill their 

trailers faster than the gin could process the material. Whether it was 

pjulled behind a stripper or pDarked at the end of the tumrow, the 

trailer was "basically a transport vehicle and is not productive while 

standing idle, v^ether loaded or empty." The only other purpose the 

trailer served early in the century was to store cotton to provide seed 

for the next season.4 

Early wagons and trailers varied somewhat in details and in the 

materials used to build them, but they all shared the same general 

design. Each unit liad four v^eels (wood or metal) and a storage bin 

with four sides of varied height. The sides were often 1x4 dried yellow 

pine wood covered with p>aint. The front comers could be either square 

(like a rectangle) or slopjed. Sizes varied from small, one-horse wagons 

up to heavy wagons pulled by two horses with a gross loading weight of 

7,500 pounds.5 

Manufactinrers offered small inprovements to wagons and trailers 

through the years (Figure 6.3). Pneumatic rubber tires, often old car 

tires or aircraft tires, allowed op)erators to pull wagons and trailers 

at higher spseeds. Steel frames strengthened trailers and allowed even 

cited as Etliridge, Analysis of Effects.] 

4 J.M. Ward, D.L. Jones, and W.E. Paulson, Storing of Seed Cotton 
as an Aid to More Efficient Ginning and Marketing, TAES Bulletin No. 765 
(College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College 
System, 1953), 8-9; L.H. Wilkes and J.K. Jones, Potentials of a Modular 
System of Handling Seed Cotton, ASAE Publication 73-149 (St. Joseph, 
Mich.: American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 1973), 1. 

5 Cline Trailer Company, "Plainsman Trailers," Advertisement, 
Southwestem Crop and Stock 15(6) (June 1961): 49; Trail-Orrs of 
Lubbock, Advertisement, Southwestem Crop and Stock 15(9) (September 
1961): 29; H.R. Tolley and L.M. Church, The Manufacture and Sale of 
Farm Equipment in 1920: A Sunmary of Reports from 583 Manufacturers, 
USDA Dep)artment Circular 212 (Washington, D.C: Government Printing 
Office, 1922), 10. 
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Source: 

Figure 6.2 
T r a i l e r Receiving Cotton from 

a Tractor-Mounted Stripp)er 
SWCPC 413(a)-E3, Southwest Co l l ec t ion , 

Texas Tech Univers i ty . 

PLAINSMAN TRAILERS 
Consider These 
Features — 
• All-steel Welded Wire Mesh 

Sideboards—Eliminates 'blow-
overs' and w i n d damaxe. 
easier to pull. 

• New Fifth Wheel. 
• Sturdy Construction. — Only 

Finest Hardware used — 
Framework completely bolted 
usinc both Flat and Lock 
washers. 

• Made of Grade No. I and No. 
2 Yellow Pine — Kiln Dried. 

• Highest Gride Paint. Maxi
mum Protection—Last Lone-
er. 

• Cline'a Beds are furnished 
with full lenfth Square fronts 
or with Sloped front ends. 
Especially for machanical 
pickers and pullers. 

• Lower Maintenance Expense. 

The PLAINSMAN gives you a 12,000 lb. payload every haul. They are engineer
ed for wider track, higher capacities, low bed mounting, straighter trailing, 
shorter turns and priced economically. New High Speed LM series Timken 
Bearings throughout, 7" axel box. 7" bolsters. 

AIRCRAFT TIRES — ALL SIZES AND PLYS. 

CLINE TRAILER COMPANY 
Idalou Highway at East Baylor LUBBOCK, TEXAS Dial PO2.0563 

Source: 

Figure 6.3 
Cotton T r a i l e r Mver t i s emsn t 

Cl ine T r a i l e r Coipany, "Plainsman T r a i l e r s , " 49, 
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heavier loads. Welded wire mesh in the sideboards permitted air to pass 

through the trailer without losing cotton, reducing the possibility of 

the trailer blowing over and creating less drag v^en pulled. Capacities 

increased to 12,000 pounds. Seme models also offered safety features, 

such as automatic brakes, taillights, and safety-hitch chains. Typical 

1950s and 1960s trailers were about twenty feet long, eight feet wide, 

and seven feet high.^ 

With the transition to tractor or truck drawn trailers, the hitch 

also had to be changed. Ccnipanies replaced the long wooden tongue with 

a shorter tongue and a simple hitch. A later innovation was the 

telescoping tongue. The operator did not have to maneuver to a perfect 

hitch position. Instead, he could get near the inplement, pull out the 

tongue extension, and hitch the trailer tongue to the vehicle. He then 

backed up a short distance, retracting the extension and locking it back 

in place at the proper setting for towing.^ 

The introduction of holding baskets on cotton harvesters (Figure 

6.4), first on pickers and later on strippers, eliminated the trailer as 

part of the field unit. Seme tractor-mounted units faced the wrong 

direction for pulling a trailer (Figure 6.4), v^le others simply had 

better maneuverability without it. The trailer was relegated to the end 

of the row v^ere hydraulically-controlled baskets dumped cotton into 

them (Figure 6.5).^ 

^ Arthur W. Turner and Elmer J. Johnson, Machines for the Farm, 
Ranch^ and Plantation (New York, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Ccnpany, Inc., 
1948), 570; Cline Trailer Ccnpany, "Plainsman Trailers," 49; Trail-
Orrs of Lutfcock, Advertisement, 29; Don Macmillan and Roy Harrington, 
John Deere Tractors and Equipment; Volume Two, 1960-1990 (St. Joseph, 
Mich.: American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 1991), 334. 

' Macmillan and Harrington, John Deere Volume Two, 334; Roy 
Bainer, R.A. Kepner, and E.L. Barger, Principles of Farm Machinery, 
Ferguson Foundation Agricultural Engineering Series (New York, N.Y.: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1955), 506. 

Q Harris Pearson Smith, Farm Machinery and Equipment, 4th ed. 
(New York, N.Y.: M::K3raw-Hill Book Canpany, Inc., 1955), 404; Bainer, 
Kepner, and Barger, Principles of Farm Machinery, 430. 
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Figure 6.4 
Tractor-Mounted Harvester with Basket 

Source: Restored model on display at the Texas Farmer-Stockman Shew, 
October 10-12, 1995, Lubbock, Tex. (Photo by the author.) 

This unit is a reverse-mounted picker on a John Deere Model G tractor. 

Figure 6.5 
Striĵ êr Dunping Cotton into a Trailer 

Source: Crosby County Pioneer Memorial Museum, Crosbyton, Tex. 
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Backlog at the Gin 

The increased interest in mechanical harvesting after World War II, 

starting with the large 1947 harvest, pointed out problems with the 

traditional use of cotton trailers. Since mechanical stripping is 

faster than hand-snapping cotton, one effect was to shorten the 

harvesting period. In periods of good weather this meant that daily 

harvesting exceeded the gin's ability to keep up with processing.^ Gin 

yards filled with loaded trailers waiting to be ginned (Figure 6.6). At 

the peak of the 1947 harvest, cotton sat on the yard at Spade (Lamb 

County) for up to seventy-two hours before processing. The backlog of 

trailers at the gin meant that most farmers did not have any more 

equipment for their remaining crop. The exposed crop could suffer 

quality and yield losses in bad weather vMle waiting for the trailers 

to be enptied.-'-̂  

The introduction of chemical defoliants a few years later only made 

the problem worse. More farmers could strip mechanically and the 

harvesting period shortened further. •'••'• 

To cope with the crisis, producers either needed more gins or more 

storage facilities. Observers did not foresee more gins, so tenporary 

storage of seed cotton became the accepted method. Seme gins built 

additional storage "houses" or bins at the gin yard in anticipation of 

the 1948 harvest. They helped little, though, and most observers 

thought that the ginners would be unable to cope. "Farmers may find it 

^ Janet M. Neugebauer, Plains Farmer: The Diary of William G. 
DeLoach, 1914-1964 (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University Press, 
1991), 264; D.L. Jones et al.. Cotton Production on the Texas High 
Plains, TKES Bulletin No. 830 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, 1956), 15; Wilkes and Jones, Potentials of a 
Modular System, 1. 

1^ M.N. Williamson and Ralph H. Rogers, Econonics of Cotton 
Harvesting, Texas High Plains, 1947 Season, TAES Progress Report 1134 
(College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 1948), 
17; Ethridge, Analysis of Effects, 4. 

11 M.N. Williamson, Jr., Q.M. Morgan, and Ralph H. Rogers, 
Fr!oncmics of Mechanical Cotton Harvesting in the High Plains Cotton Area 
of Texas, TAES Bulletin No. 735 (College Station, Tex.: Texas 
Agricultural and Mechanical College System, 1951), 9. 
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Figure 6.6 
Trailer Backlog on the Gin Yard 

Source: SVKTC 413(n)-E4, Southwest Collection, 
Texas Tech University. 
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more economical and advantageous to have a large part of the needed 

storage capacity on their individual farms."^^ 

Few ginners or farmers could examine the economic inpact of the 

storage crisis. TAES, though, did look into the effects of backlog 

storage. If a gin tried to cope through the use of additional storage 

houses, it absorbed a new cost. Cotton that went through a storage 

house brought additional expenses of $1.96 a bale for labor, power, and 

building costs. This did not include insurance premiums, vdiich made 

cotton houses cost prohibitive for many gins. Hcwever, seme gins went 

ahead with them and took the expenses out of their profits. Almost no 

ginners charged farmers for the use of the cotton house. ̂-̂  

If ginners did not have enough storage capacity, farmers had to 

make seme tough choices. On one hand they could delay or slew their 

harvest schedule, v^ch would threaten economic losses due to weather or 

poor quality cotton because it had to sit in the field. On the other 

hand farmers could upgrade their trailer capacity, an investment of 

about $200 for every three-bale trailer. Seme farmers got as many 

treiilers as they needed at the peak of harvest, an investment of several 

thousand dollars. Most, though, sinply tried to rotate a smaller nunfcer 

of trailers to ensure continuous harvesting.-'-̂  

Most farmers decided they could not afford to wait on the gin in 

order to get their cotton out of the field. They wanted to harvest as 

fast cis possible and store their excess material in the field until 

their trailers were available again. Producers referred to cotton 

stored in piles on the field as ricks. Farmers had used ricks for 

tenporary storage as far back as 1915 whenever their equipment was not 

available.!^ Ricks were set up in clear, well-drained areas to prevent 

moisture seeping in. In sandy areas, outdoor pens with fences were 

12 Williamson and Rogers, Economics of Cotton Harvesting, 17. 

13 Ward, Jones, and Paulson, Storing of Seed Cotton, 10-11. 

14 Ibid., 13-14. 

15 E.B. Reynolds, Cotton Production in Texas, TZVES Bulletin No. 
938 (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
1959), 41; Neugebauer, Plains Farmer, 16. 
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needed to keep sand from drifting along the edge of the rick. Some 

farmers used a bam, their own version of a cotton house, to store the 

harvested cotton. The farmer might use the same bam to store his 

cottonseed for the next planting season. The time involved in unloading 

into a rick, a pen, or a bam was similar. After a few weeks in storage 

seme of the green bolls that had been harvested opened and dried out, 

improving the ginning quality slightly and netting a higher sale price. 

More inportant, the backlog at the gin cleared. 1^ 

Reloading farm-stored cotton back into trailers was done by one of 

four methods. The sinplest and slowest way was hand-loading using forks 

at a bale per hour. Two men could operate a gin-type suction fan, 

moving matericd about twice as fast as by hand. A screen to remove some 

trash and dirt could be attached to the fan. This cleaning step could 

not be accoftplished with any of the other methods. It took five men the 

same amount of time to load a trailer using a com or grain conveyor 

belt instead of a suction-fan. The fastest method (sixteen minutes per 

bale) was a hay-stacker or front-end loader. This would not work for 

cotton stored in a bam or seed house. 1^ 

At the gin cotton houses originally were built to hold seed for 

farmers to use for planting the next season. They also saw use at the 

end of the harvest season as a temporary holding area for the final, 

small amounts of cotton brought in. The amounts one farmer brought 

often were not large enough to justify the operation of the gin. The 

ginner stored the seed cotton until there was a sufficient amount to 

restart the gin.l^ 

With the increasing problems caused by trailer backlogs in the gin 

yards, some ginners allowed farmers to store "their harvest in the cotton 

house to free up the trailers for further work. The housed cotton was 

16 Ward, Jones, and Paulson, Storing of Seed Cotton, 16, 8; 
Vemon Bartlett, interview by Jeff Townsend, May 7, 1974 (Southwest 
Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape Two, Side One [Bartlett Oral 
History]. 

17 Ward, Storing of Seed Cotton, 17; Reynolds, Cotton Production 
in Texas, 41. 

IS Ward, Storing of Seed Cotton, 8-9. 
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not ginned until after the yard was clear. Ginners used a suction 

system similar to that on gin equipment to load and unload cotton houses 

rather "than doing it by hand. Most houses were directly connected to 

the gin suction for unloading, but the system required two or three men 

to rake -t̂ e cotton to the suction unit in the house. 1^ 

With -the increasing difficulty of getting harvested cotton ginned, 

each year's harvest became more and more stressful. "Harvest time is 

one of -the great ulcer-producing periods of farming. "^^ Farmers and 

ginners cilike across the South Plains tried to cope with these problems. 

Indeed, cotton producers all across the country were dealing with the 

same set of issues for post-harvest handling of cotton. All tried to 

make do with tenporary storage. Many felt, though, that the situation 

could be inproved.21 

Introduction of the Cotton Module 

Universities and agricultural experiment stations across the South 

investigated and tested new alternatives. A researcher at the 

IMiversity of Arkansas developed an inplement for field storage and 

transportation of cotton. The equipment, referred to as the Arkansas 

Cadcfy, combined a stack mold and -transport unit. Cotton was dunped into 

•the mold and later moved to the gin. IVo disadvantages soon became 

^parent. First, the seed cotton in the mold could only be coirpacted by 

manual labor. Second, the farmer required a large nunber of units 

during the process of harvesting the entire crop. Like trailers the 

Arkansas Caddy had to sit and wait to be orptied into another storage 

facility or the gin before it could be used again.^2 

19 Ibid., 9-10. 

20 K.W. Paxton, "Economics and Efficiency of Module Stacked Seed 
Cotton Handling," in Proceedings of Seed Cotton Handling and Storage 
Sf̂ ninar, Phoenix, Arizona, January 8, 1973 (Raleigh, N.C.: Cotton, 
Incorporated, 1973), 38. 

21 Wilkes and Jones, Potentials of a Modular System, 1-2. 

22 Ibid., 2. 
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In 1971 Cotton, Incorporated and the Texas Agricultural Experiment 

Station (TZffiS) began a cooperative research project to devise a new 

cotton handling and storage system for cotton farmers everywhere. "The 

principle [sic] objectives were to develop equipment and procedures that 

would receive the cotton without interrupting the harvesting operations 

and provide a uniform flow to the gin." The research plan also provided 

that the new system must protect cotton f rcxn the weather and climate 

conditions in all production areas.23 

TAES adopted seme of the principles found in the Arkansas Caddy 

system as a starting point. Instead of utilizing a form trailer, TAES 

invented vdiat they called a module builder. This machine formed a 

compact cotton module on a twenty-four foot long pallet. After the 

harvester dunped cotton into the builder (Figure 6.7), a compactor 

criss-crossed the top of the machine to evenly distribute and conpress 

the cotton to densities of twelve to fourteen pounds per cubic foot 

(Figure 6.8). Most methods for loading trailers had a compression rate 

of six pounds per cubic foot. The original plan was to create a module 

that contained alDout eight bales of seed cotton, but testing shewed that 

•the machine could ccnpact enough cotton to pack in ten to twelve bales 

into one module. After the conpression process was cenplete, the module 

builder would be rciised up on its vdieels and pulled forward, with the 

f reeŝ tanding cotton module emerging through the hinged rear door of the 

builder (Figure 6.9).24 

The original module system built modules on a wooden pallet made of 

2x4s and plywood. Inventors soon developed a metal pallet. 

Manufacturers attached long metal straps to each end of the pallet for 

handling. Pallets were intended to be used up to fifteen times without 

repairs and have a life span of five years. 

During the building stage, the pallet acted as the "floor" of the 

module builder (Figure 6.9). Operators were supposed to distribute 

23 Idem. 

24 Ibid., 2; R.G. Curley and R.A. Kepner, "Palletless versus 
Pallet Systems for Handling Seed Cotton Modules," Transactions of the 
ASAE 20(5) (September-October 1977): 828. 
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Figure 6.7 
S-tripper Enptying into a Module Builder 

Source: Karen Gerhardt Britton, Bale o' Cotton: The Mechanical Art of 
Cotton Ginning (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M Press, 1992), 114. 

Figure 6.8 
Module Builder Compactor 

Source: Britton, Bale o' Cotton, 114 
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Figure 6.9 
Builder Leaves Module Behind 

Source: Robert L. Haney, Milestones: Marlcing Ten Decades 
of Research (College S-tation, Tex.: Texas Agricultural 

Experiment Station, 1989), 98. 
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pcillets along the end of tumrows so that the mechanical harvesters did 

not have to lose time driving across the field to the module builder. 

As each module was conpleted the builder picked up and moved to the next 

pallet. Operators covered the top and upper sides of the module with a 

tarp to protect it from the weather.2^ 

TZffiS CLLSO designed the first module transport trailer. The trailer 

came with tandem dual wheels and a brake system v^ch met all highway 

regulations. To load the pallet module, a hydraulic system tilted the 

•trailer bed and winched the module up onto the unit. The bed was 

lowered and tewed by a truck or large tractor at highway speeds up to 40 

or 50 miles per hour. For unloading the process was reversed. The same 

type •trailer unit moved •the module off the gin yard to the gin itself .2^ 

Since the cotton module acted as both tenporary storage and a 

handling device tliat replaced the trailer, most producers and ginners 

viewed it with interest. "The cotton module builder represents the 

first advancement in technology in farm to gin movement of cotton in 

•this century. "27 The new system had several advantages over the •trailer 

system. Farmers were no longer dependent on -trailers to cenplete their 

liarvest activities. The module system served as tenporary storage with 

little or no loss of quantity or quality. Farmers could operate 

harvesters more efficiently because they could dump cotton into the 

module builder and go on. The builder compactor would even out the 

module. A large number of them could be stored at one central site after 

transport from the field, probably on the gin yard or adjacent to it.28 

Ginners shared farmers' enthusiasm for the module system. The 

concept was more efficient than •trailers in the field, in transport, and 

25 Wilkes and Jones, Potentials of a Modular System, 2-3; Curley 
and Kepner, "Palletless versus Pallet Systems," 828. 

26 Wilkes and Jones, Potentials of a Modular System, 2-4. 

27 Alan W. Reichardt, "An Estimation of Costs of Ownership vs. 
Leasing For Cotton Module Builders," in Sunmary Proceedings Cotton 
ffryhile Building/Ginning Clinic, October 14, 1976 ([College Station, 
•T^,]: Texas Agricultural Extension Service, 1976), 13. 

28 Ibid. 
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in ginning. It also permitted timelier cperations by not pushing the 

gin to try to process everything at once. Modules could be safely put 

off for a few days. The harvesting phase and the ginning phase could be 

completely separated and operate at their own ef f iciencies. 29 

TAES quickly followed with a new machine to help ginners. For many 

years gins used suction feeders to remove cotton from trailers to the 

gin. They initially used the same process for modules (Figure 6.10). 

TAES developed a module feeder vMch automatically drew the module in, 

broke it up, and fed it into the gin. With another feeder modules were 

loaded onto a concrete slab and the feeder unit moved from one end to 

the other "eating" the module along the way. One version of this feeder 

could eat in both directions, allowing a new module to be loaded after 

every pass. Gin ĉ jerators later developed a fixed feeder unit where 

modules were loaded on a conveyor system (Figure 6.11), moving the 

module into the feeder rather than moving the feeder through the module. 

Automated feeder units reduced the gin's power use by fifteen percent 

and eliminated the labor needed to operate the suction pipe.^^ 

In -the 1970s the module builder unit cost between $17,000 and 

$24,000. Pallets cost up to $380 each and the trailer to move "them was 

$55,000. The cost of building and transporting a module in the field 

was found to be equal to the cost of handling cotton in trailers. 

Economists estimated that cotton modules saved the industry over $60 

million annually due to lower losses in yield and quality. "This inpact 

of •the cotton module builder is only one exanple of the excellent return 

on investment from agricultural research and extension. "-̂ 1 

2" Paxton, "Economics and Efficiency," 38; Haney, Milestones, 98. 

^^ Ethridge, Analysis of Effects, 7; "Automatic Gin Feeder," in 
Proceedings Tof 1 Research - Extension Cotton Module Builder Workshop, 
Greenville, Mississippi—July 11, 1973 (Raleigh, N.C.: Cotton, 
Incorporated, 1973), 68. 

31 M.H. Wilcutt, "Cost of Seed Cotton Handling Systons," in 
Proceedings: Beltwide Cotton Production Research Conferences 1987 
(Menphis, Tenn.: National Cotton Council, 1987), 502; Texas 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Texas Agriculture in the 80^s: The 
rritical Decade (College Station: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
[1981?]), 89. 
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Figure 6.10 
Module Entering Gin Through Suction Feeder 
Source: Britton, Bale o' Cotton, 112. 

Figure 6.11 
Module Feeder 

Source: Britton, Bale o' Cotton, 115. 
This particular unit, built by Lunmus Indus-tries, is called 
•the "Mole" feeder, presumably so the unit can "dig in." 
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In 1972 eighteen of the twenty-two module builders in existence 

were in Mississijpi, where the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment 

Ŝ tations conducted tests and demonstrations. Cotton modules were a 

viable ciltemative to the trailers and ricks used across •the nation. 

However, modules did not catch on across the Southeast initially because 

of the high equipment costs. In 1983 less than one percent of the 

Mississippi cotton was moduled. The highest expense was for pallets, 

required in the South because of the humid climate and the high risk 

•that module bases would be inundated by rain.-̂ 2 

While slew in acceptance in the South, the moduling system quickly 

expanded into the High Plains and Far West. By 1980 Texas and Oklahoma 

processed forty-one percent of their cotton through cotton modules. By 

1990 Texas cotton ginned from modules reached seventy percent. Why did 

•the cotton module become so popular? The semi-arid clinnate and •the 

large, unobstructed fields made South Plains cotton ideal for the 

moduling system, and the timing was right for change. "It just so 

happened wî th most [farmers] around here, v^y, their old trailers were 

falling apart anyway when the module came along. It just [fit] right 

in. Transition was no big problem. Nearly every farmstead's got a 

great big pile of old, worn out trailers ... and a module builder." But 

it was a South Plains innovation, •the palletless module, that solved the 

trailer crisis in the region.-̂ ^ 

Palletless Modules 

For some farmers the capital investment in pallets seemed wasteful. 

A cenplete system of module builder and pallets cost $19,000 in 1974. 

Contrary to the TAES's predictions, the average life of a pallet was 

only three years. The only value of pallets was to keep the module from 

32 wilcutt, "Cost of Seed Cotton," 501; Ethridge, Analysis of 
Effects, 4. 

33 Ethridge, Analysis of Effects, 4-5; Mike Kingston, ed., 1994-
Q5 Texas Almanac and S-tate Indus-trial Guide (Dallas, Tex.: Dallas 
Morning News, 1993), 568; Russell Bean, Interview by Richard Mason, 
March 8, 1983 (Sou-thwest Collection, Texas Tech University), Tape Two, 
Side Two. 
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getting wet in •the field, something not generally needed in the semi-

arid areas of the country. Furthermore, pallets were awkward to handle 

and easily damaged. Some growers sinply avoided the pallet and trailer 

expenses by building modules directly on the ground. Later they came 

back and loaded the cotton into trailers, much as they had traditionally 

done with ricked cotton.34 

In 1973 hay truck salesman Barry Reynolds observed the new cotton 

modules and conmented that they "looked like haystacks made out of 

cotton." It occurred to him that a haystack loader could be modified to 

haul cotton modules wi-thout the pallets. "If we could pick up modules 

wi-thout a pallet, we'd be maldjig a step forward," he said. Reynolds 

built a prototype module mover in South Dakota and first demonstrated it 

at a gin in Lamesa (Dawson County) in the fall of 1974. Though 

producers were somewhat skeptical, Reynolds soon sold his first -two 

units and built fifteen more for 1975. He moved to Lubbock and opened 

Reynolds, Inc. to manufacture the module movers.3^ 

The module mover (or module -truck) is a custom-built, tilt-bed 

•truck with parallel roller chains eight inches apart running the length 

of the bed (Figure 6.12). Older module trucks had open bed trailers, 

but units built since the late-1980s have enclosed sides and a top on 

•the •trailer (Figure 6.13). To load a module, the bed is tilted down so 

the end meets the ground. As the truck baclcs up, the chains support and 

move the module onto the bed. The goal is to keep the module in the 

same spot and slide the tmck undemeath it. When unloading the process 

34 Bartlett Oral History, Tape Two, Side One; Curley and Kepner, 
"Palletless versus Pallet Systems," 828, 831; Calvin B. Pamell, Jr., 
"Purpose and Basic Operation of Seed Cotton Module System," in Sunmary 
Proceedings Cotton Module Building/Ginning Clinic, October 14, 1976 
([College Ŝ tation, Tex.]: Texas Agricultural Extension Service, 1976), 4. 

35 "Reynolds' Cotton Hauler Idea Proves Lucrative," Lubbock 
AMf^-[anche-Joumal, i^ril 4, 1995, sec. B, p. 8; Jim Westbrook, 
Interview by Cameron Saffell, Spring 1989, Lubbock, Tex. (Tape in 
possession of author) [hereafter cited as Westbrook Oral History], Tape 
One, Side One. The Original Module Mover (#1) (Figure 6.11) remained in 
operation into the early 1990s. In 1994 it was restored to the original 
design by its current owner, Jim Weŝ tbrook, Reynolds' protege in the 
develcpnent of the module truck. 
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(b) 

Figure 6.12 
Palletless Module Movers 

(a) "The Original" Module Mover 
Source: Photograph by "the au-thor, i^ril 1995. 

(b) Loading a module 
Source: Curley and Kepner, Palletless versus Pallet, 828, 
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Figure 6.13 
Modem Module Truck 

Photograph by the author, near Abemathy, June 1996 
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is reversed and the chains shuffle the module back to the ground. Under 

ideal conditions, a module can be loaded and unloaded several times 

without damage.36 

Early palletless modules left sane cotton on the ground vsMch was 

removed by a gleaning crew. By the 1980s this problem was reduced with 

inprovements to the bed chciin and the synchronizing of truck and chain 

movements. Drivers could load palletless modules eight minutes faster 

•than with the pallet-trailer system. Palletless modules also did away 

with the problems of handling, storing, and repairing pallets. 

Producers could build a module on the ground v^erever they wanted. The 

only disadvantage was that modules were subject, to moisture. 

Resecirchers reconmended that in wet and humid regions harvesting crews 

should be "very careful in their management of the storage of modules 

placed directly on the ground. "37 

Researchers quickly determined that most farmers could not afford 

the purchase or operation of a $60,000 module truck. Fortunately 

ginners saw the potential of the palletless modules and the module 

•trucks. Not only could this be a service provided to farmers, but it 

also would bring a net increase in -the gin's operational and cost 

efficiency. A gin's owning and operation of module movers maximized 

their annual use and kept costs to a minimum. "The most conmon approach 

in West Texas has been for the gin in a ccnmunity to lease or purchase 

the mover truck and move the modules from farm to gin. "38 

36 Curley and Kepner, "Palletless versus Pallet Systems," 828; 
W.F. Lalor, J.K. Jones, and G.A. Slater, "Palletless Module Movers," 
Aoro-Industrial Report 4(3) (March 1977): 4. 

37 Curley and Kepner, "Palletless versus Pallet Systems," 831-832; 
Westbrook Oral History, Tape One, Side One; Pamell, "Purpose and Basic 
Operation," 4. 

38 R<±)ert A. Kepner and Robert G. Curley, "Handling Seed Cotton 
Modules Without Pallets," California Agriculture 30(8) (August 1976): 6-
8; Ethridge, Analysis of Effects, 6. It is interesting to note that 
v̂ hile gin ownership of module •truclcs is ccnmonplace in Texas, it is 
presently prohibited in the State of Oldahoma. 
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other Post-Harvesting Equignent 

An additional inplement used on some farms on the South Plains and 

across the Cotton Belt to help increase the efficiency of mechanical 

harvesting is the boll buggy (Figure 6.14). This hydraulically-operated 

basket trailer could shuttle between the harvester and the storage site 

or module builder. These are especially useful for four-row strippers, 

"because the tender trailer [boll buggy] could be hauled down the rows 

to receive dumps from the stripper v^en its basket is full, thus cutting 

down the dunping time for the stripper and increasing the harvesting 

rate."39 

A 1973 project in Crosby County tried to revolutionize cotton 

farraing by altering the ginning process. The new American Cotton 

Growers (ACG) super-gin at Crosbyton centralized the functions of 

ginning, compressing, seed handling, and marketing into one facility. 

Participating growers were required to purchase special riclcing 

equipment, costing about $1,750, to form riclcs on the tumrows. Once 

riclcs were conpleted, the gin assumed control of the cotton. Two-man 

rick loading teams from ACG would shuttle between cotton fields and the 

gin. The teams used a front end loader (the American Cotton Conmander 

Loader, Figure 6.15) to transfer the cotton into customized forty-seven 

foot long metal baskets (Figure 6.16). Each trailer held up to 25,000 

pounds of seed cotton, or about ten to -twelve bales. When filled the 

container was winched aboard a tilt-trailer and hauled to the gin. At 

the gin the trailer was taken to the dump system which hoists the 

trailer about forty feet to dump the cotton into a blender box (Figure 

6.17). The blender mixed the cotton together to assure all bales from 

each -trciiler had a uniform content.^^ 

39 Cbservations by the author; Lalor, Jones, and Slater, 
"Palletless Module Movers," 8. 

40 Del Deterling, "Biggest, Most Modem Cotton 'Gin' in -the 
World," Progressive Farmer 18(12) (December 1973): 22-23; James E. 
Haskell, The Feasibility of a New Off-Farm Cotton System on the High 
Plains of Texas ([Crosbyton, Tex. ]: American Cotton Growers, [ 1973]), 
1^. 
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Figure 6.14 
Boll Buggy 

Source: Photograph by the author, June 1996 

Source: 

Figure 6.15 
American Cotton Conmander Loading a Basket 

Crosby County Pioneer Memorial Museum, Crosbyton, Tex. 
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Source: 

Figure 6.16 
ACG Cotton Baskets in the Field 

Photograph by the author, north of Crosbyton, 
November 1994. 

Figure 6.17 
Basket on the ACG Lift 

Source: Crosbyton Review, January 10, 
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This "central gin" concept was fairly successful but was soon 

overshadowed by the adoption of cotton module systems. Eventually 

participating growers of the ACG (today called Associated Cotton 

Growers) were permitted to deposit their harvest directly into an ACG 

basket from the stripper. ACG modified their container lift with a 

platform to acconmodate cotton modules. Since purchasing their own 

module trucks, ACG uses a combination of modules and the ACG baskets.41 

Sunmary 

The introduction of moduling revolutionized and helped save the 

cotton industry nationwide. The concept of palletless modules on the 

Soû th Plains made moduling instantly popular, vMle the older cotton 

areas of the South more slowly embraced modules. With the ability to 

safely store cotton for longer periods of time safely, most Texas gins 

replaced investment in increasing gin capacity with investment in module 

equipment. A 1983 Texas Tech analysis predicted a "steady increase in 

•the percentage of cotton moduled would likely have the most favorable 

inpact on the Texas High Plains economy." According to the study's 

economic models, if moduling were to increase steadily, about 73% of the 

active gins in 1979 would still be active by 1999. In the worst case 

scenario, wî th labor costs increasing shaiiply due to continued use of 

•trailers, most smaller gins would close or consolidate leaving only 49% 

of the gins with less than 30 bales an hour gin capacity open by 1999.42 

Fortunately, the South Plains is leading the trend of increased 

module use. This has kept many small, local gins operating and spawned 

a new industry of businesses that sell or service module builders, 

feeders, and trucks. Of six conpanies building and servicing module 

•trucks nationwide in 1989, the two largest (Reynold's, Inc. and Module 

41 Associated Cotton Growers Gin, Crosbyton, Tex, Personal 
ccnmunication with Dan Martin and observations by author, November 11, 1994. 

42 Don E. Ethridge, Sujit K. Roy, and David W. Jtyers, Changes in 
•hhe Structure of the Texas High Plains Cotton Ginning Industry, 1967-
1999/ College of Agricultural Sciences Publication No. T-1-213 (Lubbock, 
Tex.: Texas Tech University, College of Agricultural Sciences, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, 1983), 36-44. 
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Truck Service) were headquartered in Luhfcock. While trailers have not 

disappeared entirely, especially in the traditional cotton areas of the 

Soû th, it is efcvious that modules are a permanent part of the cotton 

industry, completing the mechanization of South Plains cotton farming.43 

43 Ibid., 43; Westbrook Oral History, Tape One, Side One. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

Mechanization of farming has been an important part of South Plains 

agriculture. Early settlers, many with Southern roots, brought with 

them traditional inplements and farming practices. However, this was a 

new land with larger, flatter fields, different growing seasons, and 

challenging weather conditions. For a vMle farmers struggled with one-

row horse-drawn equipment and harvested by hand. Then many saw or heard 

of the progress in the development of machines for various crops and 

recognized the need and opportunity for change. This thesis has 

described the mechanization of cotton farming on the South Plains. 

The development of tractors in the late 1920s and early 1930s, a 

by-product of the effort to develop a mechanized row-crop cultivator, 

brought new innovations to cotton farming. Blaclcsmiths and 

manufacturers redesigned most horse-drawn equipment so it could be 

pulled by the new tractors. They also developed new methods for 

utilizing the tractor, such as mounting cultivators around it rather 

than pulling a separate inplement behind it. 

At the same time manufacturers and experiment ŝ tation scientists 

were developing a practical cotton harvester. The South Plains was the 

focal point for research to develop a harvester that ŝ trips the entire 

boll from the cotton plant, rather than plucking the cotton from the 

boll as in traditional practice. A freak 1926 dust storm sparked an 

"emergency interest" in homemade strippers, v^ch quickly became the 

basis for the early experimental models. Gin operators developed the 

means to separate the cotton from the bolls, leaving manufacturers to 

develop a suî table machine harvester. By the early 1930s John Deere had 

produced a conmercially-viable cotton stripper in both horse and 

•tractor-drawn versions. 

The successful introductions and innovations of tractors and cotton 

strippers, though, were choked by the Great Depression and the Dust Bowl 

conditions of the 1930s. Several poor production years reduced the 

amount of cash available to farmers, forcing them to be thrifty in their 

purchases. During these years those interested in stripping cotton 
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constructed •their own crude irrplements instead of purchasing 

manufactured strijpers. Tractor sales were sparse for a few years, 

especially in the South Plains v^ere the tractor had just begun to gain 

pcpularî ty when the Depression struck. Many farmers had to wait until 

•their finances inproved before they could upgrade, causing a brief lull 

in •the mechanization effort. 

President Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal programs of the late 1930s 

provided the cash and financing farmers needed. Tractors were a 

priorî ty. Farmers recognized that this single purchase was a great 

labor saver that would allow them to increase farm and crcp sizes. Some 

interest was shewn in a mechanical harvester, but it was not until World 

War II that it became a necessity. 

The war once again called upon the farmer to produce more with 

fewer people. Many farmers and manufacturers develĉ )ed •tractors and 

equipnent to reduce labor needs. In most areas of the country farmers 

upgraded to four-row equipment, though many South Plains farmers were 

well into •that trend before 1940. The labor shortage also brought a 

need •to harvest mechanically. A handful of manufacturers petitioned the 

government for the metal and materials to produce cotton harvesters to 

neet "these needs. By the end of the war the South Plains was one of the 

leading areas of the country in the mechanical harvesting of cotton. 

After the war many government officials and agencies wanted to 

foster the "trend to mechanized farming. Congress approved federal 

funding for state experiment station research to replace funds 

reallocated by the states during the war. In specially designed and 

organized projects, researchers looked for the most efficient equipment 

and nethods to meet the agricultural needs of the United States and the 

world. 

Much of the post-war cotton related research was in plowing, 

planting, and cultivating. This left manufacturers and farmers to 

perfect the mechanical harvesting of cotton, one of the last national 

cash crops handled by machine. The influx of workers available 

jjmediately after the war drc^ped labor costs, allowing many farmers to 

hand-pick instead of machine harvest. The Korean War reversed this 

trend in the early 1950s, resulting in a resurgence of mechanical cotton 
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harvesting. The cheap labor provided by the bracero programs kept hand 

harvesting alive into the 1960s, but the termination of those programs 

largely ended hand stripping altogether. 

By 1960 the four traditional phases of cotton farming, plowing, 

planting, cultivating, and harvesting were catpletely mechanized. The 

introduction of the universal tool bar allowed farmers of any crops to 

buy a single piece of equipment with the accessories to customize their 

farming. The development and introduction of new methods of crop 

fertilization, chemical weed control, and wide-scale crop irrigation 

supplemented the appearance of the tool bar. 

In the 1970s and 1980s many of the major developments affecting 

cotton farming were in •the support areas. Engineers developed more 

efficient irrigation technologies, such as the use of center-pivots and 

direct application methods. Ginners converted the post-harvest handling 

of cotton from trailers to cotton modules, which were more practiccil 

with less inconvenience for farmer and ginner alike. 

Any history of machines and mechanization must necessarily touch on 

various related topics in the history of technology, of society, and of 

an industry. Some of these issues were indirectly alluded to through 

•this thesis without delineation. A brief overview here will point out 

that many topics have yet to be fully explored. 

This thesis describes a very narrow portion of a larger 

technological system. The South Plains was not the only area of the 

country experiencing mechanization. Other areas of United States cotton 

production endured similar problems and had similar solutions as those 

found on the South Plains. National manufacturers introduced 

approximately the same inplements across the nation. A comparison of 

•the development and spread of cotton mechanization in other areas would 

reveal v^ether the South Plains was truly a leader in the cotton 

induŝ try, or merely a region responding to its own needs. 

The mechanization of cotton farming also may be markedly different 

from the mechanization of other crops. Threshing, for exanple, was 

conmon in the Midwest grain areas in the second half of the nineteenth 

century. However, production on a large scale had to wait until a 

suî table machine, the early steam tractor, was developed. For many 
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regions that difference in acceptance took up to forty years. In 

contrast the mechanization of cotton farming appears to have been almost 

continuous except for downturns during the Depression and war years. 

Further studies are needed to conpare mechanization among different 

crops, as well as the role of mcmentum in technological development. 

As for cotton one might also question vdiether cotton mechanization 

continued after •the 1960s development of the tool bar. Few developments 

took place for plows, planters, and cultivators from that period until 

the late 1980s. In fact by the mid-1990s some might identify a trend 

away frcxn tool bars back toward specialized inplement farming. An 

exanple in South Plains cotton farming is the increasing return of the 

eight-row combination planter-fertilizer inplement. Is this continued 

efficiency and mechanization, or is a new trend in farming developing? 

These questions may not be answerable for years to come. 

Several influences on •the process of mechanization have been 

mentioned, some prominently, but their role and the extent of their 

influence have not been explored. One is the role of experts, in this 

case of researchers and scientists at the Texas Agricultural Experiment 

Ŝ tations. This thesis assumes they held a prominent place in South 

Plains agriculture, and that farmers valued vdiat these professionals had 

to say. The author believes that this is a valid presumption for this 

area. Some historians, though, have found that many farmers had open 

contempt or disregard for experts, especially those from the United 

States Department of Agriculture, such as the local extension agents. 

No doubt some in West Texas disliked federal experts as well. However, 

many farmers appear to have held the scientists at local substations in 

high regard. This paper points out the involvement of Texas 

Agriculturcil Experiment Station researchers in the development of cotton 

planter units after World War II, the stripper harvester, and cotton 

module equipment. It is clear that South Plains farmers and local 

manufacturers kept abreast of research projects and made use of the 

findings. Researchers such as E.B. Hudspeth and Don L. Jones became 

trusted friends vydio knew and understood South Plains farmers and the 

prctolems they faced. 
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Is this a difference between perceptions of federal experts "from 

Washington" and of state or local officials v±io are "neighbors?" If so, 

is this reaction limited to the South Plains, or is it true of other 

areas? The role of esq̂ erts has yet to be fully examined. 

Likewise, the inpact of advertising and business practices on 

farmers' thinking has not been conpletely considered. From one 

perspective, print ads in newspapers and magazines provide historians 

with a picture of the inplements and technologies available to farmers 

at a given point in time. From another, though, they were a source of 

influence. Did the fact that the local John Deere dealer ran an 

informative series of cartoon ads just before planting season play any 

part in the widespread use of Deere's planters in the area? Hew much 

did ads and workplaces aid in keeping farmers abreast of new 

technologies? Could a dealer's reputation for having the most 

knowledgeable salespeople and a history of conmî tment to consumers 

influence the shift from blacksmiths to manufacturers in mid-century? 

What effect did the "American System of Production" and its development 

have on manufacturing for both large groups of consumers and specialized 

production for smaller patrons? It is apparent that seme conpanies, 

especially John Deere, emphasized the maintenance of a well-eŝ tablished 

dealer network to provide sales and service to farmers. The results of 

this "corporate presence" manifest themselves in the large numbers of 

Deere equipment found in local museums and modem farms, as well as in 

the present string of Deere dealerships across all farming regions. 

The growth of a new industry, agribusiness, is a further area for 

examination. Agribusiness comprises the organizations and businesses 

that support farmers in the production, sale, and processing of crops. 

It has flourished as mechanization and technology in all industries has 

progressed. Following the introduction of the radio after World War I, 

farmers had almost instant access to reports on market conditions 

worldwide, allowing them to participate directly in the marketing 

process. Producers organized local cooperatives to sell crops in larger 

quantities at higher prices to benefit farmers rather than middlemen. 

After World War II regional and national manufacturers made the majority 

of all new inplements and sold them through a well-established network 
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of dealers. Whereas in the past farming was for subsistence and barter, 

new it has become a big business for producing income, not only for 

farmers but for thousands of people in industries that support them. 

Hew does the growth of agribusiness relate to agricultural 

mechanization? Was it a development separate from agriculture because 

of inprovements in transportation, business, conputers, and 

intemational trade? The role of agribusiness and inplement 

technologies, along with their interaction, is an area for further 

study. 

This thesis also might raise the question as to whether technology 

is neutral or inevî table. A certain assumption in this work is that 

technology makes life better or easier. If that ŝ tatement is valid, was 

the continuous evolution of inprovements destined to happen or was it 

influenced by other factors? Did farmers feel pressure to inprove their 

ways because of v̂ iat city folks said in articles and advertisements? 

Farmers certainly had the ability to make choices about v^ether to 

upgrade their equipment. Why did they do so? What was the cost, either 

economically, socially, or in other forms? Some historians have 

suggested that in the patriarchal farming society, extra money went into 

new field equipment rather than for household conveniences like a 

washing machine. Did farmers value their crops over their wives? Or 

were •they looking ahead to provide future money for "luxuries." Was 

farming technology inevitable while household technology was neutral? 

Can any new technology be neutral or inevitable? 

In retrospect we often perceive the introduction of new technology 

as inevitable. However, this may not be the case. Choices were made 

about v^ether or not to use new technologies and larger equipment. 

Decisions were influenced by many factors including economics, 

availability of large, cheap •tracts of land, and perhaps even cultural 

considerations. Some areas of the country, such as the South, adopt 

"inproved" inplements at their own pace. As previously noted, John 

Deere sold horse-drawn inplements as late as 1954. Georgia is just 

reaching •the point in the use of cotton modules that the Soû th Plains 
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was at in the early 1980s. 1 This thesis indicates that South Plains 

farmers have been progressive thinkers. However, other areas eventually 

began to adopt the new technologies. Does that make technology 

inevî table or just another factor in the development of farming and 

mechanization? 

Many issues such as these can be raised in the writing of a work of 

this nature. These questions are a matter of continuous exploration and 

debate in the history of technology at large. This thesis merely 

presents seme of the basic facts and the most conmon pieces of equipment 

and opens some doors to these larger issues. This thesis shews that 

West Texas farmers have shown a willingness to try new technologies and 

techniques. The South Plains has emerged as one of the major cotton 

producers of the world. It was not just farmers that made this a 

reality. It was their machines. 

1 Don Macmillan and Russell Jones, John Deere Tractors and 
gQuipment: Volume One, 1837-1959 (St. Joseph, Mich.: American Society of 
Agricultural Engineers, 1988), 89; Personal conmunication with Jim 
Westbrook, ̂ ril 1996, Luhbock, Tex. 
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